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FOOD FOR REFLECTION.
PRICES FOR COMPETITION,

Kates of Advertising : One inch of space, the
1# igth ot column, constitutes a “square.”
$ 1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements’* and “Auction
8ales,*’ $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press’* (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) tor $1.00 per square tor first insertion,
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Address all communications to
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entertainments"
Boston & Maine R. R.

PRESIDENT HAYES’ RECEPTION
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FIFTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS WORTH OF CLOTHING
must and shall be sold the next two weeks.

BOSTON
Tickets from Portland to Boston and
Return, good on Boston & Maine or
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Eastern R. R.,

public
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E^~These tickets will be sold only at
the Ticket Offices, and will be good ONLY
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.J. T. FURBEH, Gen. Supl.
S. H. STEVEKS, Gen. Agent,Je25d2t
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HUtKRlsoN & WIIITTEN,
250 FORE STREET, t'orilaud, Maine
ARTHUR B, MORRISON.
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MESSRS. KENDALL Sc WHITNEY
have our goodN coDKtnnlly oil hand in any
quantity required, and would be pleased to show
themto any one wishing to examine them, or would
send samples whenever iequired. Please give them
a call.

C. W. REU4MP & CO.
my 30
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Boots and Shoes
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for Men, Women and Children.
>

ALL
the New
Maine State Agricultural Societies will

joint

exhibition

Presiunpscot

of

KINDS,

England and
be held at

City Hall,

Park and

ALL

SIZES,

Portland, Me,, Sept. 3-», 1877.
All Entries

will

Slock

oi

Entries may be made with Col. Daniel Needham,
45 Milk Street, Boston, or Samuel Wasson, 27 PrebU Street, Portland. Letters of inquiry may be addressed to either, or to A. L. Dennison, Portland.
W. F. Garcelon, Lewiston, will have charge ot'
Horses; 1. D. Fenderson. S. Stetson, Cattle; B.M.
Hig'nr, Skowhegan, Halls; and D. M. Dunham, Bangor, ot Implements. For ground rent apply to either
Garcelon or Fenderson. Gen. J. Marshall Brown,
Portland, will officiate as General Superintendent.
Address me at East Surry, until August 1st.

ALL
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by the Patent Office may

still, in most cases, be
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Being
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moro

those who

lice,
searches, and secure Patbroader claims than
remote from Washington.
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MKCVKED.
We reler to officials in the Patent Office, and (c
inventors in every State in the Onion.
C. A. SNOW & CO..
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, 1). C.
n
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Coach.—Season of 1877.

Leaves

Ocean House for Portland.7.30 A. M.
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.3.20 P.M.

Leaves

Falmouth Hotel for Ocean House. .9.15 A. M.
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Portland, Juno 15, 1877.
the Union Lubricator Co.. 6 Haymarket Square.
Boston:
We have thoroughly tested your Lubricator on our
road and find it to be of great
merit, unning 6 weeks
and over 3000 miles without
replenishing, thereby
saving in time and expense. We can safety recom-

C0.3

mend its

Priced for Familied and Office*
lbs. daily, lrom June t to October 1.$6.00
l. 8.00
«
i.10.00
Ice will be delivered earlier than 1st June and latei
than 1st October at the same rate per month
(E^as during the Season., jtn
monthly Priced.
Monthly rates apply to all not taking Ice the whoh
season, or four months.
10 lbs. daily, per mouth.
$2.00
•*
•*
10
15
20

15
20

2.50

je23dtf

Door

coal and Wood.
hand

FAMILY,

THE

HUMAN

FAMILY!

Too much cannot be said of our BOYS’ & CHILDRENS’ DEPART
MANT. And yet space will not admit ot our calling attention to but a
lew ot our specialities. The fact that this
department contains more
goods than all the other clothing stores in this city, is sell evident; that
not only the best styles but the lowest prices
may be had ot us. Boys'
Sailor Blouses, $1.00; Boys’ Suits, long
pants, $2.50 up; Children’s Shirt
Waists, 37c, 42c, 50c, 62c; Sailor Suits. Iron Clad Suits, Odd
Pauls, Everything, Anything, that the risiug generation requires from a dollar
suit toa $5.00 suit. Just received.a handsome line ot
Children’s Linen
Kilt Suits, White Pique Suits and White Flannel suits: Mothers should
be sure and see them. Equally great reduction has been made thro’out this department. Many suits arc marked down
way below cost.—
WORKING MEN should bear In miud that we sell common Pauls
tor 75c, $I.2.» and $1.50, Overalls for 40c, Thin Coats lor
50c, and that
at all times we are pleased to show our goods and prices.
COME NOW WHILE THE ASSORTMENT IS LARGE.

SCREENS.

all kinds of the
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assortment of GAS AND \VA'l KIt
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Opportunity

For a man wilh $2,500, to make
money, iu a good paying business
in this city. Address
“C.” THIS OFFICE.
m?19
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Doors,

Window Scrseens
Screen Goods of all kind.

and
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and effectively
by Jewellers am

GAFF FLE1SOUMANN A: CO*.

Baskets, Packages

Our patrons will please notice that .hereafter, every
cakeot our COMPRESSED IEABI’ will be
labelled and will have our printed and written
slgnature thereon. Without which none is genuine.-*
GAFF FLEISCHiYIANN & CO., Manufacturers.
Factories, Greenpoint, L. /., Riverside, Ohio. Cincinnati, Ohio.

C. A. BECKFORD,

i

Iron Founders and

NICKEL

PLATERS

(Liccnsedby the United Nickel Co.,

of New York,
AUBURN, MAUVE.

t3'=*All Orders will have Prompt Attention,
jam!
eod&wly STn&Tb

For
Sale.
NICE Family or Lady’s driving Horse, fiv
years old, perfectly gentle, sound, good driver

The possible application of the proscriptive rule against the Jews would illustrate
its absurdity. Mendelssohn would not be

permitted to listen to his own “Midsummer
Night’s Dream” music played upon a Saratoga piazza; Moses, the great Hebrew lawnln/ti.
-LI!_t

been

a source

uinjr.

i'ruui

polity.

Evening

A New York dispatch says there is undoubtedly a movement in that city to made
Gov. Hendricks the next democratic candidate for president, and that it is
privately
declared the Tilden men pledged him the
next nomination if he wouid
accept the
second place at the St. Louis convention.
The latter part of the statement is true
beyond question. When a party ot eastern
delegates to the St. Louis convention (Tilden
men) stopped in this city to urge Mr.
Hendricks to accept the nomination lor vicepresident, the Journal had positive information, and so stated at the time, that pledges
were exacted and given
that, If he accepted
the second place on the ticket, he should be
nominated for president in 1880.—Indian a
polis Journal.
Onr New
The

date

of

ite

avowal

New

Mr. Beadle believes that the Mormon
Church will come to an end without a bloody
straggle. There has been a great social revolution going on in Utah lor the last ten
years. Conversions are no more numerous
than desertions. Old Mormons die and
young ones grow up unbelievers. All that
the general government need do is to secure
a free election law and a
jury system that
will enable the courts to bring offenders to
to justice. This done the religion of Joseph
Smith is doomed to slow but sure extinction.
At this moment the condition of Paris,
which may be taken to represent that of

France, Is extremely unpleasant, not to say
dangerous. Public meetings are strictly
prohibited, and are to be put down by force,
if attempted—the governmental idea being
that if four or five persons exchange words at
the corner of a street, the police or the
army must regard that as “a public meeting,” and immediately disperse it. Half a
dozen persons familiarly conversing upon

general subjects, with occasional reference to
the political crisis, may be regarded as constituting a private and, therefore, illegal political meeting, and be hauled away to prison
without delay. Journalists cannot publish
until their papers have passed under the
supervision of a censor who marks out every
paragraph, line or word that displeases him,
and forbids the sheet to be published without other and harmless matter filling up the
vacancy. If blank spaces were left all the
world would see that the Censorship was
running its course. Unless specially authorized, newspapers may not be sold in the

The Shoe and Leather Reporter has “got
itself up regardless” in a new dress of type,
and is now the handsomest as it is the largest
and most Influential trade journal in the
country. Its latest issue numbers sixty-five
pages, is indispensable to all who deal in
leather as well as of interest and value to the
The Reporter has made
general reader.
rapid strides in enterprise under its new
management.
It transpires that the “alarmed Inhabitant*
of Alaska” who are clamoring for troops to
protect them against the savages are a few
camp-followers who made a living by selling
whiskey to the soldiers and Indians. Of
course this “commerce” suffers by the withdrawal of custom. But there seems to be a
general disposition to let it languish.

A large force of Russians is now across
the Danube, and the whole invading army
will doubtless be in Bulgaria by the end
of the week. With the passage of the river
the difficulties of the attack actually begin,
for the Bulgarian quadrilateral must be
-AA.^A^
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black, and neighs nine hundred pounds.
Cai i
be seen at STAPLES’ Livery Stable, Cumberlant
Street.
jeg'.’dtt

GENERAL AGENT FOR MAINE,

220 Fetal SI, FORM,
Office,
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Grliiiiner’s Orchestra
is

prepared to turnisli Music for Commencements,
Concerts, Lectures, Theatricals, Party
Picnics, etc., etc.
CHARLES GRIMMER, Leader.

omce, ISO Middle Street, Portland, Me
Applications can also be made at tbe Music Stores.
Jull
dim

The crop reports all over the country are
cheering. In the West the danger from the
grasshopper is believed to be over, and the
crops promise to be heavier than for some
years. In our own section everything is doing well.
the officials. The cafes are watched by an
army of spies, and for conversation which
they report as dangerous the law officers are
to prosecute with all the rigor of the law.
Even the right of petitioning the Senate and
the Chamber of Deputies is restrained.
Colonel Sellers, otherwise J. T. Raymond,
passed the Treasury Department in Washington the other day and said mildly “There’s
millions in it I” and immediately added reflectively, “There’s millions after it.”

Yobk, June

231 1877.
had about the affair between Mr. Hilton and Mr. Seligman!
It is just oue of those things wbioh sets New
York in a blaze for forty-eight hours, is talked

Such

Hurry aj

a

we

have

about more or less for exactly nine
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O' of ninety-nine per ceot. of the population M
completely as if nothing of the kind bad ever

happened.
When it was discovered that Joseph Selighad been refused accomodations at Henry
Hilton’s hotel at Saratoga, people stared at
each other in amazement at first, and then
man

pretty generally got worked up iuto a fever of
iudignation. That a gentleman so entirely
irreproachable and withal so gentle and unassuming shonld have been considered otherwise
than a great catch fur aay tavern, was in itself astonishing. But then it is very seldom
that

the

ent.

the Telegraph Cans,

of

panic.—A Portraiture of Jmj deald.

It has

Church has steadily lost ground. It Is altogether probable, our writer thinks, that
without polygamy Mormonism would have
been a far greater evil than it has been with
it, lor its strength would have been greater,
and the national government more indiffer-

York Letter.

Hilioi-SellfniM Affair— ftace Preja.

<lice-TheFight

of weakness from the begintho

■

of the rock and the water if he would flake
his thirst at the Springs; and if the Founder
ot Christianity himself were
passing through
New York to day, under this rule, he would,
in a new and literal sense, know not where
to lay His head.—N. Y.
Pott.
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Balkans forced before the troops of the Czar
strike the great road to Constantinople.

dags,all sorts ot
and
Baggage
Buy of your nearest Sta i
tioner
or Newsdealer, o
------send 10 cents fot package by mail to
DENNISON A: CO., 19 Milk street, Boston,
Jan29
d6m

AUBURN FOUNBRY CON NY

nave

incident of the Mormon

—I-

PENNINQN & co., 19 Milk street, Boston.
|COVNEl£NT AND HaNDI
for attaching to Trunks

A

aI'25

but

Screen

■

EXCH4KUE STREET.

Juf_

A

—

Cauopies for Beds« Cribs

tamisli from Sil
verware, and giving to i
an

Wire,

at the same price that others ask for the
ordinary
green. This wire is two size heavier than the common wire,
is thoroughly painted and does not
change. It is clearer and better for tho eyes and
looks rich from the street.

be the best article for re

moving

by Grocers generally.

HOUSE,
ME.
dit

to

Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and Haddles,
family use, picnic parties, and

SCREEN.

the best in use. It is made lor the inside or outside of the window and may be raised to the top or
taken out at pleasure, sliding independent of tbe
is

Foot Wilmot St., Back Side of City
Ju15’dlml[»J

dim

Maine,

This concern manufactures Screens more extensively than any other in the country, and sends
goods to all parts of New England.

RATES.

P. Prince &

manner

BURROWES’,

No. 17 Free Street, Portland,

THE

MARKET

auu

Foreign journals are rigidly examined and delivered or kept back at the will of

Window

of all kinds made to order in the very best
and at the lowest prices, at

Sommer and Winter Use,

a very nieo article for
on board vessels at sea.

For sale

and

E. T.
LOWEST

oicuc?,

streets.

SCREENS!

myI5__dtt_

on

railways.

Cumberland Paper Co.
WINSLOW MACHINE WOKS,
Union Street.

3.00

We bare

all

S. P. CHADBURN,
Proprietor Stages Portland to Bridgton,
IRA CLAY,
Truckman at Milliken & Co.’s, Commercial St.
FRED CUMMINGS,
Cumberland Paper Co.
W. S. JORDAN,

Silver White I
OUR

use on

ALMON LEACH, Supt.
HENRY S. BENNETT, Master Mechanic.
W. H. FESSENDEN.
Treasurer Portland Machine Work.
I. D. WILSON,
Foreman Portland Machine Works.
HENRY S. CLAY.
Livery Stable Keeper. 7 Market Square.

Season

..5.05 P.M.

^ X__*..

Mills,

without friction, gnmmiog or running. The absence
of all friction renders it an
indispensable auxiliary
for cooling Journals and boxes on Steam Cars. The
coldest weather has no efleet on tbis Lubricator.
It has been conceded by those that have
thoroughly tested this article, that it is superior to any lubricator ottered to the public, and that it is a saving of
30 to 50 per cent.
3 he Company manufactures three different
grades,
designed severally tor Steam and Horse Cars Machinery, Trucks, Drays, Carriages, &c.. all cf which
is secured by Letters Patent,
granted 1876.
All goods guaranteed as represented and
put up in
convenient packages for the trade.
Orders addressed to the Union Lubricator Co., No.
6 Haymarket Square, Boston, or W. W.
Whipple
& Co., Agent, 21 Market Square, Portland, will be
promptly attended to.
We are permitted to refer to the following:

150 Trillion! Street, Boston.

The coach will make its lirst trip Sunday. June 3d,
at the regular hours.
VnPA

Cotton and Woolen

This Lubricator combines economy, durability, and perfect
lubrication

YORK,

leaving the Hotels
til1?.

Cars, Paper, Rolling,

Sugar Refineries, Gas Works, Brick Yards, Dredging
Machines, and for all Machinery with heavy bearings.
Also for Carriages, Wagons, Carts, Drays, etc.

FOR

Ocean House

COMPANY.

The thoroughly tested Lubricator, for Steam and

Street

NO. 17 MARKET ST.

Jc20dlf

TILL OR

A. KEITH.

io

M. G. PALMER.

l

and Silrer Ware.

THE

New England by

sell very rapidly.

FAT OR LEAN!

SAMiEL WASSON.

Secretary

and
motion,

I have on hand quite an assortment of first class
Boots and Shoes that will he sold at very low prices
to close them out and make room for new stock.
These goods are all perfect and warranted, and will

Close

August 2.5IH.

East Surry, June 12,1877.

Watches, Jewelry

customer leaving town, by
giving notice Ai
the office, will be entitled to a proper deduction.
We particularly request our customers to
repor
any neglect of our drivers in leaving the Ice; com
plaints for carelessness or any other cause, if madi
at the office, will he attended to promptly.

M.LUNT, Supt.
J. W. PETERS. Gen., Ticket Agent.
dtt
ju9
J.

|

J. A. MERRILL.

Any

in

Chair*

soeet*'

J. A. MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle St

By preventing hubs and
$spokes from splitting, and

D. W. CLARK &

Ferfilzer,

Real Estate Agents.

J

Goods.

likewise CRACKED RONE for Poultry.
We are now prepared to furnish the above goods in
any quantity required and warrant them perfectly

Drawing Room cars, secured in advance at No. iAS
Exchange direct, aud at the Depot.

Tlie

au

eodCm

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS,
there connecting at 10 p. nr. with the elegaut and
liable steamers of the Norwich Liue, arriving
New York at G a. m..

Plumbers.
JAMES Ml LEEK, No. »1 Federal Street

of the metal parts,
wear and tear to a minimum.
Adapted to vehicles oi any class, including Sulkies, Wagons, Carriages, Trucks and Carts. Can be
applied by any builder. At present Messrs. SARGENT & HAM, No. 28 Bowker street; JAMES
HALL <Sr SUN, 21 Hawkins street; JOHN T. SMITH
& CO, 2178 Washington street; M. W.
QUINLAN
Brookline; and EMOND & QUINSLER, William
treet, corner of Washington street, Boston, ZENAS
THOMPSON, Ju., ami MARTIN, PENNELL &
CO., Portland, aie applying this popular improvement to pleasure vehicles of any size or
style, new
or old.
Send lor circular.

C. W. BELKNAP & CO.,

WHITNEY, N«. S« Ex.
('phot storing .( all kind,

Rubber Cushions.

easy

uuucu

man, which ended all fear of the bonds being paid in silver.

the Saints” and live in peace with their
neighbors they encounter little opposition.
But the main body clings to the original
doctrine. It aims to establish a great mountain empire under the absolute rule of the
chiefs of the Church. Polygamy is merely

done to order.

and the

Bone

A.
St.

change

the noise,
mM
FORT By muffling rattle
XX v/ li X «sup
and

sound,
drumming
elastic

tuu

The New York Evening Pott gives Stanley Matthews the credit of having “killed
the silver cock-robin.”
He came from
Washington talking volubly about how tha
silver “dollar or our fathers” was just the
thing to pay government bonds In, and
when the syndicate endeavored to sell the 4
per cent bonds, they received, instead of
orders for bouds, quotations from Matthew's
remarks. The result was a prompt request
lor an official opinion from Secretary Sher-

dissenting parties of Mormons,
embracing some thirty thousand people; but
as they have given up “the earthly reign of

Furniture—Wholesale and Betail.

the springs, axles and other parts of the
gear Irom
breaking, all undue strain being borne by the Eiastic

__

numerous

RUBBER WHOM AXLE

Manufacturers ot Strain Re fined Tripe, Lave
added to tbeir already extensive business the manufacture of PURE BONE MEAL for Cattle.

Monday, June lltli., a
Steamboat Express train, with drawing room car
attached, wi'l leave Portland & Rochester Depot,
Portland, daily, (except Sunday) at 1,15 p. m. and
run throuh to New London

Booksellers and Stationers.

Carpenters and Builders.

Safety, Comfort, Economy,

Q A l?l?nnV
Xj X X

DIRECTORY.

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, oppoaite the Park.

ECONOMY^ib/aHonf15,
ibbhbbp pounding,
crystallization
thereby reducing

Pure

after

JBUS1NESS

kook Kinders.
WTH. A. 4|UINCV, Room llj Printers’
No.
ill Exchange Ht.
Excbange,
small & SBACKFORD. No. 35 Plum
Street.

SECURES

STREET,

THOMAS TASH,
Superintendent ot Schools.

Jni6u3w_

THE

Navy Hall.

CONGRESS

and place.

GEORGE

KIDS,

and

more, not having taught in the meantime, must present themselves for examination at the above time

M'S_(itf

50 CENTS PER PAIR.

Army

candidates may present themselves for examination.
All persons desirous of positions as teachers in the
public schools, and holding certificates one year or

Very respectfully.

Another Job Lot

Under

tl

HOITT & FOGG, No. »1 Middle Street.

the sittings may be made a trilie longer, the sitter
finds it much less difficult to retain the
proper expression, the lights and shades blend more harmoniously, the delicate lialf-tints are not destroyed
and the result is usually much more favorable. Believing that a “word totne wise Is sufficient,” I trust
that a larger potion of my patrons
may favor mi
with their presence in cloudy weather.

1877.

expense and annoyance of n hurried
KiiuJer through Boston,

IU

THE

ME.

CARD.

J11^

TrlE ONLY ROUTE

m

Committee on Examination of Candidates
for Teachers of the Public Schools of Portland
will bold a session at the High School
Building on
the tenth day of July next, at lO a. m.. when all

The opinion seems to be so universal that bright
sunny weather is indispensible for sittings in thi
studio, that I deem it my duty to call attention tc
the fact that ordinary cloudy weather is much
preferable, except, perhaps for small children. Though

NEW

avoiding the

1V1HUUU

Wisconsin Republicans fail to see where
good can come of the policy of pacification. Col. Utley of Racine, who is mentioned as a candidate for the nomination for
governor sarcastically lauds the policy.
He
says: “It should have been adopted during
the war. We could have licked those—
rebels by simply surrendering arms and
going into camp as prisoners.—Milwaukee Letter to N. Y. Times.
any

become embroiled with their neighbors unless the latter abandoned the vicinity en
masse.
In New Yotk, while the Church
was yet confined to t wo families, it kept
three townships in an uproar with quarrels
and lawsuits. The reputation then gained
has been sustained ever since. Of course
the Mormons declare that in all their quarrels they were invariably in the right, but
the constant turmoil in which they were
plunged recalls the Hoosier proverb: “When
a man moves seven times and quarrels with
the neighbors every time, he takes the worst
neighbor with him every move.”
At the very start the Mormons look up the
old Hebrew doctrine of a temporal kingdom,
and earthly glory and triumph over their
enemies. Their leaders organized a despotism which the mass of American citizens
instinctively hated. How strong this hatred
is one sees by the deep distrust entertained
of the Mother Church, to which general suspicion attaches not so much because of its
theological as of its political doctrines.
There are in this country, outside of Utah,

EXAMINATIONJP TEACHERS.

Photographer,

$1.25.

-

EVERY PAIR WARRANTED.

'Tickets

Return,

1U

DOG LICENSES

to all orders for views in the
city or suburbs by leaving the same at Rooms or
with 0. F. FRENCH, Solicitor. What more desirable souvenir than a nice picture ot the old
Homestead, or the “Cittage by the Sea,” with the
mved ones grouped in the
foreground, The new
sizes Boudoir aud
Imperial being introduced |
by Mr. C are very popular and the prices asked
place them within the reach of all. Public Buildings, Cemetery lots, Vessels. Horses, Carriages,
Furniture, Machinerj, Patent Models, Drawings’
&c., &c photographed in the most approved sty lei

Represented

VIA PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
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Prompt attention
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Excursion
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478 CONGRESS STREET,

|g

SIZES

anist; 11. Kotzsclimar, Conductor.
Tickem, including Rmcrred Neat*. 75c
For sale at Stock bridge’s Mu>ic Store, Thursday
morning at 9 o’clock. Concert at 8; Doors open at 7.

je26

City Clerk’s Office, March 15,1877.

EDWARDT. PATTEN,

Soloists: Mrs. H. N. Wetbcrlee. Soprano, Mrs.
Annie Ooudy, Alto; Mr. Will H Stoekbiidge, Tenor;
Mr, J. B. Coyle, Jr., Bass. Miss L. Blanchard Pi

a

Monday, July 2d next, at 4 o’clock p. m„ and that
of this petition, together with this our order
thereon, be given by publication in two daily papers
published in Portland, lor seven days previous to tbe
hearing.
JACOB McLELLAN,
ALBERT MARWICK,
Jt23itd
C. H. FARLEY,

on
a notice

Tlie Rubber Cushioned Axle Co.,

CHORUS OF 100 VOICES.

On

Artistic

lier return from Europe)

HAYDN ASSOCIATION.

22, 1877.

Will be Strictly Enforced.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

1
thlh;

June

v,
mhl5

f

SOPRANO,

(First appearance

Portland,

N

Views

ALL STYLES

503

MISS JULIA FENDERSON,

E. PONCE.

the foregoing petition it is ordered that
hearOv, ing
be had at Ponce’s Landing, Long,Island,

to

MILLS Views!

ALL COLORS,

celebrated Ameiican Contralto.

The

BAY

2-BIJTTOI

checks, mixtures and fancy worsteds and enssicheaper than you can buy

DOWN!

ing thereon.

STREET.

Price

—ALSO—

only

FACTS.

PANTALOONS

ELEC LA Err

kindly volunteered.

T„„

Clothing Co.,

MIDDLE

One

Ju20

to

mcres, well worth from $4-00 to $5.50 and
the clotli.

MISS

Annie Louise

DOLLARS

3*00*

BENEFIT OF THE SUFFERERS

have

Mind

Either of the above would be cheap at $10.00.
We have not, nor do we propose to exaggerate in the least,
present to tlic public

HALL,
MONDAY, JULY 2d.

GRAND "CONCERT

Boston & Portland

to make

ns

fine Black Broadcloth Coat,

SOLID

To the Board ot Commissioners of
Portland Harbor:
Portland, June 22, ’77.
HE undersigned isdesirousof
extending his wharf
at Long Island, thirty-five feet, and respecttully asks you to appoint a time and place lor a hear-

Respectfully,

PORTLAND,

10043,-4,-5.

$6,00

CITY

By llie Fire at St. John.

YE

*14,19,26,1,2

The Largest ami Handsomest Stock ol WHITE VESTS to'select
from that yOu can find in Blaine. Do not order a Vest custom made
until yon have seen OCRS.

9746,-7,-8.

Who have not confidence in what you read, don’t take our word but
come and sec llic many GREAT BARGAINS we offer.

We

steamer Mt, Pleasant up tbe Songo River, through
tbe Lock and Bay of Naples. Vocal and Instrumental music. Also tbe usual amusements.
Tickets for adults 75 cents; children under 12years
40 cents. For sale at Carter Bros., corner Congress
and Casco Sts by Arthur B Morrison, also of tbe
committee at tbe station on the morning ot the ex
curslon. Number of tickets limited to capacity of
steamer.
je23<17t

following talent, who

offer them at $10.00.

HUNDRED
one

I

Proportion.

sewer.

Read and passed.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
A true copy, attest:
H.I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

by the hun-

That we warrant every suit, ALL WOOL, perfect fitting and fashionable made, and would be cheap at FIFTY per cent, more than the
price we ask.

NAPLES via LAKE SEBAGO
by

Youths’, Roys’,

and Children’s Suits in the

10130,-1,-2.

LOT

OH !

NATDBVIV, JUNE 30fb,

the

16.0C
.18.0C

Consists ot 19 suits. Small Checks, Grey cassimere, and cost to make
$12.25, We notv offer them at $9.00.

EXCURSION AND PICNIC.

by

cost

Will he torfci;ctl it as desirable a lot ot suits can be found at less Ilian

_Je25d3t

train will leave the Eastern R.
7.30 A. M. for

now

LOT

PLYMOUTH PARISH AND S. SCHOOL

special

We

LOT

14,0C

...

10034,-5,-6.

Bear in

ISLAND

As usual a large attendance
Tbe list
may be expected.
prizes is very attractive.

a

■

CITV OF PORTLAND.

Comprises 14 suits Handsome Mixed cassimeres, and cost
We now offer them at $9.00.
$11,37.

WEDNESDAY,

NEXT

“

10.0c
“.12.01

“

Consists oi 5 suits of handsome Black and White Knickerbocker, and
cost us $16.62 per suit. We now offer them at $10,00.

The Catholics oi the city go to,

on

“

3156,-7,-8.

Light Checked cassimere, and

of

be

je25d3t

Annual Excursion !
HOQ

“
“

189

10223,-4,-5.

LOT

Society respectfulBaptist
Festival AT THEIK

served after 6 30 o’clock.
The public are invited.

$7.00—«nrk suit,

tor

Consists ot 43 Black and White cassimere suits and cost us to make
$9 37. We shall sell them lor $7.00.
Without doubt this is the greatest bargain we ever ottered.

Strawberry

Refreshments,

“
“

and patch pockets.

Comprises 20 suits

A«lmis*ion, 50 cent**. Pupils ot public ami
private schools half price. Doors open at 7.30. Readings at 8 o’clock. Tickets at Stockbridge’s Music
Store.
je25dtd

announce a

fliom

to
wide hindinzr
us

Comprises 17 Grey Mixed. Small Plaid, cassimere suits, and cost us to
make $13.75. We now offer them at $10.00, The same kind ot suits
we sold last season -at $18.00 as man; of our customers can piove.

EASTTY,

VEST BY, corner ol Congress and Wilmot Sts

2164,-5,-6.

Consists of 4? Webster’s fancy check worsted Suits, which cost

Portland.

June llth, 1877.
)
RDERED, that the City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested by publishing a copy of this
order in the daily papers of this citv, as
required by
for three weeks successively, that this Board on
MONDAY, the second day of July next, at 74
o clock p. m., at the Aldermen’s Room
in City
Building, will hear all parties interested in the petition for continuation of Sewer on Hancock
street,
an? that thereafter this Board will determine and
adjudge if public convenience requires the construction of

8.0C

we shall offer

Ever Thought of, ever Dreampt of, or Ever Desired
BY THE SHREWDEST CLOSEST BUYERS ON EARTH.

and unrivalled delineator ot

ly

“
“

same

BARGAINS

of

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, )

said

were

(Of London). The distinguished English Reader

The Ladies of the First

c“

EARNEST I

thoroughly understand that

LOT

—

ETHELBEUT

DEAD

GREATER

REAmNGS
—

to

IN

City
!

Vest,.$

4tli

must dad our stock reduced more than ONE-HALF, ami ready lor the
reception ol other goods suitable lor tail wear.

Tuesday, June 26, 1S77.

Tuesday

and

—

JULY

for inspec-

City Marshal’s Office, on Monday July 2, 1877, fiom
10 to 12 o’clock a. in., and from 2 to 6 p. in.
C. K. BRIDGES, City Marshal.
dtd

SUITS,

Midhat Pasha, the Turkish liberal now In
deems the Turkish constitution his
great work, and regards himself as the father
of Turkish constitutional
liberty. He says
he had studied and anticipated the reform
for years.

London,

The Mormon Difficulty.
In au article contributed to the current
number of Scribner’s J. H. Beadle takes the
position that the feature of Mormonisn
whioh provokes so general and fierce opposition is not polygamy, as commonly assumed.
Polygamy will do for a scape-goat, but the
trouble is far more radical than that; the
same results would overtake
auy church if it
should concentrate its forces in one state,
“every man voting, whether as citizen or
juror, at the command of the bishop.” The
great objection to Mormonism is that by its
theocratic system it necessarily brings itself
into conflict with a republican people and
their Institutions. The Church of the LatterDay Saints, though the only indigeneous
American church, has lost every trace of
Americanism.
The central doctrine of
Mormonism Is the subordination of state to
church, the determination of the Saints,
wherever they have settled, to subject all
the machinery of courts and laws to the will
of their religious leaders. It has no common
ground with Americanism, for there must
ever be a conflict between men bolding to a
divinely Inspired priesthood, claiming civil
rule and authority in all things, and men
who are ardent believers in democracy.
In support of this view the writer of the
Scribner article brings forward convincing
proofs. It is shown by the record that the
Mormons had more trouble with the world
before they adopted polygamy than since.
They have settled in twelve different places

__

Men,s Coat, Pant

"

BLUE

INDIGO

re-

tion, and to receive their licenses and inspection
cards for the year,
commencing July 1, 1877. at the

RECEIVED.

JUST

The time 1ms come lor us to dispose ot this season’s Clothing'
THIRTY-NINE THOUSAND DOLLLAKS worth now lies on our conns
ters. To hold these goods at a market value during these hard timewoulddrive ns to carry over more than one-halt ot it. WE CAN’T AFFORD TO DO IT. WE DON’T PROPOSE TO DO IT. Therefore we
iiave made ENOKTIOUS REDUCTIONS to enable ns to clear our conn-

Suits

journal.

hereby

are

all around.

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate
countersigned by Stanley T,
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

City Marshal’s Office,
1
Portland, June 23, 1877. )
of hackney carriages
OWNERS
quested to present their carriages

Louitville Courier Journal.
James Gordon Bennett Is back Again from
Europe, and the boys In the Herald office
are prepared for an old-fashioned
shake-up

with

City of Portland

AND

an

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

or other vehicles, whieh shall be
this city for the conveyance from place to
place within the city, of wood, coal, lumber, stones,
brick, sand, clay, gravel, dirt, rubbish, goods, wares,
furniture, merchandise, building materials, or any
other article or thing whatsoever, are
hereby requested to present their teams for
inspection, and to receive their licenses, and numbers, at the Marshal’s
office, Tuesday, July 3,1877, from 10 to 12 o’clock a.
m., and from 2 to 6 p. m.
je25at'tC. K. BRIDGES, City Marshal.

used in

OF

Type-Setter-Who-Puts-his-Apostrophea-in
the-Wrong-Place has not yet surrendered.—

We do noi read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are In
all cases Indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

Trucks, Drays, Wagons Carts,

of
OWNERR
Handcarts

Current Comment-

PRESa

TUESDAY MORNING, JUNE 2C.

City Marshal’s Office,
\
Portland, June 23, 1877. J

WORTH!

DOLLARS

THE

City of Portland.

5,37T

AND

•

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

hear of an ion keeper who is worth •
two of millions, and a case so exceptional, admits of some dtsplsy of espriee on
the part of the landlord. The Grand Union
is to a great exteot a whim and
plaything af
its recent proprietor. He is
introducing into it
we

score or

1

improvements and innovations hitherto quite
nnknown to any watering place hostelry. If
there is a novelty that happens to strike his

fancy he adopts it without waiting a moment
to consider whether it will pay or not. Ha
makes rules to suit his fancy. His sway is absolute. He is under no restrictions or limitstioos. All aroand him “hear and obey,"
Last year the Jews, who are a “peculiar
people’’

iu the art of

fiadiug out where they
for their money frequented
the Grand Union in great numbers. Now it is
impossible to deny tuat there is a deep rooted
prejudice iu social circles against the Hebrews
as a race.
It has existed among sc-ialltd
Christians in all lands for many oenturies.
Civilization has done much to abate it aod will
ultimately eradicate it, as it must all other antipathies based on distinctions of caste or
creed. But its roots extend so far into antiquity and its branches spread over so much of
the earth’s suiface that it is not at all surpris-

cau

get the

most

ing that it yields so slowly even oefore the enlightenment and culture of our favored age.
It was not till after mau? years of persistent
effort that Rothschild, notwithstanding his
wealth, and that all absorbing British love of
wealth which is a stronger trait in an Englishman than even his dislike, could obtain admission to Parliament! The
world moves.
From Shylock to Rothschild there are marks
of s great progress. Ftom Rothschild, vainly
seeking the place in the Commons to which the
peopis of London had chosen him, to Disraeli,
Prime Minister of the realm, there is a gain
which shows how much more rapidly the moral
elevation of the race is progressing than it did
three centuries or even one generation ago.
But the Jews have some weaknesses which
undoubtedly stimulate the popular aversion to
them. A great many of them are “loud” in
manner, fiasby iu diess and obtrusive, beyond
the limits of sienp'e good breeding in tbe

display

of their wealth.
These are things
which are much more uoticeable at summar
resorts than anywhere else, because at inch

places people naturally live a great deal out of
and m public sight. It is oouceded that at
the Grand Union last summer there wee too
much of this splash and glitter to suit the
taste of the quiet and unpretending guests,
and numerous complaints ware made. Then
again it must be remembered that the Christian
Sabbath is the Jewish holiday and the children
of Israel avail themselves of the enforced abstention from ordinary occupations which the
general observance of it entails upon them,
by amusing themselves at cards and many
other recreations inconsistent with the sanctity
of the Lord’s day, which the Jews keep quite
as piously as the Christians, only the two do
not occur at the same time.
However, there Is but one hotel keeper la
Saratoga who could have ventured to exolude
so opulent a class.
It matters very little to
Judge Hilton whether the establishment makea
or loses money compared with the satisfaction
It gives him to have his owu way.
But be baa
issued his orders eud he will stick to them
whatever may be the consequences. He will
have sympathizers of course, but tbc better
■euse of the community will be againat him.
He has set a bad example and done an aot
that is not in accordance with the golden role
or common courtesy even.
What makes the
matter worse is that Mr. Seligmau has none of

doors

the faults which Mr. Hilton's restrictive policy
was aimed at.
He is absolutely without the

pride of wealth, the ostentation or the
dasbiness which constituted the grounds for
rejecting

other guests of his race.
He la oa
the contrary remarkably rnodeat and unpretentious,one of the kindest and most lovable of
men. I doubt whether he ever evinoed so much

temper before in his life

as marks the
baity
letter be wrote to Judge Hilton, when he had
been denied the accommodation he
eought. It
is very seldom there is any gall in his ink or

aoy uncharitableness on his toogne.
That
letter, by the by, was not intended for publication. It so happened however that a newspaper reporter overheard Mr. Seligman’e

lawyer talking about it to a friend with whom
be was lunching, and having got a clew be
followed it up with the pertinacity so characteristic of the profession, until he got the gist
of the story for publication, and the next day
the letter itself was In type.
The dame wee

1UESDAY MORNING, JUNE 26.

ANOTHER

fanned pretty vigorously for a
couple of days.
There was talk of holding an indignation
meeting, but it did not require much reflection
to see the
impolicy of dignifying the private
act of an individual with the public censure of
a comrnun

BLAZE,

Houses Blown Down and Trees

BUSINESS PORTION OF MARBLEHEAD

Uprooted.

DESTROYED.

V

obligations "upon innkeepers it is in the last
degree absurd to imagine that the kind of
people who rn sticate at Saratoga would ever
Invoke its assistance. Similarly Mr. Joseph
Seligman has the world before him and will be
welcome in every hotel or private house in
which sterling worth and
exemplary conduct
are reasonably appreciated.
We have been having a trial in the
Superior

Court this week which has attracted less atten
tion than its importance entitled it to. It is
between the Western Union and Atlantic &
Pacific Telegraph Companies, and Is a contest
in respect to the title to an exceedingly valuable improvement in telegraphy by which four
messages can he sent each way at the same
time on the same wire.

This statement seems

incredible, bnt it is made on the authority of
the experts of the Western Union, and after
an explanation and exhibition of the modus
operandi, which caDdor compels me to confess
were equally Incomprehensible to
my limited
mental faculties. The suit has been in progress many weeks: it is likely to last a considerable time yet; there are several lawyers engaged on each side, and the summing up of
two of them has already occupied a week,
reckoning time Court fashion, that is to say,
five hours a day and four days in seven. The
greatest of them all—because he knows most
about the subject iu hand—is Elward ff.
Dickenson. He finished his argument yesterday morning. He Is perfectly familiar with
everything in the way of machinery and inventions and handles the most expert witness that
can

be produced with

.at__ J_*
Ul

a

skill and effect that are
.....
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hear his speech but I learn that a portion of
it was devoted to a portraiture of Jay Gould,
'and that ho drew his picture with a fidelity
that

displayed

every hideous trait of his moral
character with microscopic accuracy. It is not
well that the rising generation should bo suffered to forget the iniquitous career
of
this shockingly bad man. He has evaded
the penalties of the law, placed himself be-

yond the reach of the avenging arm of justice,
and is popularly supposed to possess large
means.
His reputed wealth enables him to
maintain

associations with gentlemen who
ought to be, and no doubt are, heartily ashamed
that they are in any way identified with him.
But this is a money-worshipping town and the
number is great of those who are ready to ac-

cept success as a plea in bar of all moral delinquencies. It is the inequality of justice that
makes

it

such
himself

helped

wretched

failure. Tweed
to the property of the people
a

and is a hapless

prisoner

as

he deserves to be.

Gould helped himself to the property of the
stockholders of the Erie Railway, and the
felony has been compounded and he is free.
It is bad

enough

forehead

were

that he should have escaped.
It would be worse still If the brand upon his

effaced

and the lesson taught
that it is not the commission of ctime that is
reprebeusible, but the getting found out in
and punished for it.
Yarmouth.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.

College Commencements.
BATES COLLEGE.
Junior Prize

Declamaiion-To«Da;’i Exerciiei.

Lewiston, Jane 25.—Today there have been
numerous arrivals of the friends of Bates College to attend the anniversary exercises. The
only public exercises was the exhibition by the
janior class at Main Street church this evening. The declamations were original. Music
52

Chicago, June 20.—About 12 o’clock this
afternoon a storm struck this city with great
force anil during the twenty minutes it lasted a
vast amount of rain fell and considerable damage was done. Tho wind blew with great fury,
overturning teams and busses, demolishing
signs, breaking in glass and doing other injury.
Basements were in some instances flooded a
foot deep owing to the inadequacy of seweis
to carry water off.
No loss of life is reported.
Wires are down.

Out of Fifteen Shoe

Factories Left.
Boston, June 25.—A fire broke out in Marblehead about 2 o’clock this morning and devastated a large portion of the town. It began
in a small shed in the rear of the Eastern depot
and spread very rapidly.
Seventy buildings
were destroyed, including fifteen shoe establishments, the depot, six passenger cars, one

Aledo, 111., June 25.—There was a heavy
tornado here at 9.30 a. m., completely demolishing the United Presbyterian chnrch and oue
large dwelling, taking the roofs off of Union
Hall, part of the postotfice, the manufacturing
company’s buildings, Severen’s store and sevA heavy hail and rain storm
eral dwellings.
accompanied it.
Damage will probably exceed $20,000. No lives were lost.

The Marblehead fire
one church.
one steam and two
hand engines, was totally unable to cope with
the flames, and aid was asked of Boston, SaIt is stated that the lire had
lem and Bynn.
its origin in the stable ot the Hathaway House
All
and is believed .to have been incendiary.
the large shoe factories but throe are now in
These wore
ruins.
mostly large wooden
buildings filled with machinery and furnishhundreds
to
of men and woing employment
men who will now be thrown out of employment Over 40 dwelling houses were consumed and the occupants saved but a small portion
of their furniture. Many families saved only
the clothes they put on to escape from the

hotel and

department, comprising

ST. JOHN FIRE.

$200,000 Subscribed for the Sufferers.
5000 People Still Dependent

burning buildings.
Washington streel, the street of the shops, is
loug and the stores had a shabby, unprosperous
look. The fire spread over Sewall, School and
Springs, and finally got back to Pleasant street
where, in Or. Wfcetmore’s barn, it was finally

St. John, June 25 —The parties iu the hospital, injured at the recent fire, are doing well.
Those still missing are T. O’Leary, Mr. Coughlan, a woman and child of Smith street, and
Miss Vance. The aggregate contribution for
sufferers is $200,000, besides provisions and
clothing.
The insurance agents call upon the insured
to present their claims immediately for adjust-

Five thousand people came to the rink
today asking for food and clotbiog. The latter
A movement is on
is wanted particularly.
foot for the erection of temporaby dwellings
for the poor.
Authorities promise work to all
who apply. Enormous crowds of excursionists
are arriving by the trains and steamers to view
the wreck.
The Queen’s message was read today. Many
hearts rejoiced at Her Majesty’s thoughtfulness.
The 97tb regiment leaves for Halifax tomorrow.
The militia will then take charge.
ment,

guard.

The following hoot and shoe manufacturers
were burned out: Cropley & Marrol, Eli V.
Bartlett & Co; Wormsted & Woodfio; William
Stevens, Jr., (houseand factory;) Joshua Lafavor, (house and factory;) Jonathan Urne &
Green; Bartlett & Doak; Samuel Crowell;
Jonathan Brown; William Lilavor, (house
and factory.)
Joseph Harris and Samuel
Sparwawk aro the only boot and shoe manufacturers who escaped.
The manufacturers
burned out are all understood to have been insured either wholly or in part.
Whether they
will all rebuild or not is thought to be donbtfnL At any rate the effect will be to turn the
boot and shoe trade of the place to Lynn and
other neighboring towns for the present.
Outside of the boot and shoe factories and
buildings which have been mentioned, the
buildings burned were nearly all dwelling
bouses. The entire loss will aggregate $800,000, though it is as vet too early to give
anything but a rough estimate. Our local insurance companies are very light sufferers.
As
near as
known the Shoe and Leather Insurance Co. has an insurance in the burnt district
of $7000; Commonwealth $2000; Franklin
$5000: Sbawmut $3000: Manufacturers’ $4000;
Washington $1500; Firemen’s $5000; Prescott

THE INDIANS.
Washington,

June 25.—Late advices at the
War Department from Gen. McDowell in regard to the Indian troubles in Idaho are to the
effect that the troops in Howard’s department
moved out towards the Indians the 22d. Howard followed on the 23d and reinforcements
for him were expected to arrive on the 25th,
after which active operations against the Indians will be pushed forward. McDowell who
commands the military division of the Pacific
bas been instructed by Gen. Sherman to have
the Indians pursued as fast as possible and to
pay no attention whatever to the boundary
lines of the different military commanders, but
to punish Indians wherever caught.

$2000.

Marblehead is a town of about 7700 inhabitants. The calamity which has thus overtaken
the ancient town has fallen upon it at a time
wheD business depression bad been so long settled there as to almost produce the convictiou
that the town had seen its best days.
ft has
lately become a serious question, anxiously discussed among her trading men as to what move
in business direction would be most likely to
prove successful in imparting new life to its
stricken commercial interests.
The boot and
shoe
manufacture, has for some years
past been depreciating, until it is more uncertain and relatively of less value than the old
time fishing interest upon which the town was
originally built, and now this visitation may be
thought the climax of along series of adverse
influences, sufficiently discouraging to completely paralyze the industries of the place. Jf
this state of things should result, however, it
will be the first instance of the kind in New

Three Persons Murdered for $11.
Cincinnati, O., June 25.—One of the most
atrocious crimes ever committed in Ohio has
just been perpetrated in Hamilton county, neai
the village of Gore. Mr. John Weldon, an old
man, a thrifty farmer, his wiuowed sister, Mrs.
McClary, also elderlv, and her daughter, Nancy
Hite, a young lady, were killed in cold blood
with a gun and an axe. Wm. Tirrell and Joseph King, it appears, agreed to commit the
murder for the money which Mr. Weldon was
supposed to keep in bis house. They met him
half a mile from the honse, shot him twice and
then nearly beheaded him with a corn cutter.
They then went to his bouse and killed the
two wimen with an axe, splitting their heads
and nearly decapitating them.
Tirrell has
confessed. There is a strong prospect that
these bloody miscreants will he lynched. They
obtained just eleven dollars.

England history.
Another despatch says: The fire which begun here in the middle of the night and continued until extinguished by the efforts of the
firemen, with the aid from Salem, Lynn and
Boston, has swept nearly the whole of the business portion of the town out of existence.
Although many dwellings were burned, fortunately no great amount of suffering will be entailed, because the dwellings of the poorer classes
were not touched.
The fire began in a barn
now used as a grist mill, just hack of Marblehead Hotel, on Pleasant street. Cause is as yet
unknown.
The grist mill burned rapidly, and

from it the flames were communicated to the
hotel and small buildings in its rear, and from
thence to other buildings so rapidly that before
it
was
It spread
long
beyond control.
in every direction, both ways on Pleasant street,
vas furnished by Ballard’s orchestra.
The
and as soon as School street was reached the
programme was as follows :
property was made the ready vehicle for carry??wrof Circumstances.Francis Oliver Mower ing destruction into other avenues. The hotel
j-ue Lduu ana iu
1
soon
vanished, also barn and stable in the rear,
story. .Clarence Elwood Brockway
JfirneatnesB as a Condition of Success,
I the Gen. Glover engine house, and then a shoe
Ezra Bonney Vining
in its rear, owned by John S. Martin,
factory
A-aDuty of the Critic.Ernest Varian Scribner I find nnnnnifid hv T^vnn Mr Dnnnvran
Tbo Ministry of Nature.Henry Albert Kuudlett
Other buildings burned as follows:
•Joan of Arc.John Wesley Hutchins
Pleasant street, northwest side—Shoe factory
Public Opinion as a Standard of Bight,
owned by Albert A. Page and occupied by
Frank David George
Munroe Brothers, Jacob N. Crapley and JonaSelf Denial as an Element of Greatness,
than T. Brown, machinists; building owned by
Frank Hewett Bartlett
Uniformity of Natural Law. .Charles Edwlu Hussey Eli V. Bartlett and occupied by James Kamsdell, sole and leather dealer, and E. V. Bartlett
To-morrow forenoon the meeting of the colCo., manufacturers; Recbabite Hall, baselege board of government will be held and the &
ment occupied by Lewis R. Power, hardware,
annual reports presented.
first floor by Marhlebead Co-operative Shoe
In the evening commencement concert, in
Manufacturing Association, second floor by
Wm. A. Brown, soles and leather, and third
which Annie Louise Cary will appear, assisted
story by Rechabite Temperance Society, Sons
by Messrs. Whitney and Fessenden and of Temperance, and similar organizations:
Miss Norton and the Boston- Philharmonic
building owned by Thomas L. Paine and occuClnb. A larger number of tickets have been pied by William Caswell as grocery store and
dwelling
house; dwelling house, owned by
Bold than at any previous concert.
William Humphrey; Eastern Railroad depot,
a fine structure built last year, together with
six passenger cars; dwelling and barn owned
STATE COLLEGE.
by Benj. G. Hathaway and occupied by Dr.
Junior Prize Declamation.
Knight and Samuel Cole, the barn being occuBangor, Jane 25.—This evening at Orono pied by Samuel Harris; dwelling owned by
H. P. Pitman and occupied by Mrs. Hasber as
occurred the exhibition of the Junior Glass of
a boarding house; shoe factory of Jonathan
the State College. The award of prizes in this
Brown; drug Btore owned and occupied by
and the Sophomore declamation which occurred
N, A. Lefavour, and adjoining barn owned by
the
late Dr. Whittemore.
Saturday evening, will be made Wednesday.
Pleasant street, southeast side—Drug store
To-morrow the exercises consist of a drill and
of Rufus Lelavour

Illicit Distillers iu Alabama.
June 25.—D. Booth, collector
of internal revenue in Alabama, says that his
raid was successful, he having seized several
illicit distilleries and the people of Clerbourne
county held a meeting and resolved to aid him
in every way. Since the meeting scores of illicit distillers have voluntarily surrendered.

Washington,

Base

f}all.

At Lowell—Lowells 7, Bostons 6.
At Wilkesbarre—Wilkesbarres 5, Philadelphias 10.
At Providence—Rhode Islands 4, Haivard
University 2.
At Rochester—Rochesters 7, Buckeyes 5.
At Brooklyn—Hartfords of Brooklyn Z,
Louisville Grays 4.
DlSTEOROLOlilCAL.

«

_

target shooting
President’s reception.
mencement day.

of the

Cobarn Cadets and

Wednesday

is

Com-

A Bold Attempt on the Rocltland Bank.
Bockland, Jane 25.—At 9.30 this forenoon
while the circas procession was passing, a fel-

low attempted to rob the Bockland National
Bank. He entered through the directors' room,
crept behind the counter, and grabbed the contents of tho money drawer.
The cashier, who
bad taken the precaution to lock the vault, was
standing near the window, and saw the fellow

just

as

he was

goiDg throgh the

door into the
directors’ room. He instantly vaulted over the
bigh counter, intercepted and grappled with
the thief at the door, and held him till a
policeman took him in custody, when he was securely locked np and ironed.
He dropped a
roll of bills on the floor in endeavoring to make
bis escape, and several hundred dollars were
found on his person by the police.
He gives
the name of Boss of Boston,
He is 19 years
old. He will have a
preliminary examination

to-morrow.

Kicked by

a

thought she

may recover.

Mciueoi-rwo

rrriHinii Milled.

Biddefobd, Jane 25—John Douglas and
wife of Porter, were riding down a steep hill in
that town last evening when a part of the harness gave way.
The horse became frightened
and ran away. Mr. Douglass was thrown out
and

instantly killed

and Mrs. D.

ed.
Larceny.

Caught in a Revolving 8baft.
Clement Littlefield of Kennebanb, got
Caught ia a revolving shaft Saturday, and narrowly escaped death.
81. John’s Day at Rockland.
Rockland, June 25.—The Masonic fraterof the 9th Masonic

district,

commemorat-

ed St. John’s day with a grand pic-nic and procession. All th9 Lodges in the district, ten in
camber, with King Solomons, Atlantic and
Keystone Chapters, Kmg Biram’s Counsel and

Claremont Commandery participated.
were altogether
nearly 500 Masons in

There

line and
eeveral bands of mnsic.
The procession formed at 11 o’clock and marched
through the principal streets to Lindsey’s grove, where after an
hour of pic-nic dinner the public exercises were
held. After music and prayer an address of
welcome and greeting was given
Rev. J.

Riley Bowles,

by

and responded to by Dr. W. A.
Albee of Union. Hon. Josiah H. Drummond
Portland then delivered the
oration, whish
considered the rise, progress, benefits and aims
of tree Masonry, and was a
very eloquent effort.
E. P. Burnham, Esq., W. W. Grand
Master of the Grand Lodge of Maine, also
made a brief address.
At the close of the exercises the procession reformed and marched to

Masonic Hall,

where it was dismissed. A
number of eminent Masons from oat of the

district

were

■

C.

Gregory.
York, June

New

panies sustain
fire.

23.—The insurance comlittle loss by the Marblehead

YORK.

Collector Arthur.
New York, June
25.—Collector Arthur
stated today that he bad received no official information tegarding his alleged removal, and
that a special despatch to the effect that he was
to be removed was insnired by the correspondent of a Washington journal who had applied
for the position for a man named Swords, to
whose rtquest no attention was paid.
The Presidential Parly.
The I’residenlial party arrived at Jersey
City soon after II o’clock tonight from the
Washington train aud were quietly transferred
to the steam ferry boat Maryland, where the
line of the New York and New England Railroad was taken about midnight for Boston.

WASHINGTON.

fatally injur-

Saco, June 25.—Thieves boarded the steam
tug Aid, lying at Andrews’ wharf, and stole
$300 worth of silver, crockery, clothing, &c.
The police have a clue.

nity

gregational church, basement occupied by Wm.

Horse.

kick from a colt.
He drew himself along on
bis back a half mile towards the road, where at
bight he was found exhausted.
Runaway Accident
A runaway horse at Garland
yesterday,
threw threw three persons from a carriage,
fracturing the skull of Mrs. James Oakes. It is

present.

The President and the Mouth.
■Washington, June 25.—The President recently in an interview with Col. Keating, the
editor of the Memphis Appeal, said that be
was very anxious to pay a visit to the South, to
meet at their homes the leading men of that
section. He felt satisfied the spirit of fraternity between the sections of the country was
rapidly gaining in strength. He said he thought
the people of the South should encourage immigration of vigorous and enterprising ;men of
the North.
Keating replied that the South was very much
impressed with the importance of this subject,
and Tennessee and other states were anxious to
adopt any measures which would bring among
them industrious and thrifty people from Europe, and particularly from the North.
They
realized how necessary this was to develops
properly the resources of the South. The President had before him a large map and traced
the tertde regions of tbo Soutb, which can only
be developed as they should be from large accessions of population. He was very much interested in the account given him of the present condition of Texas, and the rapid increase
of the material wealth of that state. The President was desirous of hearing as to the progress
of education in the .South, particularly among
He remembered when a
the colored ppople.
professor of Oberlin College went South to
teach negroes wrote back accounts of inhospitable treatment which they bad received, but
accounts which came from them now were of a
different character.
Keating explained the
changed feelings of tbo Southern people in this
respect, and the President was interested at a
statistical statement concerning the education
The President did not
of the colored people.
say when he would make his visit South or bow
He thought,
far his journey would extend.
however, he would go as far as New Orleans.
A committee of the New Hampshire legislature will go to Boston to invite the Piesident to

New Hampshire.
Vv.
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Turco-Russian War.
on the

Danube.
A GENERAL

CROSSING

IMMI-

NENT.

Turkish Successes in Asia.
THE

ASIATIC

CAMPAIGN.

Severe Fighting nt Delihaba—The Turk.
Compelled to Ketreat.
Erzeroitm, Jnne 25.—After the battle of Zeidekan on June Kith, the Turks having fallen
back on Delibaba, the Russian left wing took
possession of Delibaba Pass and fortified it.
Tbe Russian rigbt wing having retired somewhat, Mukhtar Pasha telegraphed to Redif
Pasha to join him with nine of tbe twelve battalions forming tbe Turkish right wing. Mukhtar quitted his headquarters at Zewiu on the
night of the 17tb for Dellboba, to take command of the Tuikish right wing in person. The
following day he received reinforcement which
raised the strength of the right wing to nineteen battalions, 4 cavalry regiments and three
The Russians in the Delibaba Pass
batteries.
numbered 20,000 with five batteries.
Several
skirmishes were fought on the 20th.
On the
21st Mukhtar attacked tbe Pass. The fighting
lasted from 6 in the morning till g in the evenThe Russians were at first driven from
ing.
their positions, bat afterwards recaptured them
and attacked the Turkish positions ou the
heights with charges of infantry and cavalry.
Tbe Turkish front gave way for a short time,
but afterwards rallied and charged tbe Russians and drove them back.
The Turks then
opened a terrible artillery fire and compelled
tbe Russians to fall back with heavy loss. Tbe
Turks acknowledge a loss of 400 killed and
about the same numeer wounded. It is reckoned that tbo Russian losses were at least
double.
ON THE DANUBE.

Attempt to Cross the Oanobe Thwarted,
New York, June 25 —The Russians attempt-

ed to
sec

tbe Danube near Rustchuk yesterwere driven backhand Giurgevo was

cross

day, but
on

flames.

fire

by Turkish shells and

is

now

in

The Russians continued to cross at Galatz,
and the Turish newspapers say that reinforcements have been sent to that point and a battle
is imminent. The Czar crossed the bridge yesterday and was received with the wildest enthusiasm.
The Russians have also crossed with cavalry
and artillery, in steam launches, Rom Kalarascb, near Silistria.
The Turks attempted to cross into Roumania
from Lorn Palaka last night.
Activity of the Kni.ian.-A General Movement between Slatina and Alexaadria.
London, June 25.—The Times’ Vienna special says: Simultaneously with the crossing into
nuo J'uuiuusbun ucna

uuico ui

a

^ouciai

uiuvc

of the Russians between Slatina and Alexandria, down to the Danube between Turna
Margurell and Limnitza, the iith army corps,
which forms the extreme right of the Russian
army, leading tbe way.
A despatch from Bucharest dated Sunday,
says preliminary operations on the Danube
have commenced in earnest.
Bombardments
continued along the whole line today, including
At Altniza, Beket, Grahova and
batteries.
Kalafat the Turks are reported preparing to
concentrate their forces on the lower Danube,
and tbe fortresses forming tbe quadrilatral of
Rustchuk, Silistria, Shumla and Varna, leaving the Widden force isolated. In the Dobrul
scba tbe fall of Tultcha and Sulina cannot be
far distant, as the Turkish force occupying
these points are cut off from communication
and reinforcements.
On the 22d Mukhtar l’asha again fought a
The Russian cavalry were
severe battle.
plactd in an iptrenchmeut to act as mlantry,
but ultimately the Turks drove them out and
pursued them, the Russians retreating in disorder as far as Zeidekan. Tbe whole of the
fighting lasted 33 hours. The Turkish loss, according to the latest accounts, is upwards of
1000, and tbe Russian loss is much b-avier.
The Turkish headquarters are still at Zewin,
where 21 battalions and two batteries ocoupy an
excellent position which is unassailable in
front
On the 23d 10,000 Russians began to advance
against this position. The main body of this
force is at Saracamicb, five hours march from
Zewin annd Yenitokay. It is very probable
that a battle will be fought in this quarter. The
mem
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Dervish Pasha telegraphs from Batoum the
23d: We have repulsed several attacks of the
Russians and finally compelled them to withdraw their batteries and retreat with a loss of
Darkness coming
1500 killed and wounded.
our artillery and
on we could not bring up
therefore did not occupy the entrenchements
which the Russians abandoned, hut returned
A telegram from the
to our former positions,
Governor of Trebizond states that a frigate asaffair
by bombarding
sisted in the foregoing
the intrenchments of tlie Russsan, and acknowledges that 7 Turkish officers and 80 men
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Nnleinian Pasha Hemmed
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New Yokk, June 25—Sulieman Pacha is
hemmed in in the mountains, beyond Nicsics,
and will try to cut bis way through to Spnz, on
the southern frontier.
The Prince of Montenegro is missing, and
is thought to have been murdered by his subjects, infuriated by their defeat.

Pi'orideuce Print Cloths Market.
providence, II. I., June 25.—The Printing cloths
market opens quiet with prices firm at last week’s

quotations.

Domestic Markeu
New York, June 25—Evening.—Cotton
quiet and

Notes..
English Cabinet officers disapprove of GortsWar

unchanged; ordinary uplands and Alabama 10 5-16c;
ordinary New Orleans and Texas at 10 7-16c; ordinary stained at 9 15-16c; middling uplands and Alabama at 112c; middling New Orleansand Texas at
HJc; do stained at lljc; sales 823 bales; futures are
quiet, closing steady at 2 points decline; delivered on
contract 900 bales. Flour is unchanged and
quiet;
sales 9,400 bbls; No 2 at 3 50 @ 5 00;
Superfine Western and State 5 60 @6 00; common to
extra
good
Western

cbakoff’s declaration as to Russia’s policy in the
Eastern war, and the Euglish government is
resolved not to allow even the temporary occupation of Constantinople by tbe Russians.
The Czar and the Grand Duke Alexis are
how reconciled.
It was stated in the llouso ot Commons yesterday that the Porte assents to England’s views
relative to the Suez Canal.
Admiral Hobart says tbe bombardment of
Odessa without the disembarkation ot troops
would be a failure.

and State at 6 25 @ 6 60; good to choice
Western and State at 6 65 @ 6 75; common to
choice White Wheat Western extra at 6 80 @ 7 00;
Faucy White Wheat Western extra at 7 05 @ 9 00;
common to good extra Ohio at 6 30 @ 8 50; common
to choice extra St Louis at 6 65 (eg 10 25; Patent
Minnesota extra good to prime 7 75 @ 9 25; choice to
double extra at 9 30^1100; receipts of 9904 bbls.
Southern flour steady. Rye flour steady at 4 50 @
extra

Foreign Notes.

5 10 per bbl for

There is a disagreement between Beaconsfield
and Lord Salisbury, which it is thought will result in the resignation of the latter.
Gen. Grant is expected to go to Windsor todav to see the Queen.
Madame Titiens is recovering.
The Colorado beetle has appeared at Cologne.
SOUTH AMERICA.
Disastrous Rain Ntorm iu Rucuos Ayres*
Washington, June 25.—A letter received at
the State Department from the consul at
Buenos Ayres, dated the 11th ult.. gives information concerning one of the heaviest and
most disastrous rain storms which ever occurred in that country. It was almost continuous
for several weeks, and throughout the province
of Buenos Ayres the pampas were flooded and
drowned out. The damage to estancios and
sheep farms was immense. The consul says
that the losses of cattle, horses and sheep can
only he estimated, but amounts to hundreds of
thousands if not millions of heads.
Arrivals
of interior products have greatly fallen off in
consequence of this extraordinary rain, aDd
nearly all the wool in the market was sold.
Cowhides and tallow have risen to high, prices
owing to the war.

superfine.

Cornmeal is steady and
unchanged. Wheat 1 @ 2 better with a good export
demand; soft Sheboygan 1 57$; fair Northwestern at
1 60; No 2 Chicago at 1 61 (gj 1 62; ungraded Spring at
p t; Amber State at l 97$; fancy White State 2 18;
No 2 Milwaukee nominal at 1 60 (g 1 65; at call New
Aork No 2 Winter Red seller August at 1 40 bid 1 44$
asked; New York No 2 Spring seller August at 1 40
bid 1 47 asked; receipts 58,000; sales 132,000 bu»k.
xxye is quiet aim uuciiangeu. joaney ia quiet anu
unchanged. Barley Malt quiet and steady. Corn is
} (eg } better with a fair trade for spot and future delivery ;ungraded Western Mixed at 57} @ 60:steamer
Mixed at 58 @ 58}c; New York No 2 in store at 59}e;
Yellow Western 62}c; receipts 65,812 bush; sales 130,000 bush; also 8,000 bush steamer Mixed for seller
June at 57}c, closing at 57}c bid, 58c asked; 10,000
bush No 2 seller Juue at 60c, closing at 59}c bid, 61c
asked; 16,000 bush steamer Mixed seller Julv at 67}c,
closing at 57c bid, 57}c asked; 24,000 bush No 2 seller
at 59 @ 59}c, closing at 59} bid, 59}c asked; 32,000 bush steamer Mixed for August at 58} @ 583c,
closing at 58}c bid, 59c asked; 10,000 bush No 2 seller
August at 59} @ 60c, closing at 60c bid, 60}c asked.
Oats ratber more steady and inactive; Mixed Western and State at 33} @ 57c; White Western aod State
at 43 @ 63c; rejected 33}c; New York No 3 at 38 @ 39;
New York No 3 White at 44 @ 44}c; No 2 White at
at 47} @ 48c; No 2 Chicago at 48c; Mixed State at 53
@ 54c; White Western at 56c on track; White State
at 56 @ 58c, latter choice, weighing 38; receipts 43,400
bush; sales 29, 000 bush.Colitee—Rio quiet,firm and

July

unchanged.

Freights to Liverpool—the market shade firmer;
Cotton steam }d; Wheat per steam at 5d.
Chicago, June 25.—Flour steady and unchanged.
Wheat is active and firm; No 2 Chicago Spring at
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
1 46 @ 147 cash; 144} seller July; 1 27} seller AuMoody has been invited to Washington,
gust; No 3 do at 1 24; rejected at 90. Corn strong at
47} @ 47}c cash; 47}c seller July;472c seller August:
Secretary McCrary left for Iowa last night.
rejected 26 @ 28. Rye is firmer. Barley steady and
G. Willey Wells was yesterday appointed
uuchanged. Pork is strong at 13 00 @ 13 12} cash;
consul at China.
13 00 seller July; 13 37} seller August. Lard fairly
8 95 cash; 9 05 seller August.
Bulk Me&is
Subscriptions in Halifax for the benefit of active at
steady aud unchanged; shoulders at 4|. Whiskey is
the St. John sufferers amount to 820,000.
steady at li 8.
William J. Slitt, founder of the Knicker- I
Receipts—7,500 bbls Hour, 7,000 bush wheat,138,
000 uush corn, 67,COO busn oats, 2JU bash barley,
bocker spice mill in New York, died yesterday.
000 bush of rye.
The funeral of Commodore Gouldsboro took
Shipments—6,500 bbls fiour,13,0C0 bush wheat.314,place at Philadelphia yesterday.
000 bush corn, 35,000 busa oats, 845 buBh barley,
0000 bush rye.
Gen. Sherman will leave Wednesday for a
At the afternoon call of the board Wheat closed
tour of inspection on the Yellowstone.
easier at 1 44 @ 1 44} seller July; 1 27 seller August.
Military reunions commence in Providence Corn at 47c seller July; 48} seller August. Oats are
today and the city is filling up with visitors.
unchanged. Pork at 13 05 .oj 13 10 seller July; 13 20
lor August. Lard easier but unchanged.
McLareu’s grist mill and woolen factory in
L'oledo, Juno 25.-Wheat closed easier; No 3
Perche, Quebec, was burned yesterday. Loss
White Wabash at 2 03; No 1 White Michigan at 2 11;
820,000.
Amber Michigan on spot at 2 01; seller June at 2 00;
Ex-State Treasurer Haines of New York and
No 2 Red Winter on spot at 2 00; seller June at 1 98;
his mother were seriously injured yesterday by
seller July at 1 46;seller tor August at 1 53;No 3 Red
at 1 70; No 2 Amber Michigan at 171; No 2 Dayton
a runaway horse.
and Michigan Red 1 92.
corn closed easier; High
Rev. E. D. Hopkins of St. Johnslmry, Vt., Mixed
on spot at 51}c; No 2 on spot 50}c bid; seller
was convicted of forgery
Case
yesterday.
goes
July at at 50}c; seller August offered at 52| aui 52}c
to the Law Court.
bid; seller September 54}c; No 2 White at 52c: rejected at 49}c; damaged 43c. Oats dull: White 50c.
W. P. Johnson of Washington, D. C.. has
|
Receipts—000 bbls Hour, 4,000 bush wheat, 38,000
been appointed receiver of the National Bank
bush Corn, 3800 bush Oats, 00 Barley.
of Missouri.
Shipments—000 bbls flour, 6,500 bush Wheat,61,COO
bush Corn, 7010 bush Oats.
Fannie Brown of Philadelphia has been sentenced to 5 years in state prison for abducting
Detroit, June 25.—Flour firm and held at 10 2®
Masterton.
@ 10 50. Wheat Btrong and scarce aud 6 @ 8 higher»
Mary
extra White Michigan opened at 2 12 and closed 1150
The wife of John Burrill of Boston killed
No 1 White Michigan 2 14; milling 2 11; No 2 White
herself and child at Sing Sing Sunday.
She Michigan at 1 96; No 1 Amber Michigan at 2 05 bid.
was insane.
Corn is shade better; High Mixed at 52c. Oats easier;
1 White at 47}c; No 1 Mixed at 42c.
Sidney Dillon, president of the Union Pacific NoReceipts—100
bbls tlour, 350 bush wheat. 2436
11. R., was thrown from a carriage at Salt Lake
bush corn, 6,485 bush oats.
the 19th, but not seriously injured.
Shipments—270 bbls Hour, 1557 bush wheat, 3702
bush corn 4650 bush oats.
The question of taxation of the net earnings
of the Lake Shore railroad will be settled outCleveland, June 25.—The Petroleum market is
side of the courts.
unchanged at 11} lor standard White.
Memphis, Juno 25.—Cotton steady; Middling upClass day exercises at Middleton University
lands at ll}c.
occurred yesterday. Salutatory address by S.
H. Clarke, Ovation by W. F. Haven, History
Louisville, June25.—Cotton steady; Middling
uplands ll}c.
by M. A. Bailey, Prophecy by C. 1>. Coburu.
Galveston, June 25.—Cotton is quiet: Middling
*
Dr. Strau3berg, the Russian railway specuuplands at llg.
lator, is to be taitei to ttie debtors’ prison to
New
Fork. Juue 25 —Cotton is quiet; aauiaiiug
day. He ha9 heretofore remained in his own
uplands at lljc.
honse under arrest.
Wilmington, June 23.-Cotton steadv; Middling
Forty-six Jewish firms of Cincinnati havn uplands at 11c.
pledged themselves henceforth to entertain no
Charleston, June 25.—Cotton quiet; Middling
business relations with tbe house of A. T.
aplands at ll}c.
Stewait & Co.
savannah, dune 2Colton is dull; Middling
Col. Wilkins, collector os customs, refuses to uplands at llic.
resign though requested to do so by tbe PresiNew Orleans, June 25. Cotton quiet; Middling
dent. He has received numerous telegrams
uplands at 11 Jc.
from prominent Bepublicans urging him to
Mobile, June 25.—Cotton quiet; Middling'uplands
stick.
at 11c.

The Brooklyn Board of Alaermen|thas

Activity of the Russians

Western Union Telegraph Co, tx.
New York Central & Hudson UK.
Pacific Mail.

Bayazid.

firmed

partly destroyed; dwelling

owned by Mrs, Chapman, occupied by George
A. Green and Richard Reed; dwelling of Eli
V. Bartlett; house and shoe factory owned by
Joshua Lelavour. in which were Forsyth’s
saloon and Toward’s barber shop; dwelling
owned by J. H. Brown and occupied by Forsyth Allerton; hall occupied as an armory by
the Sutton Light Infantry, Company C, 8th
Regiment, and by Jonathan H. Omer, shoe
factory; Trisdeo’s saloon; Geo, A Green, shoe
factory; Wm. Davis, fruit store, and by the
Marblehead Messenger;),building erected for
shoe factory, unoccupied.
School street, southeast from Pleasant street,
southwest side—Building owned by Joshua Lefavour, occupied by Henry Lefavoar as a grocery store; building owned by Henry O. Simoods, first and second stories occupied by
hardware store, third story by reform club,
frame of New England House,
contractor
Horace GordoD, loss $2000, no insurance; stable occupied by Wm. Lamson.
School street, northeast side—The South
church, commonly known as the Third Con-

NEW

Dexter, June 25.—Bleazer Burnham of
Garland, who on Saturday went to a back pasture to salt some coits, had his leg broken
by a

on

Cliaiity.

checked. The alarm was given at B40 a. m.,
and the fire was out at 8 o’clock. One of the
difficulties in fighting the fire was the insufficiency of the water supply, the main reservoir
having been rendered inaccessible by the
The principal buildings ruined were
fiames.
the South church, llechabite Iiall and A'lertnn
building, Boughs manifested a disposition to
commit depredations and as a precantionary
measure the military were oidered out on

States new5*8, 81, reg....UOJ
United States new.5s. 81, coup.Ill
United States new 44s re*.
108$
Uuited States new 4$s, coup
.108$
Currency G’s.
122j
Tbe following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Uuited

oomiiiauds the ceutre during the absence
of Mukutar Pasha. So far all attacks on Kars
have been repulsed with loss.
Knmorrd Capitulation of the Buatiauital

A UuNHiaii

BURNED.

Only Three

assault and if it is Dot attempt-

oum,

the Russians at

SEVENTY DWELLING HOUSES

pleases and keeping out whom he pleasee.
For though the civil rights act does impose some

au

Bayazid.
Constantinople, June 25.—Turkish newspaper Bossieret aunoances the capitulation of

FLOODED.

CHICAGO

as

Turks await

j td they will advance and endeavor to crush
this corps, lsuiail Pasha, Governor of Erzer:

ity,

and the project was abandoned
quickly as it was conceived. The conclusion
of the matter is that Mr. Hilton will manage
his tavern in his own way, letting in whom he

;

TERRIFIC TORNADO.

con-

tho nomination of Gen. Jourdan for
president of the Board of Police; Gen. Slocum,
president of tbe Board of Works, and Dr.
James Crane, president of the Board of Healtb,
Several railroad strikers at Beading, Penn,,
on Saturday night, attacked the men
who bad
taken their places, and a fight with pistols and
knives eDsned. Two men were badly wounded.
Oliver Perry of New York was second mate
of schooner Osprey when a boat
containing
Tichborne and others was picked up off Brazil.
Perrv believes Tichborne went to Australia in
tbe Osprey.
Two masked burglars entered Mrs. Vran
Wagenen’s house at New 1’altz, N. Y., Saturday night, bouud and gagged her and chloroformed the children and then searched tho
house, but failed to find aDy money.
Moses Taylor, Samuel Sloan, Geo. F. Tolrnan, John F. Aston, Isaac Bell, aDd Boswell
S. Balston of New York;Natbamel
Thayer and
Edward Austin of Boston and John V. Barron
of Concord, N. H., were elected directors ot the
Michigan Central Bailroad yesterday.
Mabel Leonard, the child who ran
away
from Clara Morris’s house, is living
quietly
with her mother at Hoboken.
She says she
ran away because Mr. Harriott.
Miss Morris’s
husband, did not treat her mother well when
the latter came to visit MabelA fire at North Wilbraham,
Mass., Sunday
afteruooD, destroyed tbe
Congregational
church, the village hotel, known as the “Allis
House,” and other buildings.
The fire was
first seen at 5 o’clock bursting from the
belfry
of the church, where it was of course set
by an
incendiary, as there had been no fire iu the
church for weeks.

Financial and cojasiEKciAL
Portland Wholesale market.
Monday, Juno 25.—Tho markets show but little
activity to-day. Sugars have advanced slightly and
we quote granulated at 12c and
Extra C. atlljc.
Corn is a little firmer aud we quote car lots at
63 (g 61c and BGc for bag lots. Meal at
63 cents.
The flour market is rather more active than
last week and the outlook is
decidedly encouraging.
Pork aud Lard are shifting about with but little sta-

London, June 25—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States new 5s, 107}. 4 P. M.—United
States bonds 67s, 106; Illinois Central 50.
London, June 25—4.00 P. M.—Consol at 94 1-16
for money and account.
Liverpool, June 25.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
is dull and easier; Middling uplands at 64d; do Orleans at 6 5-16d;salea 8,000 bales, including 1000 bales
tor speculation and export. Receipts cotton
to-day
5100 bales, including 2200 American.
MARRIED.

Newcastle—Passed down 21st, schs Clara L Dyer,
Fisk, and others.
NEW YORK—Ar 22d. schs Cocneko, Merriman,
Kockport; Dolphin, Young, Calais; Geo B Ferguson,
Ferguson, Ellsworth for Rondout: Castilian, Means,
Providence; A F Howe, Ellis, Fall River.
Ar 23d, ship L B Gilchrist, Watts, Havre 4G
days;
barque Jos Baker, Ryder, Antwerp 42 days; schs Geo
Arey, Rogers, Baltimore; Emily, Trueworthy. Ellsworth; Fannie Pike. Kilpatrick, Boston ; Castilian,
Means, and Alfred F Howe, Ellis, do; Kate Newman, Newman, New London.
Also ar 23d, schs Geo D Perry,

Flynn, St John, NB

Dolphin, Young, Calis; Castilian, Means, Ellsworth;
Cocdeco, Merriman, Kockport.

24th, brig l> S Soule, Soule, Portland; sch Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, Caibarlen.
Cld 23d, ship B F Metcalf, Blanchard, Anjier; schs
E A DeHart, Farnbam. tor Aux
Cayes; Viola May,
Owen, Elizabethport; Sammy Ford, Allen, Calais
Sid 22d, brigs J F Merry, for Sagua; Cora Green,
for Jeremie; Nellie Husted, for Wilmington; Etta
Whitmore; schs A D Henderson, L A Snow, William
Todd, E F Hart, Edward Waite, Rockie E Yates,
Clara Fletcher, and others.
Passed through Hell Gate 23d, schs Fannie F Hall,
from New Yerk for Boston; Ruth S Hodgdon, do lor
Well fleet; Congress, Willard, do for Portland; M
B Mohonev. do for Bolton: A Hammond. Port .Johnson lor Saco: War Steed, do for Boston.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 23d, scbs Helen Mar, Ward,
Hoboken; Annie Gus,Sawyer, New York
Ar at Dutch Island Harbor 23d, schs Dolphin,
Young, Calais for New York; W H Sargent, Parker,
Boston for do.
BRISTOL—Sid 22d, sch Mary L Varney, Rowe, for
Ar

Wiacasset

or

New York.

WESTERLY, Rl—Ar 2lst, sch Forrester, Jordan,
Bangor.
WARREN—Sid 22d. sch Harper, Smith, New York
Ar 22d inst, steamtugs
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Mary B Curtis, from Baltimore; John Bacon, Portland for Baltimore, with dredge; sch Chilion, Eaton,
Hotoken for Haverhill.
Ar 23d, schs Garland, Libby, fm Port Johnson for
Portsmouth; Johnnie Meserve, French, Perth Amboy for Hound Pone; J C Roker, Sawyer, Portland
lar New York.
Sid, schs J C Roker, Garland, Johnnie Meserve,
Sami Gilman, Chilion, and others.
BOSTON—Ar 23d, schs Fleetwing, Johnson, Souris, PEI; M A Heyer. Crocket, Bangor; S L Darns,
Sproul, and Minetta, Stewart, do; Traverse,McLean,
do; Hannah D, Dunton, Wiscasset.
Cld 23th, schs E R Emerson, Sears, tor New York;
Joshua S Bragdon, Jones, do; Australia, Wheeler,
—

Ar24th, brigs J B Brown, Foster, Sagua: Etta
Whitmore, Wright, Perth Ambo>; schs C Matthews,
Wentworth, do; David H Tolck, Sawyer, Port Johnson; Eri, Robinson, do; Minneola, Fullerton, from
Ellsworth.
Sid 24th, baiqne Jennie Cushman.
Ar 25th. schs Ella M Watts. Watts, fm Baltimore;
Maria Adelaide, Kent, Rondout; Volant. Patten,
and Elizabeth, Sinclair, Ellsworth.
Cld 25th, schs Keystone, Hatch, Eastport; Seth W
Smith, Marshall. Calais.
SALEM—Ar 22(1, sch Eri, Robinson, Port Johnson.
Ar 23d, sehs J P Ames, Gould, Calais; T R Smith,
Winslow. Bangor; James R, Foster, Rockland.
Ar 24th, schs Wm Todd.Wood, Port Johnson; Van

Buren,Seavey,Calais; Glide, Gray,from Sullivan;

Florida, Webber, Bangor.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 23d, sch Adeline, Bateman,
NEWBURYPORT-SId 22d, sch Nancy J Day,
Munroe. Bristol.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 22d, sch E L Hammond,Card,
Newbury port.
Sid 22d, schs Sabao, Palmer, New York; S Rockhill, Bowker. Bangor.
Sid 23d, seba Arthur Burton, Coombs,-; America, Trueworthy, Rockland.
MACH I AS—Ar 19th, schs Chalcedony, Ingalls, and
May Wyman, Sawyer, Portland.
FOREIGN PORT*.
Gibraltar June 6, brig Mary Fink, Spencer, fm
New York, disg.
Sid fm Havre 10th inst, ship Gettysburg, Call, lor
St John, NB
Ar at Liverpool 22d inst, ship Landseer, Knowles,
San Francisco.
Sid fm Liverpool 24th inst, barque Daniel Draper,
Sedgley, New Orleans; Alfred, Burt, New York.
Sid fm Montevideo May 14, barque Emma C Litchfield, Hayden, Rio Janeiro.
Sid tm Aspinwall 5th inst, sch Levi Hart, Giles,

3J

Passed Turks Island lCth.sch Chas E Sears, Turner, from New York for Jeremie.
Passed Port Mulgrave
Rich, from Portland.

19th.

barque Anna

A

Rich,

[Latest by European steamers.!

Liverpool 9th inBt, Martha Cobb, Greenbank,
Rangoon; 11th, Sylvanus Blanchard, Oakes, St John.
Sid 10th, Martha Bowker, Woodsido, Charleston;
11th, Tabor, Tabor, Wilmington NC.
Cld at London 9th, J H Bowers, Harkness, Cape
Ar at

Town, CGH.
Ar at Falmouth 9th, Castine, Avery, Sourabaya
via St Thomas.
Sid tm Falmouth 9th, Susan Gilmore, Carver, tor

Liverpool.

The following were the
ernment securities:

coup...!!ill2g

1

w

Assets Jan. l 1877
Surplus Jan. 1,1877

G'onmr ClrnHlald

DTIUnO

iitUlUu
and

ORGANS.
aug28

Insuring

ED. B. ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street,
has the celebrated Weber Piano, and
other makers, at extremely low prices.
Orders for Tuning attended to as

lo

HEADING.
desiring private instruction

vocal
fTlUSIC HEADING are respect I ully inreto
formed that Mr. W. L. FITCH is now ready
ceive pupils singly or in classes, at his residence, 58
Brackett St., corner Spring.
apIQdtf

J.

SPOKEN.
May 12, lat 8 N, Ion 25, shin Merorn, Lowell, from
for
San
Philadelphia
Francisco.
June 19, lat 40. Ion 67 44 ship Kendrick Fish, from
New York for Bremen.
June 20, lat 40 15, Ion 69 40, ship Belle O’Brien, fm
Havre for St John. NB.

EDWARD A, STRONG, Secretary,
BENJAMIN C. MILLER, Treasurer,
B. J. MILLER, Actuary.

COLCORD,

B.

dtf

jan‘24

College.

No. 28

CHAMBERLAIN,

JOSHUA L.
June 11, 1877.

President.
dtd

my22

AGENCIES.

ADVERTISING

O.

Cincinnati,

authorized to contract for advertising in this
Estimates furnished free. Send
paper.
for

a

eod2m

Still Greater Reduction in Prices.
Closing Out Sale Ol Spring
Goods.

AGENTS,

186 W. Fourth Street,

PORTLAND. ME.

Special Bargains

E. N. FRESHMAN <k BROS.,

are

DIED.

Ladies’ Kid Button Boots,
“

Circular.

“

comer

FROM
York.

FOR

...

.June 30
Colon. ..New York. .Aspinwall ..June 30
Wyoming..New York. .Liverpool... .July 1
City of New York .New York. .Havana.July 3
Bothnia.....New York..Liverpool....July 4
Frisia...New York..Hamburg ..July 4
Atlas.... New York.. Kingston,&c. July 5
Polynesian.,,,,,,,,Quebec.Liverpool... .July 6
California.New York..Glasgow.... July 8
Sarmatiau...Quebec.Liverpool... .July 17
Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool... .July 27
Moravian.Quebec... .Liverpool... .July 24

Hinatare Almanac.June 26»
Sunrises... ..4.17 I Highjwater.11.25 AM
Sun sets..
| Moon rises.-. 9.01 PM

175

121

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

in the
Advertisements receiued for every
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices. Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.

Paper

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

S. IB. PETTENGILL & CO.’S
AGENC*

No. 10 State St„ Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the Untied States and British Provnces.

AGENT.

We ask our customers to examine these goods, and they will be
satisfied they can do better with
their money here than elsewhere.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers o
all cities and towns ot the United States, Canadas
and British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

BATES

LOCKE,

*

C. H, STAPLES & CO.

Newspaper Advertising Agents,

Cash Jobbers and Retailers,

ROW, NEW YORK.

31 PJi.K

CT8.

30

S, U. NILES,
ADVERTISING

1.95
to .35

line French Kid Ankle Ties.
*60
Gent’s Serge Cong.
1.50
“
French Ties,
1.50
•
1.75
Boy’s Button Boots
Paris Dressing lor dressing
bottle
.15
Boots, per
We have just received another
lot ol those Wos. House Slips
which we shall sell same as last lot

HORACE DODD.

ADVERTISING

1.00
1.50

....

56 Union St.,

D. R. Locke, o Locke A
J. H. Bates, late ot
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

Middle.

near

dim

juir,

Steam, Gas & Water

GEORGE P. ROWELL A CO.,
ADVERTISING AGENTS

PIPE,

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

Brass and Iron Fittings, Plumber’s Goods, Rubber, Hemp and
Asbestos Packing, Rubber
Hose, Steam and Water
Gauges, Gauge Cocks,

Dealers in Printing Materials of everyllescriptlon
Type, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

Steam Radiators,
Well and Cistern

Newspaper Advertising Agent*,

Deep

Force,

Pumps,

Drive

Well Points.

NATHAN & DREYFUS’

C97 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Self

T. C.EVANS,

Acting Lubricators,

ADVERTISING AGENCY A PRINT-

for Steam Chests and Cylinders, all sizes, constant
ly on hand.

ERS’ WAREHOUSE,

Sell Oilers for Shafting, Engines Sc Pumps

KNOWLES’ STEAM PUMPS,

ltd WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

RETURN

WATER

TRAPS,

for Dry Houses, Factories, &c., the best and cheapest-warranted to work. These will return all the
water of condensation from coils back into the boiler
against any pressure, and without any care from
the Engineer.
Agency tor NATHAN Sc DKE VFI'S’

INJECTORS.
“The Beit.” This is the only Injector that will
lift water 20 feet from a well or cistern.and deliver it
into the Boiler against any pressure of steam. Every
Injector is warranted to do all we claim tor it. They
will be put in for responsible parties upon trial.
Send for Illustrated Circulars.
Work done in any part ot the State, and satisfaction in prices and workmanship guaranteed.

Portland

Daily Press

W. H.
No. 17

PENNELL,

Union

Street,

PORTLAND. ME.

,,

my30_dtf

40 Exchange Street, Portland.

SOMETHING

NEW l

cat.t

5-20

BONDS

Job

Printing

FOR BUNTINGS AND LINENS.
In all Shades, from 20c to 37Jc per yd.

or exchanged for other
Securities on the most favorable

PLAIN AND STRIPED BUNTINGS,

by

terms

Best Quality, 37$c per yd.

H.M.Payson&Co

ONE JOB LOT OF SUN SHADES,

Fine Twilled Silk, Horn Handles, at $2.00, $2.50
and $3.00.

OPPIO E

Another Lot Natural Han tiles,
75c, 87c, 91.60 and 91*10.

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

Exchange Street.
sntodt

32

Black CaMhmere, 40-inch, 50c per yd.: Gninet
Black Silk*. $1.25 per yd., which will compare
with any $1 50 Silk ever sold in Portland,

SURGICAL
—

DENTAL

AND

TOKESBURY &

—

INSTRUMENTS.

ElaslicStocltings. Shoulder Braces, Crutches,
TRUSSES
ot

all

kinds,

including

the

GEORGE

cor.

C,

Posters,

Band Bill

je20dtt

Bill Heads,

PIANOS & ORGANS.
w n. ivbus’

celebrated

ELASTIC TBK88.
VACCINE VIRUS conataully
Eor Sale by

on

hand.

Cards, Tags,

tic.

SQUARE ID UPRIGHT PIANOS,

printed at short

irhich, for purity of tone, perfection ot action
beauty, are not surpassed. The

FRYE,

Congress & Franklin St

ME.,
ELECTRIC BATTERIES for .ale and
to let.
myl2nseodtf

Tvi

indorsed by the highest Musicians, and making
75,000 homes pleasant and attractive, are sold for
Ca«h

notice.

w

or

female organism

can

be

cured

without resorting to a local treatment so paintul to
the patient. Reference to a large number, cured
luring the past year, can be had by calling at my ofIce.
Patients visited at their homes when desired; charges moderate.
Office hour* rom 9 to 12 A. M., 2 to 4 and C to 8 P,

VI.

Portland, November 30, 1870,

by

Agents for ITIaine.

t39 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME

T H A ¥ ER

the

Inst* 11 meat*

ir. rimnir«n jl-

General

DIAMOND

to

or

SMITH AMERICAN ORGANS,

PORTLAND,

pecnliar

CO.,

537 CONGRESS STREET.

FANCIERS-

Steamer Allentown, Bacon, which arrived at this
port 23d from Philadelphia, reports, 22d, 5.30 PM.
fell in with schr J B Allen, Randall, trom Boston tor
Philadelphia, full of water and sea breaking over
ber. The crew, who were in their boat close by, were
taken on board the steamer aud brought to this port.
Capt Randall and mate were left at Vineyard-Haven.
Sch Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, at New York trom
Caibanen, reports, May lu, while lying at Caibarien
was struck by lighinlug, which carried
away foretopmast, and head of mainmast.

.85

Slippers
hand
Serge Cong,
made,
misses’ Kid Button Boots,
i*
16
Serge Button,
thread. B & C width,
Child’s Kid Ankle Tics,
.25
“

1907.

DATE

..

1.73

...

“

advertising agency,

new

.Liverpool_June 27

Peruvian.Quebec.Liverpool...

Boots,

•

4 per cent. Loan.

of Park street,

Andes.New York...Aspinwall.. .June 27
City of VeraCruz.. .New York. .Havana.June 27
City of Mexico.New York. .Havana.June 27
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool. ...June30
Auchoria.New York. .Glasgow.June 30
Clyde ..New York. .Havana.June 30
Batavia.Boston
.Liverpool .June 30

1.30

...

Kid Croquet,Slippers
Kid lined.
Fine
Kid
White

“

■MiniVR

$1.73

Walking

Fine Kid Foxed But-

ton

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT
Aro. 5 Washington Building,
PROVIDENCE, K. I.

*•

Shoes,

“

€. J. WHEELED,

Bought

In this city, June 25, Mrs. Elizabeth White, wile
ot the late David Whits, aged 75 years 5 months.
[Funeral services this afternoon at 1 o’clock, at
No. 1 Turner street. Friends and relatives are invited to attend.
In Falmouth, June 23,
Miriam, wife of Albert J.
Merrill aged 69 years.
[Funeral services this afternoon at 3 o’clock.]
In Alfied, June 20, Horace B. Roberts,
aged 14
years 7 months,—son ot Heury and Marion F. Roberts
[Washington papers please copy.}
GS^The funeral of Edward John Howley will take
place this morning at 9 o’clock from No. 47 York

Agent,

Exchange St,,

Adams Hall.

Brunswick,
)ul5

PECK,

tor

UNITED STATES

The undersigned will receive subscriptions for the
Four per cent Loan of the United States due
They will furnish the Gold and attend to the
delivery ot the Bonds, charging only their usual
commission upon the sale ot Gold and such expenses
as they may actually incur.
A deposit of two per cent, in Gold must accompany subscriptions, which will be received until
July 15, 1877, the remainder of the purchase money
must be paid on or before October 15, 1877, with interest at the rate of Four per cent in Gold to date of

B.
Distpiet

admission to either department will be held on FRIDAY, July 13th, and
also at the opening of the Fall Term, September
27tli, at 8 A. M., in the Chemical Lecture Room,

EXAMINATIONS

President.

JAMES B. PEARSON, Vice President,

Dealer In Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements! nserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

public conlidcncc,

EWIS C. GttOVEK,

143 Pearl Street.
Bowdoln

.$4,534,752 53

,

,

piivate pupils by the subscriber.

W.

$131,846,985 00

....

in

Instruction in English and Classical Studies
given

43,307.

The record ol lliis
Company
proves that, lor security and economy, no other has superior claims

MUSIC

to

....

■

snlv

PERSONS

,.$32,260.324 75
2,246,052 72

,.

Disbursed to Policy-bolders
in 1876

EDUCATIONAL.

Otiplda

New Orleans.

—

Policies in force,

sntf

mh26

Receive advertisemei to for all newspapers in the
United States a*i 1 Canada, at their office,

filH fm Onaanalnivn 1Ath

OK

-NIC'VV’-AJRK, N. J.
and
Municipal
County
Bonds suitable for Savings Banks
and Trust Funds a specialty.
Called Government Bonds pur*
cliascd at highest market prices.

Standisb.

In peering, June 20. by Rev. J.
Wheelwright,
Frederick W. Sewall ot Wiscasset and Miss Isabel F.
Jordan, daughter of Hon. Sam’l Jordan ot Deering.
At White Rock, June 17, by Rev. W. J. Twort,
Herbert Clay and Miss Nellie E. Adjutant, both of
Windham; 23d, Fred’k W. Owen of Buxton and
Miss Mary A. Harmon of Standisb.

MEMORANDA.

....

—

City

Hamburg.
Sid fm Baseein May 2d, J C Potter, McClure, for
Channel.
Ar at Havre 9th inst, Nunquain Dormio, Cousins,

—

closing quotations of Gov-

United States 6s,l881 reg
.110}
United States 0s, 1881, coup.. .114}
United States 5-20's, 1865, new, reg.
United States 1865, coup.
IO91
United States 1867, reg.
..'.119*
United States 1867, coupon...112*
United States, 1868, coup."ml
United States 5-20’s, 1868, reg. !115*
United States 10-40’s, reg.ip>i
United States 10-40s,

Exchange Street.

67

COE, WETUERELL & CO.,

Building,

cases.

Life Insurance Co

Bankers,

Investment

Ar at Gloucester 9th inst, Brunswick, Hutchinson,
New York.
Sid tm Cardiff 9th, Wm M Reed, Prince, Bahia.

—

York Wttorlr sml l?lan»T IWarhm.
.New York, June 25—Evening.—Money
easy at 1
@ 2 per cent, on call and 3 @ 4 on prime business
paper. Sterling quiet at 487 (cg 487$ for sixty duvs
}
and 489$ @ 489$ for demand.
Gold closed at 105$, the highest point of the day;
extreme sales 105$ ® 105$. Clearances
§20.625,000.
The customs receipts to-day were
$380,00. The
Treasury disbursements were $12,000 for interest
and $56,000 for bonds.
Governments linn. Stock
market dull. In early dealings prices advanced
$ to
2 per cent., but the improvement was lost in some

THE

BUTLER,

Woodbury & Moulton,

Boston.

DR,

90!

A. B.

Year.

Dealer in Dry and Fancy Goods, Middle, corner
Cross St.
sndtf
je21

At

Monday, June 25.
95,000 worth of Diamond and Diamond
Jewel? al half the original cost!
ARRIVED.
Diamond Eardrops, Diamond Pins, Diamond
Steamer New York, Winchester, Boston for EastStuds, Diamond Lockets, Diamond Crosses, Diaport and St John, XB.
mond Rings,in Solitaire and Clusters, and a good vaBrig S J Strout, Picket}, Boston.
Sch Edw Waite, York, Philadelphia—coal to Ranriety of unset gems oi various sizes of the very first
water. Parties having uncut diamonds, or diamonds
dall & McAllisters.
with imperfections, can have them recut and reCarrie
Sch
Bell, Seavey, Philadelphia.
Sch Congress, Willard, Hoboken—coal to Maine
polished to perfection. Fair allowance made with
Central RK,
parties that want to exchange diamonds, at
Sch Elva E PettengiU, York, New York.
S. SCHRYYER, Jfo. 490 Congress St.,
Sch John Somes, Mason, Perth Amboy.
j
Importer, Cutter, and Polisher of DiaSch Ocean Queen, Parker. Gloucester.
monds
julsndlm
Sch Allandaie, Nason, PE Island for New Bedford.
Sch Lightfoot, (Br) Swinn, Clark’s Harbor, NS—
canned lobster to Portland Packing Co.
Sch Julia, Perry, Calais for Norwalk.
,
CLEARED.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Steamship Chesapeake, Bragg, New York
Henry Fox.
Mechanics’ Hall
Brig Ernest, Lunt.Rio Grande—R Lewis & Co,
Brig Annie. (Hr) Fielding, llantsport, NS—master
tenders thanks to the Citizens of PortRespectfully
Sch C J Willard, Wallace, Philadelphia
E G
land for their liberal patronage during the past year;
Willard.
and trusts that by Correct and f-entlemanl?
deportment, with the skill heretofore displayed in
FROM MERCHANT'S EXCHANGE.1
restoring the sick, he will merit the approbation of
Ar at New York 25th, steamer Clyde, Havana,
all. Diseases of EVE and EAR, THROAT
Ar at the Passages 23d, brig A C Titcomb, Aenney,
nnd ECHOS skillfully tieated. Also
New York.
June 18. lat 49 17, Ion 32 20, barque J S Winslow,
CHRONIC DISEASES
from Portland for Buenos Ayres.
in all forms. Those diseases

R. new 3$ bonds. 52
6 York Manufacturing
Company.1350
9 Boston «& Maine Railroad.

32d

numbers, for sale by

All

Bangor.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

itlnrket
Brokers' Board, June 23.]

Corsets,”

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

MARINE NEWS,

Boston Ntock

_

Hr. Warner’s “Health

Boothbay.

In tfcls city, June 21, by Rev. W. E. Gibbs, John
B. Brown and Miss Carrie E. Parker, both of Portland.
!
In this city, June 23, by Rev. W. E. Gibbs, Chas.
II. Cole and Miss Aetabelle E. Akeiman, both ot
ju20tlsn

FAME

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush com meal to G
W True
Co.

MISCELLANEOUS.

payment.
Registered Bonds issned in all denominations.
Coupon Bonds issued only for $50 and $100.

Algeria.New

Foreign Export*.
RIO GRANDE. Brig
Ernest—147,742 ft
5115 pickets, 50 doz pales, 20 boxes clothes lumber,
pins, 20
nests tubs. 30 do buckets. 10 doz bbl
covers, 12 doz
mop handles, 30 doors, 103 spars.

Eastern Railroad.. 7.10
@

money

^eney, Starkey, from

L & D

European markets.
P.M.—Consols at 91 lor

June 25—3.30
and account.

B ^

Va1em:iaLeWeS

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.

Foreign Import*.
CLARK’S ISLAND, NS. Schr Lightloot-1100
boxes canned lobsters to Portland
Packing Co.

[Sales

London,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Cienfuegos.

my27

FREIGHTS—The prices for freights havo fallen ofl
considerably the past week. The following engagements are reported: Ship Sam Skofield to
load deals
for Liverpool at p t. Schr
Henry C. Winship coal
Pictou to Portland at 1 65. Brig
Akbar, load deals
at Hillsboro. N. B., for
Queenstown, Ire., for orders
at 78s 9d. Schr Albert W. Smith,
coal, Pictou to
Port laud 1 65. Schr Adiiadna,
deals, hence to Amsterdam at 70s. Brig Maraposa, shooks and heads
hence to Matanzas at 20c. Brig Giles
Loring, hence
to River La Plate $14 tor lumber. Schr
Odell, loads
lumber at Gardiner for New York at $2
per M., and
Schrs Three Sisters. Emily
Curtis, Helen Marr, ice
Kennebec to Philadelphia at 50c., and Schr Alice
Dunn, for Washington at 60c per ton.

§2,000 Eastern

DOMESTIC FOISTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid ICtli, ship El Dorado,Hayden, Seattle,
BRUNSWICK, GA—Ar 18th, brig Rent-haw, Sylvester, New York.
Cld 18th, sch Atlantic, for Ellsworth.
ST MARYS, GA—Cld 15th, sch Farragut, Wyman,
J
Baltimore.
ALEXANDRIA-Ar 21st, sch M A Wiley, Wiley,
Boston.
Sid 2lst, sch Carrie S nart, for Somerset.
BALTIMORE—Ar 22d, ach C E Moody, Eastman,
St Pierre.
Cld 23d, sch Chase. Ingraham, Bath.
Ar 25th, aebs J R Bodwell, and Addie E Snow, 1m
Rockland; C H Eaton, Calais; Farragut, Wyman,
St Marys, Ga.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 22d,schs C W Holt, Delay,
St John, NB; Isaac Rich,Studley, Kennebec; Acara,
Chandler, Newburyport; Laura Bridgman, Thompson, Boston.
Cld 22d, sch St Elmo, Jones, Camden.
Cld 23d, bcds Sarah Clark, Jones,
Augusta; J W
Peasley, Parker, Windsor, NS.
Ar 24th, sch Royal Arch,
Crowell, Portland.
Ar 25th, barque Sarah
Hobart, Pinkbam, from

Norfolk, June 25.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands at 111c.
Augusta, June 25.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands at 11c.

Street,

bility.

at the

Sch Chas E Moody, which went ashore near Seven
Foot Knoll 2la*. cauie ott 22d, uttering taking out
part of cargo, aud was towed to Baltimore. Leaky
and bottom chafed,
Sch C W Holt, trorn St John, NB, while at anchor
at Delaware Breakwater 2lst, was ruu into by aebr
E L Cordery, and lost jibboom, had boat and rail
smashed, and sustained other damage.

febl7sneodt

FARRINGTON BLOCK.
nov28iltf

“NEW STORE,” “NEWGOODS,”
“NEW

To the Ladies.

PRICES.-’

Groat Bargains

undersigned would respectfully announce to
the people ot Portland and vicinity, that he
has leased the new stere,

THE

can

tfillinery

No. 512 Congress Street,
where he will keep constantly
sortment

Dry

&

on

of

hand,

a

large

—

Fancy Goods,

STORE,

NO. M2 CONGRESS STREET,
nearly opposite Army Ac Nary Hall.

SHINE.

400

< FLUENT'*

K

AT

Fancy Goods
—

CONGRESS ST.,

LOCK,)

used of to settle the estate.

as

the stock is to be dis-

Any party wishing to purchase the above named
took, together with the Store Fixtures, will call on
J. H. FOGG, Attorney at Law.
JuUdtf
42] Exchange St.

Parasols, & Small Wares &c., &c.,
which will be sold as low as by any dealer in the
State. He would be pleased to see all bis old friends,
and will endeavor to make new ones.
The Ladies
are especially invited to call and examine the stock
before purchasing elsewhere.
No trouble to show
goods. Do not forget the Place.

SOLOMON

obtained in

and

as-

HOSIERY, COBB, GLOVES,

jut2

be

,

Iflaine Central Kailrond.
attention of shippers of freight at Portland
is called to the new arrangement of freight

rHE

t rains on
J. 1877.

•>

Maine Central R, K., to take effect APRIL

Freight tor Lewimon, Auburn, Ranger,
nd KelfnHt received at freight house before 5.30
will be forwarded same day, and will l»e ready
j >r M.,
early delivery at destination next morning
PaYsON TUCKER, Superintendent
March 31st. 1877.

ap2dtf

d&wlm

MAINE SAYINGS HANK,

FOR

SALE.

Presumpscot Falls, 17 acres ot
barn, 18x20 feet; 4} miles front
iu gra^s cut the past year,
deposited in this Bank oa or before a bout four tons of hay. Price $300. Inquire of
I j LBERT d. MERRILL, 30 Lincoln Street, foot
July 9d will draw interest from duly 1st.
Boyd
A. M. BUKTON, Treasurer.
s treet. Also two tenements, toilet, 78 Franklin
St.,
je25
fi i mull familiar.
Utj2
j u7eod l w nu
ION HUDDLE street.

MONEY

Falmouth,
[N good
land, with

near

ortland; three

acres

*•

RELIEF FOR THE SEFFERERS.

THE PBESS.

The

The Work of Ihc Ladies.

TIIK PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth, .Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city,
At
At
At
At
At

Biddeford,

of

Phillsbury,

Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co.

VICINITY.

CITY AND

ADVERTISEMENT*

NEW

TO-DAY

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
City Hall.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Summer Board.
Haydn Association.
For Sale or Rent.
Lost.
For Sale Cheap.
Rooms to Let.
A Little to Say about Corsets—Davis &
Notice Extraordinary—Oriu Hawlces.

Co.

wharf,

last

night,

and

arrested them.
Officers Kice and Laugmaid arrested a man
named Munson last night onjan old search and
seizurs case.

Prof. Howe’s grammar class will meet in one
large parlors of the St. Julian Hotel this
evening at 8 o’clock.
of the

Daniel E. Bowen is to have
tVlkVOUUIViUUS

vu

iuo

vavuuuv

charge

of the

CAVUICIUU,

will be the same as charged in the city.
The citizens of Great Chebcagne Island are

to have a grand Fourth of July celebrationJohn Allen, it is expected, will
deliver the oration.
Mary Ellen Pool fell overboard while coming
to the wharf from a vesseliin the harbor, last
evening, but was rescued by a man who was
with her.
The Haydns meet at Union Hall Thursday

Camp-meeting

evening, to rehearse for the benefit concert to
be given at City Hall, Monday evening.
The
book of German Four Part Songs is wauted.
It is said the Grand Trunk railroad is about
making arrangements to open another route
from Lewiston to Harpswell, Squirrel Island,

Boothbay,

etc via Portland.
The Advertiser learns thatjMr. George Milli'
ken owns a small black French hen,which laid

egg the other day measuring 9J by 8£ inches
and weighing G ounces.
The Russell family held a reunion and picnic
at North Falmouth the other day.
Every one
of the children were present, except two, at
an

the old homestead
Fields.

place,

now

occupied by Mr.

The Allan mail steamer Moravian from Quebec arrived at Liverpool Monday morning, and
the Polynesian from Liverpool arrived at Que-

bec Sunday at 9 p.

m.

The Firk Yestehdav.—The alarm of fire
yesterday at 1.30 p. m. caused intense excitement owing to its being repeated for such a
The fire was discovered in a
length of time.
small honse near the bead of Grove street, and
some ran to the corner of Brackett and Vaughstreets to strike No. 5 box.
Unfortunately
his key broke off in the box and he was unable
to open it.
He then ran to No. 38 box, on the
corner of Congress and Melten streets and
struck that box, but before the round was coman

pleted some one else went went to the box and
pulled it a second time, causing a fearful mixing up of strokes.

The engines and firemen
going in different directions, each counting a different number. In the meantime the
fire was getting well under way, but when the
engines once arrived the men worked with a
will. Just as they had the streams well under
This
way an alarm was sent in from box 51.
caused great excitement and the firemen left
the fire to respond to the last alarm, which
proved false. It seems that some one with
were

UCUCl
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UUt
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and then struck the alarm to see if the box was
all right.
It was a very stupid performance
and might have caused serious consequences
had not the lire which was underway, been under control.
The building which caught was
owned by William Haggett, and was not insured.
It was occupied by John M. Pearce and
John A. Chandler.
Both families saved their
•

furniture, which was not insured. It is thought
that the fire was set by rats playing with
The upper story was burned offmatches.
while the lower part was only damaged by wa"
ter. Damage about $300.
Commendable Conduct.—Last week two
young ladies of this city, Miss Clara Gallison
and Miss Sallie Barstow, hearing of the condition of Mr. Fabans’ family, called upon them
to learn the true situation of affairs.
They
found the family in a state of abject poverty.

Tbe young ladies at once set about to aid the
distressed family.
They Secured $23 in mouey
and about the same amount in dry gocds for
the use of the family.
Saturday.nigbt the
young ladies took the two little boys to Fisk’s
clothing store and purchased them both a brand
Then as a climax they visited Weston’s grocery store and selected a basketful.of
such articles a9 they knew the family to be
most in need of, land with their own hands
new

suit.

carried them to the family.
that tbe gratitude expressed

They remarked
by the suffering

family fully repaid

all their

them for

efforts
This is said to be a very deserving family, and
it would be a disgrace to the city if they were
allowed to suffer for the bare necessities of

life.

But they would
Monday morning but for

have suffered before
tbe exertions of these

young ladies.
Excubsions.—The season of the summer excursions to the seaside or the country is now at
hand, and this week there are to bs a number
of pleasant parties leave tbe city.
Today the
Boston and Maine run an excursion to Boston
at half rates to accommodate those who wish
to attend P.esident Hayes’ reception.
To-morrow the Catholics go to Hog Island on
their annual excursion.

Oq Saturday there will be two enjoyable

ex-

cursions. The Plymouth Sabbath School and
Parish go to Naples via Sebago Lake.
There
will be music providod and a fine time is ex-

peeled.
Oa the sima day the 1'iue street School goes
to Long Island in the Gazelle, leaving State
street wharf.
On
Wednesday

■

the

Samoset

House

on

Mouse Island will he opened to the public with
a grand ball and a good time generally.
Tickets over the Maine Central aie sold for the
round trip at $2. All are invited.
A Suggestion —A correspondent
thinks
that in view of the recent large fires, the city
government should take steps for additional
He suggests
protection of the city property.

that the Mayor appoint a committee trom each
ward of responsible men, who shall be empowered in case of a large conflagration to blow up
buildings to prevent the spread of the flames.
The committee, however, to act with the Mayand carry out his orders. Such a committee
Would cost nothing and.if there was a large
fire, they would be of great service. The cor
respondent is a practical man, and during the
fire of ’GG assisted in blowing up buildings on

or

Congress street, and by

so

doing saved the First
buildings in that vi-

Parish church and other
cinity. The suggestion is worthy of attention.
Reform Club.—At the semi-annuai meeting of the Portland Temperance Reform Club
last evening, the following officers wete elected
for the next six months:
President—George H. Lefavor.
Vice Presidents—George Facey. E. W. Messenger, Angus Smith.
Financial Secretary—Edwin F. Horr.

Treasurer—JohuF. Cochling.

Steward—Joseph A. Kennedy.
Sergeant-at-Arms—George Burnett.

Marshals—JL B. Howard, Chas. H. Collin.
The Club has cleared its ranks of its deadwood and is now composed of those who mean
to work for temperance.
The Club has held
no

public meetings

renew

for a lew weeks, but will
them as soon as it becomes cooler,

PREsuMrscoT Park.—The June meeting at

Presumpscot

Park opens this afternoon. There
will be two races today, and Mr. Bailey promises some fine trotting. The horses enteied re-

cently tiotted

at Lewiston, where every race
made in lees than 2.40. It is not often that
there is such an evenly matched field of horses
was

entered at one race.

not yet been called upon for contributions to
leave their subscriptions with the City Treasthe committee.
The ladies met at the Common Council room
yesteiday morning and began the work of preurer or

paring clothing for the sufferers.

There were

large number of contributions sent in, and
about fifty ladies went to work with a will. By
five o’clock they had prepared 23 large cases
and three barrels of clothing and bedding
a

which were sent by the steamer New York and
will reach there today. A gentleman from St.
Johu says that the relief committeos are all
organized, and every article sent to the city is

judiciously distributed.
paid in to H. W.
Hersey, City Treasurer, yesterday. It will be
The following sums were

nntlnn,! flvnf tlm nimr/1
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1, n

*

.vinnnn

Ilersey is $7,999.04.
Miss Dyer. .$ 2 00
Employes of G. T. K. Co. 21 93

received to date by Mr.

10 00
5 CO
11 00
188 00

Mrs. John C. Brooks.
Ladies' St. John Aid Society.
Girls Brackett St. Grammar School...
J. B. Fickett on account collections
Littlefield & Wilson on account col-

lections.

68
1
542
25
3
24
25

00
00
50
00
00
50
01

lections. 267
Geo. F. Shepley. 50
Jas. H. McMullen. 50
30
Joseph Drowue... ..
H. T. Blackstoue.
1
Short
&
Harmon.
50
Loring,
Employes Portland Co. 72
Rev. J. F. Morgan, collected by Shim..
5
A. A. St rout, received of operatives
at Cumberland Mills.157
A. A. Strout, on account of collections 205
Mrs. John D. Headman.
3
Merchants Exchange, additional sub-

00
00
00
00
00
00
25
75

axis

prices

♦

despatck'jwaa received by
Major Butler yesterday tnoruing, dated St. fortune, they finally determined to trust that
i tickle personage popularly supposed to arrange
John, June 24:
theso little matters iu Washington, and the
M. M. Butler, Mayor:—
Please couvey to the citizens of Poitland our company, with about fifty honorary members
warmest thanks for the repeated marks of their
and invited guests, led by Chandlet’s Band,
generosity in this our time of need. Cash and marched from Market
our
Square to Portland Pier
clothing will be most acceptable. Express
where they expected to take the steamer
warmest gratitude to the ladies who are working in the matter. Business is at a standstill Henrietta for Little Chebeague, but there was
and great destitution prevails.
; no Henrietta to be seen, ard after waiting
S. I). Earle, Mayor.
some little time the Houghton was
got uuder
The following have left bundles of clothing
way with the assistance of a tug.
Upon
or other needful articles at the City Marshal’s
arrival at the island the company found a
office: Mrs. Partington, Mrs. J. H. Bussell,
bountifnl breakfast awaiting them at the
Mrs. Atchison, E. D. Choate, Mrs C., Mis.
Sunnyside House.
Mary L. Jewett, Mrs. James D. Fessenden
This satisfactorily disposed of, the ranges
Mrs. Pember, Mrs. Edwara Goold, Fred Fox,
were at once measured and the targets placed
Mrs. Cushman, Mrs. Balkam, Mrs. Meserve,
for the target practice. The Creedmoor targets,
Mrs. Barrett, Mrs. Kelsey, Mrs. Sawyer, Mr.
6 by 4 feet, were used and the distance was
Daniel Coffin one half barrel flour; two barrels
two hundred yards. The honorary members
clothing without the name of donor.

Dana, Esq., and Charles McLa ughlic,
the committee, to solicit subscriptions on
Commercial stteet, requests those who have

Officer Pickett; caught ttvo hoys stealing
lumber from Brown’s

tallowing

W. S.

Uriel Jolting,.
The regular road to the Ocean House is
again practical for travel.
A Boston officer seizad five carcases of young
veal from the Boston boat Saturday rnorniDg
it being considered too young to seiL
There were 250 invitations to druggists sent
over the state yesterday afternoon, to attend
the convention in July.
The Portland district ministerial association
of the Methodist church will meet at Bridgton
this morning.

yesterday morning was so
it seemed as though the Blues

mast postpone their excursion or run the risk
of a wetting. Belying on their previous good

Esq,,

AUCTION COLUMN.
Valuable Property—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Watches, Jewelry—F. O. Bailey & Co.

weather

threatening that

TUESDAY MORNING, JUNE 26.
The

Bcvenlirlb Anniversary of the Blues ai
Lillie Chebrague.

Mrs. Cumpston.
Wm. Senter, on account of collections
R. M. Richardson.
D. D. Patten.
H. H. Burgess, on account collections
Francis Fessenden.
John O. Winsliip, on account of col-

scriptions.

00
00
00

50 00
10 00
26 00

St. Nicholas Circle.
Jas E, Sturgis, on account collections
Of A, Little and J. E. Blabon on account collections. 1003 50
Of A. Little & Co. 100 00
Of Portland Packing Co., donation in
goods. 125 00
Of Hall L. Davis.
25 00
A laundress.,...
100
Mrs. Edward Fox.
5 00
Mrs. Daniel Choate.
5 00
Mrs. Darius White.
5 CO
E. H. Daveis.
10 00
Mrs, Chas. Jones.
15 00
Annie E. Daveis.
5 €0
W. S. Dana on account of collections 522 00

Grand total.$7999
Collected by J. B. Fickett:
Cyrus Greene.
$10
Mrs. J. B. Carroll. 5
Miss O. C. Carroll. 5
Cash. 2
Sise & Nevens.. 5
H. 11. Ricker & Co.
5
E. C. Hersey & Co. 10

if. Macdonald. 50
I. M. Wolliaupter. 5
Cash.....,,. 2
Cash.
1
Tenuy & Leighton. 5
Cash. 5
A. P. Fuller & Co. 10
A. F. Lunt. 5
J. B. Fickett & Co.10
Cash. 1
F. Lannagan.
5
J. A. & A. T. Smith. 5
Cash. 5
Cash. 1
Cash. 1
Cash. 1
Parker & Donahue. 5
Doten Bros. 5
James S. Libby. 10
James Gorham. 1
F. Buckuam. 2
Cash.
1
W. A. Hyde. 5
Burroughs Bros. 5

64
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
()0
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
CO
00
00
00
00
00
(JO
00
50
00
00
00

00
Jos. R Brazier. 5 00
F. G. Patterson. 5 00
Geo. W. Marston. 5 00
3 00
Spencer Rogers.
C. H. Farley. 10 00
Ira Berry, Jr. 5 00
Rollins & Adams. 10 00
John S. Morris. 5 00
Dow, Coffin & Libby. 15 00
Cash. 2 00
Cash. 2 00
Cash. 5 00
Gilbert L. Bailey. 5 00
Chas.
5 00
Jr.
Adolph Ulmer. 2 50
Cash. 2 00
Cash. 5 00
A. Brunei & Co. 5 00
Cash. 2 00
Miss Dyer. 2 00

Day,

$111 50
Collection by J. F. Rand on Cross street.
J. F. Rand.$15 00
Hillman & Morrell. 10 00
Whitney & Thomas. 10 00
Sawver, Webb & Co. 10 00
F. W. Kaler & Co. 5 00
Curtis & Soule. 5 00
J. F. Merrill. 5 00

Cash.

5 00
2 00
150
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00

$73 50
Mr. \V. S. Dana reports the following additional list :
Fletcher & Co.$25 00
J. F. Randall & Co (provisions). 25 00
Capts. Wiswell and bishop. 2 00
W. W. Brown. 20 00
A. B. Stephenson. 10 00
Henry L. Paine. 5 03
B. Stevens, Jr. 5 00
Jackson & Eaton. 5 00
C. H. Merrill. 10 00
J. W. Dyer. 5 00
$112 00

Wm. Senter reports:
St.John Smith...$200 00

Fiiend. 5
McLaughlin reports:
John Cammett.$5

Maxwell, who made 1C
Considering the high wind,
C. A.

of a possible 25.
the avetages of
the marksmen were quite sat:sfactory. We
noticed that on the way home Capt. Pennell
and Sergeant Davis wore very elegant decora"
tions, as large as saucers, made of leather.

They seemed to think a great deal of these
ornaments, and ihe Captain was obseived to
eye his distinctive emblem with a fond yet sad
expression.
This target practice interrupted the grand
feature of the day—a game of base ball between the active and

00

co

members.

The

Maine Lodge of Odd Fellows.—At the
meeting of Maine Lodge of Odd Fellows held
last evening, the following tfllcers were elected for the ensning term:
Noble Grand—Edward O. Jones.
Vice Grand—Wm. M. Marks.
Secretary—J. B. Dunbar.
Treasurer—A. D. Smith.
These officers will be installed at a public
meeting next Monday night.
This will be the
first installation in the new hall.
Them will
be a number of tbe oldest members of the

Order present, and excellent music will be furnished.
The Lodge voted to send §100 to the Odd
Fellows of St. John, and Past Grand C. B.
Nash

Instructed to visit St. John and report the condition of the members of the
Order. Mr. Nash will take all the
clothing he
can gather previous to
Thursday night.
was

Tulip Tree Blossom.—Mr. A. S. Fernald
has on exhibitionist his store No. 237

Middle
street, a specimen of the tulip tree dower. In
full bloom. The botanic name is Liriodendrcn

lulipi/era,

and

tbe

tree is the white-wood, a
The flower is as.large as a

species of poplar.
full blown tulip, deep orange at the
base, and
the petal a delicate yellowish green. Tbe flower bloomed in the open air, on the
grounds of
the late James E. Fernald.
The tree which
bore it is about as large as a
maple, and.this is
the first season it has blossomed.
Cape Elizabeth High
tion will begin Thursday
till 3 p. m.

School.—Examina
morning and continue

A t 3 o’clock will occur Junior exof declamations and select
at half past 2 in the afternoon commencement exercises.

hibition, consisting
readings. Friday,
Keal Estate
are the real estate

Transfers.—The following
transfers,' recorded; in this
county Yesterday:
Scarboro—Gardner Merrill.to Phiieas M. r2
rill,

lor $50.
Bald win—Win. H. Sanborn to
b acres, for $200.
acres

HenryJ

Bo we,9

and the merits of tbo entertainment
deserved. “Naval Engagements” has been so
often represented on this stage that it calls for
no

special

last

representation

The

mention.

among the best it has received
here. At the fall of the curtain Miss Marsh
stepped to tho front of the stage and expressed

evening

was

gratification at having an opportunity of
contributing her mite to the relief of the famishing city. While she felt some disappointment because of the small audience, she had no
disposition to complain, for the citizens of Porther

land had done much for St. John in many other ways.
In conclusion, she thanked, by name,
all who were engaged in getting up the bene-

fit.
Miss Marsh, her company, the Forrest Dramatic Club and those who so generously volunteered their services upon the stage, deserve
cordial recognition for the aid extended.
The entertainmeut concluded with a ptetty
rendition of “Ours,” by the Forrest Dramatic

Club, in which
distinguished

Mr. A. N Jones particularly
himself as “Ilugh Chalcot.”
The performance was much aided by the excellent music which Mr. tlrimmer’s orchestra
kindly furnished.
Between the plays Miss Marsh announced
that a benefit would be given on Friday evening to Mr. and Mrs. George T. Ulmer, whohave
lost everything by the St. John fire. She glad’

ly

gave the use of the house ou the occasion.
The net receipts of the benefit were eighty-

one

dollars.

Personal.

Hon. Alden Jackson, formerly Secretary of
State, is seriously ill at his homo in Waldoboro’.
Miss Lizzie

May

Ulmer will

b.

o.

In,

ro.

a.

e.

n

m

1

1

•>

on

v.uun,u iu

Webster, lb.0
Dacey, p.0
Osborne, 2b.2

Curtis, 3b.0
Thomas, ss.1
Knight, 11.1)
Bishop, cf..0
1
Smith, rt.

3
3
1
3
2
2
2
2

1
0
1
1
l
0
0
0

16
2
0
2
0
0
0
0

u
7
1
1
4
0
0
0

0
5
1
0
1
2
1
0

Total.4

21

5

21

17

22

ro.

the less violent exercise of dinner. We give
the score below. The feature of the game was
the pitching of Dr. Foster.
ACTIVE.
Wailo

o

nONOBABY.
It.

O.

IB.

A.

E.

2
3
2
4
2
0
3
2
3

2
0
2
0
2
3
0
0
0

0
5
12
4
0
0
0
0
0

1
5
0
3
0
i
0
0
0

0
4
0
1
1
2
0
0
0

Total.12
21
8
Three base hits—Shaw and Leighton.

21

10

8

Shaw, p&ss.3

Merrill, ..0
Adam Leightou, lb.2
Currier, 2b.0
Blackford, 3b.2

Foster, ss&p.2
Small, rf..1
Cushman, ct.1
Jackson, If.....1

Umpire—Capt. C. J. Pennell.
The dinner was a good one in every respect
and il the Bines don’t go to Little Chebeague
again it won’t be Jenks’ fault. The dinner
was followed by short speeches by ex-Mayor
Kingsbury, Alderman Small, and several
other honorary members. After an hour spent
in recovering from the exertion called forth by
dinner, the party embarked for home, well
satisfied with the day’s pleasure and unani-

mously voting

it one of the best times the
Blues ever had. The thoughtful kindness of
Mrs. Capt. Pennell, who sent a dainty buttonhole bouquet to each of the company and their

guests,

appreciated aud will be

was

kindly

remembered by all.

luuimcucju,

tvuicu was uumeu

yes-

terday.
Mr. Lawton,

father of Mrs. J. P. Thompson,
of this city, had his house and furniture burned
at the St. John fire.
Her.brother saved half
of his furniture.

Among the graduates at Newton Theological
Institution last week, were Charles E. Young
of Corinna, who is to become pastor of the
Baptist church in Mt. Vernon, and George E.
Tufts, who is to be pastor of the Baptist church
in West Watervilie.
Oar

Simile Trees.

Mr. Editor:—I presume every resident of
the city has a pride in the beautiful trees which
adorn our streets, and would regret their
loss, but unless something is done to preserve
them they will soon be among the things that
now

past
Already several on Danforth and
State streets are dead or dying, and others will
soon be in the same condition unless their destroyers—the worms, are destroyed. The only
practicable way to do this on the large trees is
to employ the steam fire engines to wash them
are

off,

and is it not worth the trouble and expense? If some good marksman would shoot
the night hawks which have come here to de-

stroy useful birds, and finally if Deering Oaks
could be protected from the crowd of boys and
(I am sorry to.add) if men who go there daily
to shoot every bird which shows its
head, there
might be some hopes that the worms would be
exterminated.

*

The

Peuuell InMiluie.
The citizens of Gray assembled iu large numbers Saturday afternoon last, and laid with
appropriate ceremonies the corner stone of
Pennell Institute, named for Hon. Henry
Pennell of Gray, its founder. The reports of
State institutions, laws, newspapers, historical
and biographical sketches, and several other
documents were deposited beneath the corner
stone. The citizens of Gray, as well they may,
feel great interest in this enterprise and look
to see it take form and proportion with the
liveliest emotion.
This building is to be of brick, and when
completed will be sixty feet long by thirtyeight wide and two stories high. On the first
on

be a

school-room

of

ninety-four

chairs, two anterooms, reception-room and
library-room. On the second floor will be a
hall fifty feet long by thirty-six wide, two anterooms and chemical laboratory.
The whole
height from the ground to the top of the
tower will be sixiy-eigbtj leeu
It was Mr. Pennell’s plan to make provision
for this building and school, in his will and
leaves its execution to bis executors. But in
order to see it built and put in operation in his
own lifetime, or for fear his executors might
not enter into its spirit with all the care, zeal
and fidelity, which he himself would bestow,
or by the persuasion of friends, or from some
other course best known to himself, he has
wisely concluded that this great work shall be
done by himself, and under his own immediate
and personal supervision.
A change of plan
to the satisfaction of all the people;
aud that he may live to see the building stand
forth in its admired proportions and
the

Carv Concert.—It seems almost a
“work of supererogation” to call attention to
the Cary concert next Monday evening. While
Miss Cary’s generous offer in aid of the

Saint
fill City

John sufferers would be sufficient to
Hall, the services volunteered by the other participants, and especially Miss PendersoD, who
will appear for the first time on this
occasion,
will be fully appreciated by the musical

public

UI uie

predict a crowded bouse and
generous contribution for the St. John fund.
cuy.

Serious

BUUUIU1 Li

ui

iiuu

iwii u

^uvuci

ucuuabu

no

permanently

endow

it with $20,000
more, and then to make a present of the whole
to the town, to be open and free to all the
scholars of the town until they arrive at the
age of twenty-fite years, subject of course to
just and wholesome regulations in the wisdom
to

of a board of trustees selected for the purpose
of superintending its educational affairs.
Mr. Pennell makes this munificent donation
to the town for the single reason, as slated bjr
himself, that in this town be was born; here he
has always lived; here he married his wife,
who he thinks will survive him; here he has
achieved what of worldly success he has had,
which is not small, and hero be "will die and
here be buried.”

Truly

fitting monument could he
has already set up the stone
his final resting place in the

what more
While he

which will mark

churchyard,

here is a monument which in its
scope, influence and effect will endure and be
acknowledged when the granite shaft even
shall have mouldered away aLd mingled with
its common dust.
(Safely and Pence on July 4.
address of the Mayor, in his
customary direct, forcible and practical style,
The

following

to the citizens of

Portland,

should meet with a
ready and effective response from all good citizens.
The lesson of onr own great fire only
eleven years ago has gradually become unlearned, but the recent fate of our provincial neighbor ought to be a sufficient stimulus to renewed
care and attention, lest the disaster of 1800 be

repeated. The prospect of a quiet night on
July 3d will come as a balm to many sick and
nervous

average

people, aod is not unpjeasant to the
The police, properly rein-

burgher.

forced, will be instructed to prevent the use of
firearms, fireworks or crackers before sunrise on
the ±< oartb, but their efforts will be
only partially successful unless the people co-operate
with them and give them moral support.
Zo the Citizens of Portland:
Subject to prevailing high winds as Portland
is

at this season of the year, and wooden build-

ings having been suffered to spring up all over
city, the danger of conflagration is by no
means to be unheeded.
Warned by the terrible visitation that has overtaken St. John, and
by the near approach ot our national anniversary.—the anniversary, too, of our own great
calamity,—I would most respectfully urge upon
the attention of our citizens the importance of
increased watchfulness and precaution
against

the

tire.
I have deemed it my duty to instruct the
police to suppress the use of firecrackers from this
time till sunrise on the Fourth of
and I
July,
should be glad if these little incendiaries could
,
be wholly suppressed on that day
also, but this
appears to be Impracticable so long as their use
is encouraged by large numbers of our
population of all ages, and until some other
way is
adopted to manifest national rejoicing and patriotic feeling than that borrowed from the
“Heathen Chinee.”
It is found by experience that one of the
greatest sources of danger is the reckless handling and discharging of firearms during the
night preceding the Fourth, gun-wads being
particularly liable to communicate lire. On
that account, and for the sake of the sick and
feeble to whom the night is absolute
torture,
and to relieve out citizens generally from what
has grown to be an intolerable nuisance, the
po
lice have been especially directed to put a
stop
to the firing ot' guns anu pistols
throughout the
night, and until the bells begin to ring the nexl

mornirg.
All good citizens and property holders
called upon to sustain the police in their
deavor in this

guardians

direction, and

all

are
en-

parents and

requested to exercise all needfu
restraint in the premises over those under then
are

control.
All persons who, regardless of
consequences,
will persist in destroying the peace and
safety
of the city on that night will be
summarily ar
rested, without fear or favor, and dealt will
according to law.
n-

Juno 2o, 1877.

Accident —a man named
in the Maine Central

in attempting to step

yesterday afternoon,

to
missed

M. M. Bctleb, Mayor.

a

Mc-

yaid,

shifting engine
his footing and

on

a

fell in front of the locomotive. He was struck
by the engine aud pushed aloDg the track and
one leg broken, besides
severe bruises on the
other. Mr. Sawyer conveyed him in his hack
to his home at Turner’s
Island, where Dr.
Small set the broken bone.
municipal ladebteducHS.
(From the Augusta Journal.)

The last legislature required cities and towns
in this state to send to the office of the Secretary of State a statement of their municipal in-

debtedness,

for what purpose the debts were
contracted and a statement of the debt in 1876

In response to this,
compared with 1866.
official returns have been received, a
recapitulation of which will he given to our readers:
The following table show the debts of the
cities of Maine in 1876 and 18SG, for what
purposes contracted, etc. :
as

Cities.

o

a

ao

g:

s

|-=

a

a
8

3

£3

11

tuui)

is the universal prayer.
Tne estimated cost of this building and such
school apparatus as it will have is $20,000
And when completed it is the purpose of the
donor

>v e

Donald, employed

greatly

following

item from the Journal:
It has been the fortune of but few
pnblic
readers irom across the water to meet on their
first appearance upon an American
platform,
with such favor as was accorded to Mr. Wm.
E. Eastty at Wesleyan Hall last evening, unless, perhaps, they have been heralded with
loud notes of praise such as usually result in
attracting an audience in which the critics are
lost in uuwonted enthusiasm.
The audience
meeting Mr. Eastty was of goodly size and
critical, and listened to his rendering of the
story of “Little Dombey.’’ The opinion was
that at his hands the full meaning of the late
novelist’s work is not lost.

object

the

arrive in the
city today to make arrangements for her benefit, which is to come off Friday evening.
Plymouth church and parish have voted to
extend a call to Mr. Herbert W. Lathe of the
graduating class at Andover, Mass.
Rev. Mr. Bailey, formerly pastor of the First
Parish of this city was pastor of the Unitarian

erect?

Public Readings.—On this and to-morrow
evenings Mr. Eastty, the London Dickens impersonator, will appear at Army and Navy
Hal). Mr. Eastty is highly spoken of by the
press and public where he has appeared. From
the notices in the Boston papers we select the

honorary

game was afterwards resumed and continued
till the seventh inning, when the implements
of our national game were reluctantly laid
aside for the more peaceful implements and

floor will

By Wm. G. Twombly.
W.D. Little & Co.$10

Ambrose Giddings.
James Harper.
C. H. Blake.
F. H. Cooper.
Dan'l Kelley....
J. O. Skillin.
C. F. Moise.

had each three shots and the active members
five. The prizes, elegant statuettes, were won
by Adam Leighton of the houorary members,
who made 10 out of a possible 15, and Private

The SI. John Benefit.
The benefit given iu aid of tho St. J ohn sufferers at Fanny Marsh's Theatre last evening,
did not draw so largo a house as the worth of

jj

|p
Auburn.. $ 270,000
Lewiston.
588,331
Portland.. 6,010,300
Gardiner..
94,240
Hallowell..
24,500
Rockland.. 930,903
Bangor.... 2.490,000
Bath. 1,740,032
Calais. 155,500
Biddeford. 140,082
Saco.
45,665

§P

;

c

wound. If be walks over you at night, yo “
will have cause to remember him for man
months to come, as the wound is of a partici
larly pidsnnous nature, and is very difficult t
heal. The stinging lizard is a lesser evil, th
sensation of its wound being likened to th
application of a red-hot iron to the persoi
But one is too happy to escape with life to cot
siiler these lesser evils any annoyance. Be
the insects, Hying,{creeping, jumping, huzzinf
stinging—they are everywhere. Ask for a cn
of water and tho rejoinder in our camp ii
‘Will you have it with a bug or without* J
Wonldn t that he a charming place to hold i

IS5

$12,494,354 $4,804,861 $2,325,979 $10,"l58J35
No returns received from Augusta, Belfast

aDd Ellsworth.
The above returns from eleven
cities, show
a total increase of municipal indebtedness during the decade, of $7,689,490.
This increase is
caused by aid extended to various enterprises—
railroads, manufacturing,introduction of water
&c. Biddeford, Calais and Saco are the
only
cities reporting a reduction of indebtedness
during the decade. Of the total indebtedness
$2,359,919 is reported for municipal purposes;
and $10,158,435 for other purposes,
being bonds
issued in aid of railroads, &c., secured by

Municipal

Counties.

debt

1876.

Androscoggin.$106,618
Aroostook.

47,459

Franklin.

92,865
14,478
175,690
295,413
409.737
200,223
101,641
78,998
103,166

Cumberland. 254.011
Hancock.
Kennebec.
Kn«*.
Lincoln.
Oxford.
Penobscot.
Piscataquis.
Sagadahoc...
Somerset.

Washington.
York.

172.280

91,811
110,030
104,019

$2,418,500

Municipal

debt 1866.
$213,419

296,887
100,9.19
206,908

171,226

325J43

$3,832,247

Debt of 284 towns in 1876.$2,418 500
I860. 3,832,217
Decrease of debt.$ |
,413,747
Tbere are 121 towns from which no returns were
received.
Increase for
4870.
I860.
decade.
Total debt of cities.$12,494,354 84,804,864
MJWUB.
Z,*iB,DUU
3,83Z,247

few

of

The Bitter Sweets op Texas.—The following is from Harper’s, September, 1855. It
will do for those who
contemplate going to
Texas:
A pleasant spot for a nervous man is a
certain place in Texas, which is thus described
by an amateur of natural Scenery and natural

products:

“The small brown wolf ig
quite common,
occasionally get a
of his large
black brother. But Texas glimpse
ig the
paradise of
reptiles and creeping things. Battle aud moccasin snakes are too numerous to ‘shake a stick
at.
The bite of the former can be cared
by
drinking raw whiskey to absolute repletion, but
for the latter there is no core.
‘‘The tarantula is a pleasant institution to
get into a quarrel with. He is a
spider, with a
body about the size of a hen’s egg, aud legs
live or six inches
long, and covered with loug,
coarse black hair.
He lies in the cattle tracks,
and lr you see
him, move out of his path, as
his bite is absolutely
certain death, aud he
never gets out of the
way for any one. Then
there is the centipede, furnished with an. unlimited number of legs, each
leg armed with a
claw, and each claw
a

a?dyou

indicting

separate

portunity.

We also otter our whole stock of Marchioness
Corset* containing an Unbreakable Double
ISuak; the Best corset ever ottered at One Dollar,we
shall for this week sell for Seventy-five cents—7&
CENTS. Our whole stock of Corsets selling at
Sost’ antl maDy goods at tar below the e09t ot manu-

PARASOLS
SUN UMBRELLA' J
style;

Worsted, Merge, Alpaca

also

Gingham.

JABOTS m FMCt TIE
See the Latest Fashions in all kinds of

and Jabots, opened by DAVIS & CO.
See what we are offering: Beautiful Winsor Ties
at Twenty-five Cents; also the Finest and Best Pure
Silk Jabot at the Low Price of TH1KTY-SEVEN
CENTS..
Also all kinds of Fancy Neck Wear, from the
cheapest to the nicest made.

OCR WHOLE STOCK AT COST.
Visit

Horatio Staples.
1 suppose the most honest all wool caasimere
for men’s wear, in mixed, plain,
plaid and
s triped, is the Readfield
cassimere, which ii

our

Store and see how cheap our goods are sold.

_Horatio Staples.

are

cheap.

very

Fringes

we

Silk and Worsted
otter below cost.

je26

ON

Corsets!

_

yard.

Eastman

je21tf

Bros.,

_534 Congress

street.

Hosiery

at Cost !

Watches, Jewelry,
AT AUCTION.

pair,

LEGHORN HATS!

JUNE 28tb. at 10
m. and 2
ON pTHURSDAY,
shall sell at Rooms 35 and 37 Exchange
m. we

fine English
Dunstable in al
shapes from $1.00 and upwards.
A full line of Bough and Beady, Mi

St., a fine lot of Ladies’ and Gents’ Gold and Silver
Watches, new and secondhand; Silver and Plated
Ware, Jewelry, &c &c.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Aactiaieers.

land llats.

je26

Silk, Flowers, Velvet, Feathers
Baching, etc,,

SATURDAY, JUNE 30th, at 12.30 m. we .hall
sell the property Nos. 93 and 95 Green St., opposite Bicker’s Tannery. Said lot ia 50 ft. on Green
at. holding this width to Cantonjst., a distance of 10O
feet from street to street. On the lot is a large building now used for storage. As will be seen, this lot la
equal to two lots each 50 ft. square, the one on Green
and the other on Canton St. We ask attention to
this sale which must be without reserve. Terms given at sale.
F. O. BAILEY dfc CO., Aactitaern.
Je26
dtd

ON

1

St.

Congress

Chesley,

NOTICE EXTRAORDINARY!

Desirable Real Estate
BY AOJCTIOJST.

TAILOR,

shall
Saturday, June 30, at 3 o’clock p. m.,
ON sell
the 2 1-2 story house, situated on,the northwe

361 1-3
the next lew

to
removal to
Middle Street, we
shall sell the balance of our large
stock of Men’s
and Boys* Clothing at lower pricour

|

es

Has

,

line of

tine

a

TWENTY-FIVE

|

Dollar

than was ever
had before.

Those in want of a nice Duster should ex.
amine the different varieties at the Boston &
Portland Clothing Co.’s, 189 Middle street.

jel4tf

_

HUNT’S REMEDY is not a new compound; i
has been before the public 25 years, and extensive
ly used by all classes with and without the advice o
Physicians. HUNT’S REMEDY has saved from s
lingering disease and death hundreds of our citizens
HUNT’S REMEDY never fails to cure Dropsy ant
all Diseases ot tbo Kidneys, Bladder and Urinari
Clarke’s Tooth Ache Drops

cure

instantly.

T,1h&S&wlw

late hadly? Have you a Cough? Low Spirits!
Coming up of the food after eating? &c &c. A1

these and much more are the direct results o
Liver Complaint aud Indigestion
Greek’s Adgcst Flower is now acknowledged
all
by
Druggists to he a positive cute. 2,400,000 hottl es were given away in the U. S.
through Druggist!
to the people as a trial. Two doses will
satisfy any
person of its wonderful quality in curing all forms o
Indigestion. Sample bottles 10 cents. Regular sizt
75 cents. Sold positive by all first-class
Druggists it
C. S.
oc20eomly
of

Dyspepsia,

Orin Hawkes & Go.

F. O. Bailey & Co., Auctioneers.
je23

je2G

desired tor building a line o;
Horse Railroad from the corner of Green anc
Portland streets in Portland, to a point in Deering
known as Bradley’s Corner.
Particulars will bt
furnished on application.
PORTLAND & DEERING RAILROAD CO.,
By JNO. MARSHALL BROWN, Treasurer

PROPOSALS

are

my24

dtf

Notice ot Proposals.
ITtHE county commissioners will receive proposals :
A at their office until noon of the third day o
July next, for the materals, printing, and bindinf
ot 10, 20 or 30 complete copies ot the Index of till
Registry of Deeds; also for msterals, writing ant
binding one complete copy ot the same. The manu
script,'plans of the work, and specifications may b(
seen by calling at the commissioners office.
The commissioners reserve the right to reject an’
or all proposals not considered for the interest ot th"
county.
Portland, June 25th„ 1877.
SAMUEL DINGLY, )
County
SOLOMON STUART, (
Commissioners.
JOHN L. SWIFT,

J

je25

dtd

HALL.

CONGRESS
Production

os

rt&wlw

CALL

and

Wednesday & Thursday Evcn’gs,

subscriber having made additions to his
house at North Bethel will be ready to receive
Boarders, July 1st, at Reduced Prices, with good
rooms and fare. Shall make it a
specialty to have
all the varieties of eatables usually kept iu a country
retreat. For mountain scenery, drives and fishing
is rarely surpassed.
Carriages at depot to take
passengers to his house. Teams to let. Address O.
C. FROST, BETHEL, ME., Box 40.
je2Gdlw

THE

Haydn

Association.

members of the Haydn Association aie requested to meet lor rehearsal at Union Hall, on
THURSDAY EVENING NEXT, 28th insr., for a
Concert at City Hall on Monday evening, July 2nd,
in aid of the St. John suflerers.
A full attendance is earnestly
requested. Members will bring the book of German Four Part Songs.
GEO. C. BURGESS, Secretary.
jul6d3t

THE

For Sale

or

Rent.

NEAT little cottage on the Cottage Road in
Cape Elizabeth, a few roads east of Cong.
Meeting House. Possession given immediately. Inquire ot WM. SMALL, next Louse to premises.
Ju26
dlw*

A

Lost.
May 23d,
plain tortoise shell sleeve
button. The finder will be suitably rewarded
by leaving at store of J. C. Osgood, corner of Spruce
and Emery Sts.
j u26d3l*

ON

a

BY

—

MRS. H. B. BARNARD,
assisted by

Chorus of

a

Forty Misses and a Full Or
chest ra,

appropriate Scenery, Stage setting

with

and

Cos

For Sale Cheap.
cat-rigged boat. 17 teet long.
Inquire at 34 ADAMS STREET.
Jo26
dlw*
Rooms to Let.
rent of sly
ADESIABLE
Suitable for small family.

rooms

-.n. T. BARNARD

AdmiffMiou 25 Cent.. ReHerrcd Neal. 11."
Cent*. Tickets to be had at the usual places.
To commence at 8 o’clock.
Isje23d5t

Tar,

For Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

Tar
'orest
Inhalation
or

Solution,

Factory
and immense stock of goods before purchasing elsewhere.
new

M/AVVJL

VVA

28 FREE

VJ

VV«^

STREET,

PORTLAND.
RICE.
JT. H. HOOPER.
ap21dtt

»• »•

“Rid Gloves.”
We have just received the last invoice
of 300 dozen One Button Joseph Kid
Gloves, completing a purchase of 1350
dozen made last March, which we offer
at the popular price of

50 Cents per Pair.

or Sore

and

Purifying the Breath.

'orest Tar
or

Salve,

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcere, Cuts, Burns,

"orest Tar
Champed Hands^Salt

Soap,

Moore & Bailey.
Owen,
ju22

for Catarrh, Connmptlon, Asthma.
For Sale bti all Druggitto.

Fire Worksfor 1877.

lor Men and

CHEAPER TUAN EVER.
Consisting of Fire Crackers, Canon Crackers
Torpedoes, Roman Candles. Pin Wheels. Rockets
Serpents &c., also Paper Cap Pistols, Paper Caps ;
Punk and Flags. Dealers and Exhibitions supplie< ,
at factory prices. Price Lists furnished on applica

Congress

COAL.
SUMMER AND WINTER USE,
FOB

Randall
60

BOSTON, MASS.,

jn3

DAY, Jr.,

cto OO.

94 Exchange Street.

tjnlyl

2nd Hand Mowers.
All sizes, in prime order.

A. L.

For sale very low by

DENNISON,

27 PREBLE
jnl8

ST.,

PORTLAND
d<&w2w

with accumulated asset, exceeding 8 A.S00
OOO, issues Life and Endowment Policies with as
liberal conditions as any Life Insurance Company in
the United States.
Policies issued by this Company are all made nonforfeitable after one annual payment, by the Laws
of Massachusetts, which surpass the laws of all other states iu
furnishing security and protection to policy holders.
Having been appointed the General Agent for
Maine, of the above Company, I shall be pleased to
receive applications tor insurance.

FRANKLIN FOX,
« 1-9 EXCHANGE
I Jul6

STREETd3w

for_$».00.

HILL
241

k

PHIMEY,

&

MIDDLE

eodtf

—

BEWARE,

McAllister,

COMMERCIAL,

And don’t buy the cheap feast-ion Oil Stove,
ized over to cover up defects. But buy the

ST.

86D6

distf

SUMMER

Refrigerators!
Improved Dry

Air

Oil

Refrigerator

all styles and for all purposes.
The largest and best assortment in Maine
as Low as

jel5

—nr

.Panniers

dtt

—

andJBustles

RUCHINGS AND LACE

Lawns

Sprinkling

ME.

STYLES

[

Rubber Hose

Square,

PORTLAND,

NEW

No. 60 Cross Street, Portland, Me

For

Stove,

29 market

MERRILL,

N. B.—Refrigerators made to order of any size c
form. Orders by mail or otherwise promptly at
tended to.
mavlddtjyl

QUEEN

Nutter Bros. & Co.’s,

the Lowest,

and warranted to give satisfaction. Manufacture
and for sale, Wholesale and Retail, by

J. F.

gal van

which is free from Odor. and'NONEXPLOSIVE.
Call and
examine it at

in

Prices

STREET

ma9

Lowest Market Rates,
BY

ORDER,

is the greatest bargain ever offered
any shirt manufacture in the
country. These shirts are made
under onr own snpervisal and of
the very best material; are equal
in every respect to any shirt man*
ufactured in the city.
True lit
warranted in every case and satisfaction guaranteed at

SALE AT

—

—

by

6

The largest stock and the best yariety of Coals t
the city, tor

AT

lor $9.0U.

«

—

Opposite Post Office.
ju2dt£_

washing Sidewalks, Windows, &c. We will sell 5( |
feet of Hose with Pipe anc
Couplings, all complete
for $5.00 at

GOOD
Just received at

I MERRILL S,

Hall's Rubber Store ’
UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.
mylOdtf

CARD

467

Congress

PRO

PHOTOGRAPHS.

G. A.
my26

BRING IN THE CHILDREN.

B.—These

N.

rooms are

not

KIDDER, PEABODY
jc25

&

oodtt

Wagons.

at

No. 11 Commercial Wh arf or 219 Brackett afreet.
dtf

Jul

Maine

Eclectic

Medical

Society.

,

annual meeting of the Maine Eclectic
Medical Society will be held at the Preble
House, Portland, Me., WEDNESDAY, the 21th of
Per order.
June.
K. MACE, M. D., Secretary.
eodta*
Jn7

THE

Issued to

it

CO.,

40 Stale »>., BOSTON.

D.

ready to convey parties to any reaorta |B th.
vicinity at reasonable rate*. Apply to
JOHN BAY,

d2w»

DUE

Nl.

“ZEPHTRUSTAHD “RAY,”

open on Sunday.

1887. Coupon or Registered.
tire Loan tailing due Aug. 1st,
For sale by

Clark,

are now

BOYD BLOCK,
ISO MIDDLE STREET, nearly oppt

juU

BONOJPUBLICO.

Pleasure

DAVIS,
NO

Street.

jui>S.T&Thdtf

"TVESIRING to correct an impression that I hare
JLJ removed from the city 1 am please to inform
everyone so impressed that 1 can be found night and
day in the Lynch Block, head of Temple St. Entrance at present on the tide next to the church.

PHOTOGRAPHS !

a

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

SflIRTS MADE TO

6 PER CENT. BUNDS,

S.T&Thtf
_ia9_
tion.
We have also
THE JOHN HANCOCK
large stock of Baby Carriage
Croquet, Boys’ Carts, Base Balls, Bats, Feather ;
Mutual
Work
Wcrl
!
Life Insurance Company,
Baskets,
Dusters—Traveling
Baskets,
Stands, Dog Collars, Boys’ Velocipede, Foot Balls

O.

AT

—

OLD COLONY R. R
at.

Gents’ French Ties, Hand sewed.

offering in Custom Shirts In
both Fine White and Fancy. Onr
celebrated HdtP

&c., CHEAP,

site the Post Office.

MERRILL’S,

FROM

Thru good! are not SIIODDV. hat
CCSIOJl HADE and WARRANTS! D.
eodtt
myl

CANES

CORSETS & TIES.
GAUZE UNDERWEAR,
SUN UMBRELLAS,

407

FRENCH TIES

CALF

—

The People’s Pliotograpliei

—

•*

Hand Sewed Lace Boots.

—

$6.25

“

Serge

“

GENTS’

Boys.

FRINGES & TRIMMINGS,
HOSIERY & GLOVES,

AT

“
“

•»

now

BUGGY UMBRELLAS,

this week in

—

“
“

«

Kid Fox, Button.
Serge, Button, Double Sole.
Kid Fox Lace Boots.
“
«•
“
?•

We beg to call
attention to
Use irmnrknble bargains we are

STRAW HATS!

Special Bargains

Rheum, Skin Diseases,

lorestTar
Inhalers,
Inhaling
or

dozen Gents’ English Driving
Gloves at 75 cents, worth $1.25.
15

“

*•

SHIRTS.

SOFT HATS I

dtf

and for Piles.

or

small lot of Tiro Button real
Kid Gloves in Operas only at the
very low price of 75 cents per pair.
a

Joseph

French Kid, Side Lace.
Fine Kid, Button Opera Toe.

“

tilt

complete, we produce more
goods, employ many more hands

than any other Furniture Establishment in the State*
and OUR
PRICES ARE, AND SHALL BE
AS LOW AS THE LOWEST, compared with Portland, Boston or
New York markets.
Please examine our extended

2.50
2.00
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.25
L15
1.00

368 middle St.

more

»

$3.75 Ladles’
“

MAHER’S (

AEI persons in need oi Fine, Medium or Common FURNITURE,
will find our stock tar more Extensive, Superior in styles, finish
and quality than at any other
Store in Portland, and not excelled in New England.
Onr Warerooms are more convenient, goods better displayed,
having more departments, each
containing novelties not to be
found elsewhere in the city. Onr
facilities for manufacturing are

Warerooms, large

offers the following bargains:

julO

Ju26dlw*

for Catarrh, Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

Tar Troches,
forest
Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough

241 MIDDLE ST.,

n ow

FITZGERALD

perfect repair.
Apply at No. 59

FACTS !

Also

Forest

SEI

inducements
ir
great
Ladies’, Gents’ and Children’!
Undervests at 23, 33 and 30 cts. up
wards. A fine assortment of Fan!
from 2 cts. upwards,
mew Style! i
oi Corsets in French, German and
Domestic, just received, from 4.'
cts. upwards. Ladies’, Gents’ and
Children’s Striped Hose troin 1( >
cts. upwards. Ladies’, Gents’ am [
Children’s Cotton Hose from 7 cts
Hisses’ and Youths
upwards.
Brown Hixed Hose, extra long
from 23 cts. upwards.
Parasol! !
and Sun Umbrellas from 23 cts
A lull line ol small
upwards.
wares always on hand.

In

tames.

DIRECTOR

AND

Offers

A

June 27th and 2§lli,
—

E. T. Merrill,

—

FITZGERALD

Summer Board.

•

“GENEVIEVE”

AND

C ASSI MERES,

W olfao flftOATT At

the celebrated Operetta of

—

THEM.apleodtf

Portland and

Deering Railroad
Company.

IN

Yacht Cloths

Cheviots,
—

Spruce Street.

PROPOSALS.

provements.
Also house and lot No. 3 Mayo street, contains 17
rooms, arranged for three families.
Sebago, gas,
water closets,:&c.
These houses now rent for obout $450 each per
year. They have been built since 1867 and are In
good repair. Terms easy and made known at sale.

Have you Read This !

ASK YOURSELF THESE QUESTIONS
Are you a despondent sufferer from Sick HeadacLo, Habitual CoBtiveness, Palpitation of tilt
Heart? Have you Dizziness of
the Head? Is you]
Nervous System depressed? Doe., your Blood circa

corner

_’d#t

—

We can show the best line of Indigo Blu<
Flannel Suits in the state, from ten dollars up,
at the Boston & Portland Clothing Co.’s, 18!

jel4tf

of Mayo and Cumberland streets.
Said
bouse contains 15 rooms, arranged lor two families.
Sebago, gas, water closets, and other modern im-

erly

Middle Street

days previous

dtd

Valuable Property on Green St. by
Auction.

decided bargaias at

LATNER BROS.,

jel4tf

Middle street.

AN THURSDAY, June 28th, at 10 o’clock A. M.#
V/ at the Horse and Carriage Mart, Plum Street,
we shall sell, without reserve, 30 Carriage# built
by
David Libby and 20 Carriages built by other manufacturers. The stock consists ot Phaetons. Jump
Seat Carriages, Brewster Top Buggies, Baskets,
Phaetons, Piano Box Buggies, Beach Wagons, Express Wagons, Side Spring Wagons, &c.
Every carriage will be warranted. These carriages
are first class and equal in every respect to the beat
carriages built in Portland this seison.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Aacdtieert.
det
jne22

Pine Balbriggan Hose, Milk Clocked
Also Balbriggan French Toes. Missel
Beamless Striped Hose 44 cents and up
wards. Pencil Striped 13 cents and up
wards. American Balbriggan 13 cenu
Gents’ best Seamless Hose at 44 cents pe

at

dlw

For

Carriages

AUCTION.

BY

received another lot of those fin ,
Corsets, 130 Bones, sold so wel 1
01.13. Also Milk Clocked, 400 Bonei *
01.30 per pair.
We also offer Thompson's Corset at 73
German Corset at 30, American Corset n 1
43 cents. All decided bargains.
at
at

539

We would invite all who are in want of 8
wide bound Coat and Vest, small-legged Paul
with spring bottom, made from nobby goods, tc
give the Boston & Portland Clothing Co. a call

at 189 Middle street.

_td
LARGE SALE OF

Portland

je25-lw
Wk have received a lot of satin striped black
Hernanis, which we are selling for 8 cents per

Ju23

Corsets!

je2G-3t

cheapest place in the city to buy a watch
a genuine Waltham Watch, in 2-oz. coin silvei
cases for $9.50; Nickel case $8.
F. P. McKenney, 531 Congress Street.

F. 0. Bailey & Co., Auctioneers.

mb 31eodSm

Another lot of those Cigar Fans, just re
H. I. Nelson & Co.’s, 443 Congress

The

\

I

ceived at

Annual Excursion.—The Catholics of the
city go to Hog Island on their annual excursion
Text Wednesday. As usual a large attendance
and a pleasant time may be expected. The list
of arrangements and prizes is very attractive.
je25 3t

1

in Colored and Black, Also German fji»l
4 Button 40 cents per pair. English Lisl
Elastic Wrists* 48 cents per pair. 3 Bn tton Mtitched 33 cents. Best Gauze LIsSi
Elastic Wrists, 44 cents. Mi«ses* A.isle I i
and 40 cents. Gents' 30 to 3M cts per paii

je2G-3t

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell today at 2
30, al
rooms on Exchange street, a stock of
groceries,
store fixtures, &c. See auction column.

street, Farrington block.

TUESDAY, June 26th, at 21 o’clock P. M.,
we shall sell at salesroom 35 Exchange SC., a
large and fresh stock ot drst class Groceries, oomlxting of the nsnal varieties found in a well appointed
Grocery Store. Also Store Fixtures, Scales, ShtjOcases, Desk, Safe, Tinware, Ac.

Our

DAVIS & CO.

'_1_1

las and Parasols should not fail to examine the
fine assortment at H. I. Nelson & Co.’s, 44c
Congress street, Farrington block.

&e.

BY AUCTION.

;

Also

Small Izol lelt of Children’* Hose nt 10c;
also of the lot of Hose 3 pr». for 00c.
These goods

Fixtures

Groceries, Store

a.

D-A.VIS & CO,

warranted to be all wool and fast colors. These
goods are for sale in great variety and style!
at No. 180 Middle street.

O. W, ALLEN.
Furniture

an

Silk Taffeta Glove:

SILK & LACE TIES,

oui

Exchange

anil General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. in.
Consignments solicited.oc3dtl

Prices

We have closed oat the entire stock of
New York Parasol manufacturer, coi
sistiag of Twilled Milk, Plain, Canop

IT

P. O. BAILKY.

Regular sale of

Less thau Manufacturer’s

33 and

Natcirooiai

JTust

grain silk, extra heavy, for $1.00 a yard. Par
ties out of town who have sent in their order!
may expect to receive their goods at once.

__

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*,

-AT—

factoring.

customers were disappointed in not havinj
their orders tilled. We open this morning i
fresh lot of each of these well known grades o
silk. Black taffeta silk in a clear shade o:
black at 85 cents, and a supurb black groi

T.tllTPC tdin infanel nnvnfinatnm

pair.

per

These goods cost a great deal more than we ask for
them but we are determined to sell our stock and
thosethat want NICE OOODrt CHEAP will
find it to their advantage to improve the present op-

Because of the unexpectedly rapid sale o ,
famous 85 cent black taffeta silk, and the
a

Cor-

lot

37 1-2 CENTS.

OXFORD COUNTY.

heavy gros grain silk at $1X0,

ots.

F. O. BAILEY * CO..

Also 1 lot containing all «izr«, or

Hon. W. W. Bolster, the bank examint t
has ]ust made a thorough examination of th »
Norway Savings Bank, and after cutting dowi
all securities to their lowest possible marbe t
value, the bank is in an entirely solvent con
ditioD.

..

towns in the above table ou account of railroads is not far from $750,000.
Seventy-four of the towns reported themselves entirely free from debt,and
quite a number whose assets exceed liabilities
by quite a
respectable sum. The most notable reduction
is in the town of Hancock, from
$129,996 in
3866, to $14,470 in 1876. Aroostook, Knox and
Lincoln counties show diminution of
cebt, outside of the cities.

Among the Special Bargains we offer 1
sets, in large sizes, nt

|

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
East Poland camp-meeting will he hel 1
from August 27 to September 3.
The percentage of taxation in Auburn thi ,
year is one and. one-half mills less than las
year- The valuation is about the same as las Jt
year, but the number of polls has increased
The percentage of taxation this year is 1 r
mills; last year it was 18£ mills.

„„„

$14,912,854 $8,037,111 $0,275,743
The indebtedness of the towns has been
greatly reduced in more than three-fourths of
those reported; and there are few cases of increase, and those are in aid of railroads along
the following lines:
Belfast and Moosehead
Lake, Knox and Lincoln, Dexter and New
port, Aroostook Valley, Bangor and Bucksport
and Somerset Kailroad.
The indebtedness of

every variety of

50

330,887
282 522

in Corsets. Our goods will upon examination convince
and
ail
that
we otter very great inducements, in
any

STATE NEWS

13 403

575,719
172,393
129,996
380.710
234,753
160,484
236,768

ottering to the public Ifargniu*

arc

AUCTION SALES:

MISCELLANEOUS.

^

CORSETS.

mortgages.

Returns have been received from 284 towns
giving their municipal indebtedness. Follow-’
ingisthe recapitulation of these towns by
counties. It must be borne in mind that the
table does not include the cities, which we have
given above:

Wc

select picnic.”

S’

$ 118,000 $160,000 s 110 000
130,768
366,832
221.500
2,510,056 1,130,800 4 879 500
72,816
41,512
52 708
19,000
14,500
10 000
160,825
51,678
123 725
956,000
256,000
2,239.000
309,018
208,432
213 000
200,000
55,500
100 000
178,256
110 08’
89,524
45,665

Say About

CORSETS!

!

S,|3
3

A Little to

I

«”o

§>!

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

dlwis

Piles and Fistula.
Brows’s Herbal Ointment Suppositories are guaranteed to care any case o( Piles or
Fistula that can be found in the United State,. A
sample box of these Suppositories will bo sent free
by mail to any suflerer on the receipt of twenty
cents, to prepay postage and packing.
Regular
price $1.00. Address lh« D.cl.r .1 JI tJrssS
Hi., Jener Cily, N. J
ju23d3w
Dr. O. Phelps

DR. JOHNSON |
CHIROPODIST,
with Dr. N. Kennison & Sons, Bos
CONNECTED
ton, for the past eight years, will be at the U S
Frida
Hotel
and

on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
Saturday ot this week. Corns. Bunions, Ingrow

iug Nalls, ete., treated in

a

skillful

pain.

manner

witliou

je25d3t

For Sale.
this city a first class Gas Pipe and Fixtur
Store, well appointed and good location, doing
good business. Excellent run of custom. Cause c r
sale, change ot business. Good bargain if applie1 1
for soon. Inquire or address “W,” Press office.
dim
je22

IN

A new

the Brst-By the
Single Can.

thing and
Vase

or

AUG. P. FULLER & CO.i
90S FORE STREET.
jnel4

02ui

Temper of the Koine.
It should he borue in mind, on purchasing a
horse, that there is a direct relation between
the horse’s forehead aud his disposition and

POETRY.
Measures.

Wanted*
twelve good, active

I have a dainty cup of glass;
It is not graven by a Hue;
Its beauty is its iragileness;
A baby ’8 baud might crush it line.
a mau to drink from it,
One day, a draught of water cold,
He took it like a woman’s hand,
in reverent, loving, lingering hold.

I gave

He held it up in keen delight,
Gazed on its texture, tare and tine:
“Such glass as this,” he rapturous said,
“Gives water all the grace of wine.”
Another day another man
Sat eating, drinking, at my board ;
Into the dainty, peerless glass
A

peerless

wine for him I

poured.

—

ing

The Horticultural Society of Montreal
must be an active and efficient association, if
we can draw au inference from the fact that
it contains a list of eight hundred members
who pay an admission fee of two dollars.
Its transactions, containing the doiDgs of the
society, and a variety of valuable papers and
essays, indicate a degree of interest in the
objects of the society which is highly commendable and worthy of the attention and
imitation of the residents of our own cities.
The reports of the cultivation and production of the small fruits, compares favorably
with similar statements from our northern
territory. The same varieties of berries,
plums and grapes are raised as with us, and
with corresponding success and profit, some
of them finding a market abroad. We have
recently noticed that large (juantilies of rhubarb were raised at Montreal and Quebec
in underground pits during the winter season
for the supply of their home demand.
Tn

lint

™«11

WEDNESDAY,

Cook Minion.

Mince very finely
few oysters or a few
take some strong stock well

cold mutton with

mushrooms;

flavored with vegetables aud highly seasoned,
put it in a stewpan, and thicken it with roux
(i. e.. butter melted over a slow fire, skimmed, thickened to a thick paste with baked
sifted flour, and left to cool before use). Let

the

country, during July
August,
railioad and not
25 miles from Portland, ler
INsmall
Press Office.
Address

Board

A

j
i
!
i

rooms—bath
UP modern conveniences—iu
brick
the
762
The

Congress St.,
be

can

2d door from Neal St.
application to F. G,

ONE

two

or

To Let.
large front rooms, with board, at
524* CONGRESS STREET,

A Sure Cure (or

To Let.

SOLE

A

fe20eodCm

Obtained

HITCHCOCK.

AT any

kind may be leased for the season on
application to J. P. DAVIS, Agent, at the Preble
House.
J. P. DAVIS,

UNDERTAKER,

Coffins and Caslets Always on Haul

bouse

upper part
two-story
Lafayette
No. 25*; 6 Rooms; plenty ot hard and
THEStreet,
the
ot

soft water.

a

on

GRANTED TO SPOOL COTTON

Apply
premises.
je!3d1ot*PETER WILLIAMS.

ME.(It:

on

To Let.
FEEYEY,
of double bouse. 28 Beckett street, C
bard
and soft water, price $12 per
ONE-lialf
rooms,
PLAIN & ORNAMENTAL PLASTERER, month.
the premises.
jul2dtf
Inquire

FOK SALE

tilth, no crop can be raised with profit. A
hundred times have we said to farmers, cultivate less land, and put every rod of that
which is cultivated into high condition. It is
an axiom in successful farming, that one acre
mast be made to give returns equal to four,
under the old system of New England Farming. Make an acre give you 80 or 100 bushels
of corn or 35 of wheat, the same of rye, and
then you are on the road to successful farming. You cannot afford to drudge away upon
inuu

nuivu

guv jvu

vuu vug

tuuu vi

iugog ig

suits.We have one measured acre of land which
forl2 years we have studied carefully, and kept
an account of the expenses and value of crops,
and it has afforded us much instruction. Last
year the acre gave us 35 bushels of summer
rye, and about two tons of straw. The rye
we sold the present spring for $1.26 a bushel,
and the straw had a cash value of $25 dollars
to the ton. The cash value of the crop was
therefore $93.75, and we deduct the expenses
so far as they can be fairly estimated, about
$28, we have a clear profit of more than $05

from the acre of land. Now, if a farmer has
10 or 20 acres under cultivation, giving like results, they afford him a fair income, and, with
the returns from other farm deparments, the
business of farming does not appear pecuniarily bad. The truth is, farming must be studied and well considered; it must be conducted
as a merchant conducts his business, with in-

telligence, forethought and good

common

sense.
Farmers must look upon their land as
a merchant does upon his merchandise, and
the question to be pondered is, how can I
make it pay me the best profit? Farming,
that is, the right kind of farming, is a good
business; we insist upon It, it is a good business for a young man to
follow.—Boston
Journal of Chemistry.

Jersey Cattle.
If theivalue of Jersey cows is to rest on color, deterioration will surely follow of those
useful qualities that are far more noticeable
in the good old-fashioned parti-colored cow,
than that which will be found amoDg the
generality of fine, high-bred, whole-colored
fawns, grays, or foxy, so called Jerseys. I
have owned hundreds of acclimated Jersey
stock, and have never, as a rule, found the
whole colored such large producers as many
parti-colored ones; in fact, by far the most

ever possessed was
butter-producing
not only parti colored, but the most ugly and
beast
of
the
ungainly
lot; yet her stock have
sever failed to show their large buttermaking
qualities. The true type of a Jersey cow is,
in fact, an animal that will not make meat.
I do not say that this is not improved upon
by acclimatization and a hardier breed, of
Which what are termed Chichester Jerseys
are the best description;
neither do I say
that Jersey breeds in the island Itself have
cow

I

not in some instances a breed that shows a
disposition to make some flesh, and very
probably may then be
up the requirement of fashion, yet I maintain that a
should
throw
the
bulk
of her
pure Jersey
feeding properties into butter, and with little
to flesh. The parti-colored good cow may
have but a white spot, especially under the
belly, but throughout the body the rich
yellow skin, under any colored hair, will be
found, black, white or fawn. I have seen
the commencement of a whole-colored herd,

PORTLAND,

v*

i*

UUVIV

solicited.

G. D.

f-'inh <11 In h
Take one pint bowlful of salt codfish picked
up very flue, and two pint bowlfuls of whole
raw peeled
potatoes; put together into cold
water, and boll until the potatoes are thoroughly cooked, ltemove from the tire and drain off
the water; mash with a potato masher; add a
piece of butter the size of auegg; pepper and
salt to taste. Mix well and fry iu hot lard,
Do not freshen the fish
butter or drippings.
before boiliDg. These cakes meet with much
favor whenever made—C. Gentleman.

on

Tenement of six

Up
AN and
Sebago. Inquire of
COLES WORTHY
Stairs

rooms

to

let; gas

Corner Pearl and Oxtord

Send (or Circular (o

THOS. G. GERRISH, Proprietor,
LOWELL, MASS.

WHOLESALE BV

mytl

jn12<ltt

1. —For Moth Patches
Freckles and Tan.
The only reliable enre
is I'EKKY’S MOTH
AND FKECIiLE 1.0-

at

TION,
the

f|10

hand.

my9d3m

NO.

TO

c. «.

gist,

49 Bond
are sold

cines

l

House, No. 8 High Street, recently
by Franklin J. Hollins, as a family
rooms with an abundance
residence, containing 12
Wltn
wall nml

THEoccupied

takes pleasure to inform the public that he has returned to Portland and is prepared to furnish families and parties with ail articles in his line of busi-

the bouse at No. 88 Clark

of

Neai

French and American Cooks furnished.
Wedding Cake of a quality and finish equal tc
any in the couutry, and sent per order safely to anj

comer

Centre and Free Sts.

Suitable

for
HOUSE,
boarding house. Enquire at
109 CENTRE STREET.

juGdtf

J. B. SIN FORD,

A

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
33 School St., Boston, Mass.

For Rent.
NICE Tenement, suitable for

a small family at
NEWBUltY STREET.
dtf

197

my30

of debts, bankruptcy, &c.,
specialty. Funds remitted soon as collections art
made. Also collects in England and foreign conntries claims of American heirs.
sep29
d&wly
a

under St.

as an

31J Exchange

my29dtf

St.

Designer

Cottage-G
Old Orchard, Saco, Me.
NEW
I. J.
rooms

228

MIDDLE

without

a

Fresco_Painter.

JOBBER

MANUFACTURER OF

Watch and Chronometer markers’Tools
mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Arc.,

5ft Market Street, Printers Exchange
Jnl
PORTLAND, ME.
dly

BLOCK,

THE

m$23dtf

To Let.
FIRST class Brick house, iu the western part
of the city, 13 rooms, newly repaired throughout, sunny and pleasant, and near the Horse Cars.
B. D. VERRILL,
Inquire of
205 Middle Street.
aplOdti

A

HOTEL TO LEASE.

All Work Personally Attended to.

The New England House, Portland, Me,
Address
AUG, P. FULLER,
de28dtf
Portland, Me.

jne5dim*

also

To be Let.

Solicitor of Patents and mechanical Engineer.
Assistance given to inventors in developing theii
inventions.
Drawings and models properly pre
pared for the Patent Office. Correspondence solic-

Story Merchants’ Naiiooal
Bank, now occupied by J. & E M. Rand; also
the front offices. These offices are heated by steam;
have gas, water and fire proof vaults. Possession
oct27dtf
given Nov. 1st.

THE

Offices in Third

i

HAY

Express for Auburn and Lewiston at 7.00 a. m.
for Gorham, Montreal and West, at 8 a.

Yankee Morse
THE

—

Florence Oil Stove
No 188,

on

—

DOUBLE HARPOON

awarded tile FIRST PREMIUM at Hie Maine State Fair, held
in this city, 1870.
A Silver Cup,
$3.00. This was the highest premium given to Oil Stoves.
was

Entry

AND

FOK SAFE BY

Kendall & Whitney.
jnll

Book 33.

_(ItjulylO

A, K. BANGS,
Geul Agent for State of Maine.
jul3

THE

Monitor Oil Stove!

County,

to at all hours.

MOUSE JI3 PARK STREET.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
214

Middle

Street,

FINE PHOTOGRAPHY A SPECIALTY
L. takes pleasure m stating tliat lie is now
tully prepared to execute the last new style ot PhoMr.

Job

mul

to

BERRY,

bgawl thmieh,
and

Having purchase 1

kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to,

10 Market
mh5

Square, Por+’and,

Or. #1. HI.

I

Me,
dly

457 1-2 CONGRESS ST,
is prepared to do the new continuous gum work or
platina bases; also gold and silver work, and al
other branches of dentistry.
ju!9tf

Dr.

R

T.

Wild©)

Tlic Natural Magnetic Physician,
lie shall lay hands on them and they shall he liealu
IlOi
nov8

Clnniberlauil,

Cor. of Elm Sl,‘

dti

veek,

at reasonable rates.

MRS. J. HUDSON,
Formerly ol Chadwick House, Poitland.

e21dlw

BLACK, Agent,

MARKET

SQUARE.
dtf

“

20

“

“

*<

«

2.50

«

3.00

|

the office, win be entitled to proper reduction,
53T*Complaints against the drivers for neglect,
carelessness or any other cause, left at the office, will
receive prompt attention.
Yearly customers solicited,
Norris G. Curtis.
Arthur II. Soule.
dtf
inyio

]

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, 'Tlilwaukee, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Omaha,
Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt l.akr City,

1

Southwest.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quicktime
of
est
any route from Portland to the West.
^PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING GARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 2.00 p. m.
Baggage checked trom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

condition,

my8

Vaults cleaned
short notice, Irom
ANDcordtaken$3out at
load, by addressing
or

niyUdtt

to

a

A, LIBBY. Portland P. Q.

rnillUPAPKK IN FltltVTFn WITH
X THE (iEKHMIt I'Hnil.M; INK
Imported and sold by SKIM UNI) U LL MAN, 37
Maiden Lane, New York
IWtldlf

HEATED

connecting

SACO, MAINE.
E. POST, Manager.
CARR, Proprietor.
now open for the reception of guests.
Special

j jne5
Is

eodtjulyi

GLEA
WHITE

HOUSE,

MOUNTAINS.

Ke-opuu

from June

1G,

N. II.

IS77.

GORIIAIfl, N.
Open

JHue

IV. &
j u8

II.

Ita,
C. K. Mil.LIKEN, ■•■opiirtoi».
IS77.

.14'V

lew Atlantic House.
SCAKBOKO

Address

CHENEY, CHARD &
on

f. kickek,
Corner, beerint'

f.ibby

«

OK

or

installments

Samuel Thurston,

COAL YARD FOR SALE.
tile whole nf a Coal Yanl which 10
half,
now doing a good business.
Address Box ids
Portland Me.
mylldtf

favorable terms for cash

Pianos, Sheet music. Stools, Ac.

ni>8_J_<Uf
E

most

s.

CO.,

or

3

FREE
mj'22

8T.J BLOCK,

PORTLAND.
Utf

Pussengcr Traius Leave Portland.
M. for all stations, running through to
Johnson, Yt.
•J.4.1 P. M. for Upper Bartlett and intermediate
stations.
Arrive in Portland!

10.00 A.

II. 40 A. M. from Upper Bartlett.
4.00 P. M. from Johnson, Vt.

Portland, Jan. 8,1877.

J. HAMILTON, Supt.

ja8dti

Will make two trips on Sundays, leaving at 10.30
A. M. and 2 P.M. Fare down and back 25 cents.
Children half fare.
June 5, 1877.
jneSdtf

ALLAN LINE,
SUMMEE_SERVICE.
Ocean Voyage.

Shortest

First-class Weekly mail steam*
of this line sail from Quebec
every Naiurdny
morainic,
for
Liverpool, touching at

1

rHE

Proprieior.

julGdlm_

seasideresortT
Ottawa

|
j

House,

Cusiiing’s Island, Cortlaud, Me.,

This popular resort will reopen July 1.
GEORGE ALLEN,
julOdim
Proprietor.
!

"clairvoyant.
\|ADA.Y1E

L"i

N.M, MADDOX,the celebrated

Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doetress. can
located at No, 4 Mechanic St., where she can be
onsulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. has had largo experience in tellI ng fortunes, searching out
hidden or stolen
t
reasureSj dtc., and was never known to be at fault.
Jo not unss this opportunity of
the greatest fortuneteller of the age. Per ns entering inn
any
lew business or profession, the con ucting of which
hey do not understand, will find it to their advanto
age
pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
>i friends in any part of the woi Id and describe them
lertectly. She also describes all manner of disease
hat tlesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same,
iliehasgiveu universal satisfaction to all who have
onsulted her in her constant travels since she was
even years old.
Good testimonials given il desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00; Ladies50cents. Office hours
9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

noOdtl

Co.’s Metallic Boxed
loods.now reatly Address.,Victor E. Manger, New
fork.'
luytklUm
American

Soft

Capsule

for

lowest rates.

The HlaMgow Line of steamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
$60, steerage at lowest rates.

passage

Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Ger-

lowest rates.
Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for
New England, No 3. India Street, Portland. Me.
iff lit Mirrliog Check** homed in minia
to bint, for 1 A: and upward*.
myltdtf
many at

Maine Steamship Company
Semi-Weekly Line to Sew York.
Steamers Eleanora & Franconia
Will until further notice. leave Franklin Wharf
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at
M. and leave Pier 38 East River. New York
every MONDAY aud THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with tine accomo
dations tor passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route lor travellers between
New York anti Maine. Passage, including Slate
Room, $5.
Meals extra.
Good destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38 E. R., New York.
Tickets and 8tate Rooms can be obtained at Tl
Exchange street.
dccltitf

Portland,
P.

FOB NEW YORK,
A II E A D

OE

ALL

O T

B K ».

Only Inside Koutc
Avoiding Point Judith.
the

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and snperb Steamer Rhode
ever,
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the ele.
gaut and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other line.. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston A Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins A Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little A Co.’s,494 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York
President.
ocl 73
dtf

Island,

STEAMER
The public are respectfully Informed bat the NTK.IMKK
€IIAKI.EM HOl'CitiTON
having been thoroughly retitted,
is now prepared to run as an excursion boat until
further notice. Liberal terms will be made on application to CAPT, CHARLES C. CHASE on board
steamer, or to CAPT. W. II. LEWIS, 173 Fore

Street.Jel9dtf

NOTICE.
Portland Si Harp swell Steamboat Co’y.
TlioNTKAMFK IIFHKIKTresume her daily tiips comllilh, leaving Portland at .*< o'clock ft*. M., and llarpiiwHI at
W o’clock A. IVI.
inylGdtt
~

TA will

B“l“,:r*~'~'Ti:“*nienciiig flnj

For Halifax Direct.
Iho Steamship

Capt.

W.

A.

Falmouth,
Colby, will leave

Grand Trunk Wharf
every
THURSDAY at G 00 P. M. for
Halifax direct, making connection for all parts of Nova Scotia.
Freight received
For freight or
only on day of sailing until 4 P. M.
to
J.
COYLE.
B.
Ju., Agent,
passage apply
Fianklin Wharf,
mh27dtt

BO 8TO

iow

oni

line

Passage: First.-class-$70 and $80 gold, or its
equivalent; Intermediate—$40 gold; Third-class at

1

►Vill Open for the Season of IM77 Holiday,
June ISlh.
\
House lias been entirely refitted and
refurnished making it now one of the most
ttractive houses on the coast. Closed to transient
isitors on the Sabbath.
N. B. HUNNIMOIV.

/

Derry.

«

First class fortnightly mail steamers cf this
sail from Halifax every other Tuenday,
Liverpool, touching at Queenstown.

BEACH.

consulting

Slyles of Organs,

Oliver,

her regular

CHARLES HOUGHTON.

ALPINE HOUSE, New,

Tost,

eodly
ap!7_
Aslios Hauled,

KjMBBpjblJtrips

A. S.

commence
to Peaks’

Ixlnnd an
CasaBESBkThnniUi, Jsni 7 lb. leaving
the end of Custom House Wharf at 9 and 10.30 A. M.
and 2 and 3.30 P.M. for Jones and
Kvrrgieen
Lauding*. Returning will leave Evergreen at 9.30
and 11.30 P. M. and 2.30 and 5.15 P. M., and Jones*
Landing at 9.45 and 11.45 A. M., and 2.45 and 6.30
P. M.

This is

FERRV BEACH,
(Near Olil Orchard)

:

with trains South and

Change of Time June II; I5i77,

STEA5I.

BAY VIEW HOUSE,

»» COL.

& OGDENSBURG RK.

BY

WOLCOTT * CO., Proprietors.
anglOdewltf

(allows

nects at Rochester for Dover anil 4* real
Falls, at Epping for Manchester and
Concord at Nashua tor Lowell and
Boston, at Aver .Junction for Fitchburg and the West via Hoosac Tuunel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad tor New York, at Putnam witn
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line” for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Hathington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
Ki rer New York, at 6.00 a. m<
5.30 P. M. Mixed Train for Rochester.
0.40 P. M. Local for Rorham.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, *11.25 and $11.45 a.
m.f arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., *1.20 and
$5.10 p. m.
Leave Gprham 6.00 a. m., arriving at Portland 6.40

Capt.

Will

stonimtoFlM;

ME.

Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day.

I. 11 P. M. Mtrnmbonv Express through to
New London withont change. Con-

PORTLAND

II,

dtf

PORTLAND.

1877,

K. GiRSONt
Congress Strom*

S. F. lill KI

•atronage.

L'he best Located House for Business Men

Leave Portland at 7.30 a. in.,
1.15 5.30 and G.'iO p. m.
7.30 A. HI. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at ItochcMter at 9.55 a. in., (connecting with
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At
Natthua 11.47 a. in., Lowell 12.15 p. m.,
BonIou 1.15 p. m., Ayer Juuction 12.40 p.
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p, in., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m.,

that,

announce

UNITED STATES HOTEL,

PORTLAND WESTER LINE

ran as

to

|

points In the

11,

pleased

since leasing this well known Hotel, l have re-furnished it throughout with NEW FURNITURE, CARPETS and BEDDING, and
shall hope by strict attention to the comfort
nd pleasure of my guests to merit a share of public
am

One of the beat location* in the city, near
Sauk*, Pont Office anti principal Whole
ale Honne*.
Electric
Bell*, Plea*aut
loom*, Comfortable Bed* and Excellent
rable.
Carriages at all trains.
1'ERJIK £4.00 PER DAY.
A. S. ALLEN, Proprietor,
, formerly Clerk at the “St. Julian” and “Falmouth.”
apr25
dtt

Denver, San Francisco,

Norib west. West and

^THROUGHOUT.

NEW FURN]

tickets sold at Reduced Kates

a. m.

the

Cibby** Corner, Deering-

PORTLAND, ME,

To

and all

HOUSE,

TEMPLE STREET,

indsa $t

*n

tMixed.
♦Steamboat Express stops only at Springvale, Alfred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, making close connection with through trains
of Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads,
J. M. LHNT, Supt.
deldtf

Vaults Cloanod,

ADDKK8S

ADAIRS

I

Vaults Cleaned anil Atlien Ite
moved.
ORDERS promptly attended to by nailing at
or

DENTIST,

2S
ju20

15

Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at

Queen.

II. B.

$G.OO
8.00
10.00

tor this beautiful style of Photograph, and titled up
at great expense, he invites all his old patrons and
the public generally to call and examine specimens.
mli29
dtf

addre^«*np
ALL
auldtt

Stront,

•*

Sole Right for this City

House

PAINTING.
All

“

Carbon Photographs

CARR,

Fresco, Sign

Scale of Prices for the Season:
daily, from June 1st to Oct. 1st,

Ice will be delivered earlier than June 1st, and
later than Oct. 1st, at the same rates.
If not taken the full season, or four months, the
scale of prices will be
10 lbs. daily, per month,
2,00

This is one of those cheap Cast
Iron stoves, impossible to explode
and does not require any water to
prevent the wick tubes from blowing out.
N. B —This is not the Summer

portrait,

THE PERMANENT

No. 37 Piura Street

R. T.

lbs,

20

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Conadvice given, and services rendered in tlx
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attendee

ffiook,

Ll

—

Trains will

NTKEET,

dti

4,111*

JUNE

fidential

STEPHEN

Old Orchard House, will open MONDAY,
JUNE 25, ’77. Pirst class board by day or

IYTEAR

Portland & Rochester R. R.

15

Jan8

STAPLES’ COTTAGE,

f. O.

10

(1»—

ISLAND.

Old Orchard Beach.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager,
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. June 18,1877.
julkdtf

dtf

FOIl THE ISLANDS.
Steamer (iazelle.

ers

tion.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and tha t personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.

1877.

1877.

Portland,

Cumberland

m

Railway.

mh21dtf_A.

Resort.

PEAKE’S

J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

HAY-FORK,

1.45,

Toronto Cottage, Peake’s Island, five
2*
EEsEEfcniinutes walk from .Tones’ Lauding, ofier a
advantage to private families and
JJflWWsuperior
those desiring a pleasant and somewhat retired location, (a short distance from the
antlin^ and larger houses). Everything connneeted
vith the house is first-cla^s. Sail and row boats furnished free to hoarders. Charges reasonable.
A. V. ACKLEY, Proprietor.
ju25d2m

Umces

r^asserurer

NELLIS'

AND

for

Summer

Mail from Montreal, Quebec and West at 12.45 p.m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 1.00 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.15 p. m
Express from Montreal and West 7.05 p m.

at rooi

Rake,

the intercolonial

HSEr“Freight received oh day of sailing until
o’clock p. m.
For Circulars, with maps of
rentes, Tickets, State
Booms and any further intormation
apply at the
Company’s Othce, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean Insurance Co.
R. STUBBS. Agent.

HOTELS.

roi Auburn ana Lewiston at 1,15 p. m.
Mail train 2.00 p. m. (stopping at all stations to
Island Pond,) connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewistot 5 15 p. m.
For Gorliam—Passengers for Gorham can take the
5.15 p. m. Express connecting with mixed train at
Lewiston Jet. for Gorham.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.30 a. m
iVixed from Gorham at 10.00 a. m
m^*Passengers from Gorham can take the Express
at Lewiston Junction, arriving in Portland at 8.30 a.

—

THE

On and after Monday, March
2Gth the Steamers New Brunswick, Capt. D. S. Hall, and City
of Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike,
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State Street,every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00 P.
M., lor Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
same days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robhinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac, Amherst, Pictou, Fredencktown, and all stations cn

^>26dlwtT,Th&Stf

74 EXCHANGE ST.,

TEDDER,

and

ARRANGEMENT.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

ice, at 3.15 for a two hours’ tail among the islands.
Fare 45 ( cuin.

ARRANGEMENT

Express
Express

W///A

HIATT AO A HIS,

51 1-J EXeHANGE

South

ftfifWjffl On and after MONDAY, June 18,1877,
JH^^T^Eetrains will run as follows:

ISO MIDDLE STREET.

Coroner

Points

—

«

HENRY T. CARTER)

for

to nil
lowest rales.

Calais and Ml. John, Digby
Windsor and Unlifkx.

SPRING

in..

R, I.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP t’O.

Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais,

Improve d

3

PORTLAND, ME.

Constable

at

a.

SAMPSON, Agent,

noMtfProvidence,

Returning, leave Scott’s Landing at C.40, 9.15
11.45 a m., and 2.15, 5.40 p. m.
Fare lor Round Trip 45 cent*.
Special arrangements made for private Moonlight
Excursions. Inquire of CAPTAIN on lioard.
Bar*Every pleasant afternoon, until further no-

St. John and Halifax.
Also, connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland «& Ogdensburg trains at

BULLARD’S

LET.

To Let.,
Price
RENTS centrally located. gas, Sebago.
10 to 15 dollars, also 2 on Mudjoy Hill, price 8
to 10 dollars. All in good repair. Apply to YV. YV.Carr,
I
197 Newbury street.
apl9 dtf

STREET,

LEADING HARVESTER
OF THE WORLD,
—

dtf

E.

53 Central Wharf, Boston,
£ H, ROCKWELL, Agent,

STEAMER TOERIST

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,

and is the accepted standard by which the merits
and defects of other machines aie measured.

under the Ilall.

myl4

S HARMON,
mason and Jobber.
238 BRACKETT

Charles B. Thurston & Co.,

Die Store, SO. 4 FREE ST. BLOCK,
lately occupied by Waterhouse & Co.
For further particulars enquire at the
office of H. J. LIBBY & CO., oyer First
Satioual Bank.

BABCOCK.
A

Send for descriptive Price List.

TWO

Orders left with Sehumacher Bros., or F. H. Fas
set, Architect, will receive x>rompt attention.
mh29
d3m

P.

Through Tickets

ami West

SUMMER

Lathes, Tools &c.

HALL8 in Mechanics’ Building;
TO LET; enquire of
GEOKGE A. HARMON, Jeweler,

TO

TORE,

Will leave East Side of Custom House Wharf
5very week day for Scott’s and Trefethen’s Landing

6.15,8.45,11.15

V

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLAOKSTONE.
and McClellan.
Providence every WEONEHOAI
ond NATIkDAV.
Freight lorwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Moseiy.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the Sonth, W. M. Clark, Agent, 24U Washington St.,
Boston.
To all points of North and Sonth Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage *12.50 to Baltimore.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other intormation apply to

PROVIDENCE,

rnd Hog Island at
5.15 p. m.

AND

From

FOR TIIEISLANDS.

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

Power

Mechanics’ Ilall.

my!7d6m

—

idence and New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can bo secured at Com214 Washington, cor. State street, and
it Boston & Providence Railroad Station.
J W.RICAARDSON. Agent, Boston.
A. A. FOLSOM. Sun’t B. & P. R. R. mh31end3m

m.

Ih'lril Clann Hieuuubl*

HOPKINS.
WM.CKANE.
WM. LAWRENCE
GEORGE APPOLD.
From ItOMOU diivrl rr>rt
I I I. UIIA
and HATUKDAY.
JOHNS

pany's office,

transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments at first class dinning rooms.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS. Gen. Agent, Portland,
julltf

FANCY WOODS, Bdckeye Mower
Scroll Saws, Designs,
Foot

children—five rooms at NO.
with modern convenien-

ces.

ST.,

Clias. J. Schumacher.

MAKER

Forfeit Five? Dollars

Middle St.

family
HIGH ST.,
TO 85NEYV

ap30ST&Tti2m

C.

ill

\\

mh29T&S&w4m

basement—situated at
230

1

STEAMER RHODE 1SL1ND,

for Portland at 7.20 a. m.
The l.JO p. m. Train from Portland connects with all Sonnn Steamer Lines for
New York leaving Boston at 6. p. m.
The 5.30 p. m. Train from Portland makes
close connections with Shore Line for New
York, leaving Boston at 10.00 p, m.

f,!N*

^•nrilmfia «mk.

arriving in New York at G. A. M. This is the only
line affording a delightful sail through INurraganHett Hay by daylight.
No intermediate landings between Prov-

Morning Trains will leave Kennebnnk

The New Model

To Let.

PORTLAND.

MODEL

3

ht BA.71 Hilly

and the well-known and popular

m.

OX WOOD AXD METAL,

NO.

and

BROWN,

my25dtf

Engravei

and

|

3 FREE' STREET

To Let.

GREEN,

street,
by Druggists.

insurance office.

C. P. MATTOCK'S.

p.

u*e

c o M E.
PIMPLE
REMEDY, an infallible
skin medicine: or consult Dr.
B. C PERRY, DermatoloNew York. Both these medi-

my25d6m

GENERAL AGENT.
Free street Blocfe, Portland.

To Let.
Julian Hotel, recently occupied

STORE
by Warren Sparrow

lllHckhrads

MRS. S. SPENCER,
20 Brown St
Portland, Me.

THURSTON,

a

B3P*Public patronage respectfully solicited.
d3m
my!6

B. F.

SAMUEL

No. 5
street.juuin

To Let.

distance,

COLLECTION

period.

upper tenement
THEStreet.
Inquire ot JOHN SWEEISIR,

Public and Private Dinner*, Supper*.
Collation** etc., gotten up in the best of style.

unequalled, combining convenience, compact

ness, comprehensiveness and beauty. A great vari
ety of styles, sold at reduced prices, lor a limited

To Let.

ness.

Face.

on

IN

are

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

Eaalporl,

Centre Harbor at 8.40 a. ni.
Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Bid<lefor«l and Kennebunk at 6.15, 8.40 a. w., 1.20, 5.30 p. m., 6.30

case
where
mv
any
MOTH
AND
■"««BO I4LE
OTlOlV will not remove the
worst Moth and Preckles il used according to my directions. Price, 2.1 and .10 cents.
Apply with a soft sponge three or four times a day
until the Moth or Freckles disappear, which is generally accomplished in one week.
Sent by mail on receipt of price

WUlcr,

large yard; rooms all sunny; drainage good,and rent
low. Apply to
ROLLINS, LORING & ADAMS,
22 Exchange Street.
ja8dtf

STREET,

CONGRESS

619

njiriug

of oloeott*. pan, Scbncro,

MAWJKM9 MiMtM,

D. D. €. MI.YK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
1‘Jtt Washington Street. Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1»77.
janlldtt

WEEK.

m.

puimrs
DONE
Ac

To Let,

CATERER,

Pimples

Fleshw'orms,

or

The lower
small
Ml tenement No. 6 May Street, one door from
Spiing Street. Apply to E S. HAMLIN, on the
premises, or to M. G. PALMER.julldtf
a

of Navigation around Cape Cod avoided
e one-eighth of one percent.
For Kates of Freighv, or other information.* apply

1877.

For
For

s

2. —For

House to Let.
family witbont children.

ROBINSON,

SC/CCJBS/90K

U&wly

Retail by all the leading Dealer*
throughout the City and State.
d&w3m
mh28

and

& CURTIS,
Sts., Pori land, Me.

June 11,

will leave Portland for
a. m., 1 20 and 5.30 p. in.,
arriving at Boston at 10 4-5 a. in., 1.15, 5.30.
9.30 p. m. Returning, leave Boston for Portland
at 8.45 a. m„ 12.30, 3-30, 6.00 p. in., arriving at
Portland at 12.50, 5 00, 8.10, 10.00 p. in.
For Wells, North Berwick, Salmon Falls,
<*reai Falls, Dover, Newmarket, Exeter,
Haverhill, North Andover, Lawrence,
Andover and Lowell at 6.15, 8.40 a. m., 1.20,
5 30 p. m.
For Manchester and Concord, N. II., (via
Newmarket Junction,) at 6.15 a. m. 1.20 p. m, (via
Lawrence,) at 8.4u a. m.
For Rochester, Farmington. N. H., Alton
Bay and Wo If boro ugli at 8.40 a. m., 1.20 p.

Portland, Me,

AT

Akerman

Djnamite.

Dynamite, the invention of a Swedish
chemist by the name of Nobel, is at once the
most powerful and safest explosive
with
which we are at present acquainted. It consists of a paste made of certain proportions of
a kind of rotten-stone ond nitro-glycerine, a
very dangerous liquid explosive obtained by
the action ol nitric acid on ordinary glycerine. The earth renders the nitro glycerine
perfectly sale without interfering with any of
its explosive powers. For instance, boxes of
dynamite have been thrown from a great
height without exploding, and if thrown on
the fire it simply burns away slowly;
it is
therefore infinitely safer to transport than
gunpowder. The evidence given before the
parliamentary committee of the House of
Commons by several of the most noted scientific men of England was unanimous on this
point, and we believe the English government intends reducing the stringency ot the
laws on the trausportion ot dynamite. Practical men are unanimous in declaring that, as
compared with gunpowder, only a fourth or
fiftli ol the quantity of nitro-glycerine is necessary to produce the same effect. Its use in
Turkey is at present limited, but we have no
that as soon as engineers are aware of its
merits it will speedily replace
gunpowder for
all mining and blasting operations.—Cornliill
Magazine.

MAINE.

Plaster, Mortar, &c., constantly
Cement?
Orders from out of town

uunvj tu^Obaui IIUIVIJ}

I have seen wealthy and large producing
cows sold off to prevent an animal remaining
with the slightest stain of other than one
color.

To Let.

Whitening, Whitewashing, Coloring and Cementing done to order. .lobbing of all kinds in ray line
will receive prompt and personal attention
All
work neatly done at low prices, and satisfaction
I
a
have on hand
new design of unguaranteed.
dercut Center Pieces and Brackets, which cannot be
found elsewhere east of New York. These will be
sold at prices to correspond with the times.
Lime

following

•-“V

Street,

AT

to

ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday.

C., and all rail and water lines.

Boston at 6.15, 8.40

Deoringr, Miliikon & Co.. Locke, Twitchell & Co., A. Little & Co., Woodman,
J. F. Hand,
True & Co.,
Sweetser & Merrill’s,

on

Federal

Agents,

Passenger Trains

CENTEHIAIEXHIBITM.

P.

201

SUMMER

Wholesale

RAM,

Norfolk, Va., Portsinoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington. D. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,

Steamboat Express Train leaves Boston & Providence Railroad Station daily (Sundays excepted), at 6
P. M. Connect at Fox Point wharf, Providence,
with the Entirely New and magnificent

RAILROAD.

FOR SALE EY DRUGGISTS.

COLOAV

par lu re*.
at New aud Spacious Iron Freight
House, and forwarded daily to FALL RIVER,there
connecting with the C’ljde Mitunirru, »ailiu«
evrry MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Darrel, and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S. C.,

Only 42 Miles of Rail,

BliOOD.

HIGHEST AWARD

To Let.

Opposite the Grand Trunk Depot,

OF'THE—

WHICH IS THE

dtf

julo

—

DIPLOMA for

“Excellence in Color,
Quality and Finish.”

Grounds to Let.
Presumpscot Park, suitable lots for stands of

Successor to the late George maraton,

a

with OIJi

Freight received

ARRANGEMENT

VIA

—

Host on to tlie South. Only Tri-Weekly
Line.
dtnick Time, l,o» Italea, Friqni ul De-

MACHIAS.

NEW ROUTE ¥ NEW

CONSUMPTION Boston & Maine

“THOMAS RUSSELL,”
AGENT.

TWO-STORY bouse on the N. Eastern part of
Peaks’ Island.
Also three small cottage
bouses; all within five minutes walk of Evergreen
Lauding, Enquire of J, STERLING, on the premises.
jul8d3w*

street.

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
owest rates. Pullman Car Tickets for Heats and
Berths at Ticket Office,
A. P. ROCKWELL, President.
julldtf

FI10M

ROAD.

PROVIDENCE LINE

ju23dtf

bead oi Casco.

ju?0dlw*

Repairs, adjusts, and gives instruction on all
kinds of sewing machines.
The very best of needles and oil for all machines.
New Extension Leaf $2.00.

Leave Boston at 7.30 and $.45 a. ni., 14.30
and 7.00 p. m., connecting with Maine
Central and E. & N, A. Railway for
Nt. John and Halifax* Pullman Sleeping
Car attached.

PATTER-

seen on

SON, Dealer in Real Estate.

hi connection

The Steamer
LEWISTON
Capt. Deering, will leave Railroad, Wharf, Portland, every
Tuevday and Friday cveuiug» at II o’clock, or on the arrival of tbe 7
)*c*ock Pullmau train from Boston over the Eastern
Kailroad, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgeivick, South West and Bar Harbors (Mt. Desert),
Vlillbridge, Jonesport and I?Iacbia»porl.
Returning, leaves Alnchinspoit every Iflonilay and ThuiHday morning** at 4.30
o'clock, touching as above, arriving in Portland
same night, connecting with Pullman trains and
jarly morning trains for Boston and tbe West.
For further particulars enquire of
GEO, L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Railroad Wliaif.
E. CUSHING, Assistant Manager.
jruruauu, dune if, 1511.
JUUutI

Mondays.)
RETURNING,

frCI.,

bouse
prem-

new

—

BOSTON.

Dangers

TRIP PER

BUMMER,

Agt.

Philadelphia & New England Steamship Line.

D.

TWO

usual.
J. H. C:WVI.»...,r..«en’l
as

Insurant

ttT. DESERT AND
PASMENkGR TRAINS leave Portland
for Mcarboro’, Naco, Biddeford, Kennebunk. Wells, North Berwick, Noaath
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,
Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Nalem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
$.45 a. in., arriving in Boston at 1.00 p. m.
Naco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,
Nalem, Lyuu, Chelsea and Bostou at
1.30 and 5 30 p. an. Train leaving at 1.30
p. m. arrives in Boston in time to connect with
Sound steamer lines lor New York. Train leavleaving at 5.30 p. m. arrives in Boston in time to
connect with 10 p. m. train for New Kork.
6.00 p. m. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Nleepiug Car, for
Boston at 4.15 a, m., every day (except

taken

WEEK.

FOR

and

room

seven

Freight

*ic3Q-7tidtf

GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Railroad Wliaif.

E.

struck in this country for any purIt is well worth the inspection of
It was fairly won and worthily be-

mr

reminded that they se
a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
(^“Tickets anil State Booms for sale at 1> II.
YOUNG’S, 2«G Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.

leave Bangor same days at 5.30
ITI.. arriving in Portland in time to
:onnect with the 5.30 trains over tbe Eastern and
Boston & Maine Railroads, arriving in Boston at
1.30, connecting with tbe 10 o’clock (Shore Line)
rains to New York.
For further particulars inquire of

1877.

11,

$1.00.
are

cure

norning.
Returning,
>’clock, A.

Railroad,

JUNE

FARE
Passengers by this line

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt. C. Kilby, will leave
Portland every iflonday, Wcdmeaday and Friday evelingM, at IO o’clock, or on the arrival of tbe
, rain leaving Bo3ton at G o’clock, over tbe Boston
Paine Railroad, for Bnutcor. touching at Roekaml, Camden, Lincolnville Belfast, Searsport,
Jandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport and Hamplen, arriving iu Bangor about ID o’clock next

julldtf

Eastern

To Let.
Stairs rent of

a

Profitable Crops.
A large number ot letters reach us from farmers who inquire what crop we would recommend to be raised upon certain parcels ot land
with the view of getting from the largest cash
returns. These are very difficult questions to
answer; in fact, any answer must be to a large
extent empirical, and the opinion untrustworthy, as there are conditions to be taken
into account of which we can have no knowledge. The nature of the land is to be considered, its fertility, its situation it nearness to
the market &c. Unless land is put in good

Portland, Jane 11, 1877.

I>Elt

JOHN HHOOKM
alternately as fol-

run

FRANKLIN WHARF. Portland,

liAMiOlt

Title*)

AND

Daily, at 7 o'elork P. OT., and IMDU
Utility, KOMTOIV, daily ai 7 P. M..
(Nuudny rteepird.)

Tbe

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.

Numismatists.
stowed.”—Massachusetts Ploughman, June 3d, 1876.
Jf-qprX’atalogue sent on receipt of 6o. for postage,
Either of the above works sent by mail on receipt
of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, (or W. H. PARKER, M. I>., Consulting Physician,) No. 4 Bultinch St., Boston, Mass., opp. Revere House.
N. B. The author can be consulted on the above
named diseases, as well as all diseases requiring skill,
Ollice hours, 9 a. m. to 6
sccreey and experience.
1.

STEVENS,

»ugll_YABMOPTH,

|

FOK

SEWING MACHINE EXPERT.

Holies,

Best Six-Cord

j

!
i

ever

whatever,

pose

A Nice Rent.
a small family, on Bramliall St.: Half ot a
double house, iu nice order and very convenient. Kent $250. Apply to WM. H. JEKR1S, lieai
Estate Agent, Caboou Block.
ju25dlw*

price

brilliancy.
“Altogether, in its execution and the richness of its
materials, and size, this is decidedly the most noticeable medal

TENEMENT of four or five rooms; two of
them connected; pleasantly situated No. 203
Cumberland street, corner of Franklin street; has
gas and Sebago water; flower garden in the rear.
ju25dtt
i

the

“Ft should be read by the young, the middle-aged
and even the old.”—New York Tribune.
The first and only Medal ever conferred upon any
Medical Man in this country, as a recognition of skill
and professional services, was presented to the author
of these works, March 31st, 1876. The presentation
was noticed at the time of its occurrence by the Boston Press, and the leading journals throughout the
country. This magnificent medal is of solid gold, set
with more than oue hundred India diamonds of rare

JOHN CLARK, Jr.

To Let.

worth

ench
of the

I'HItEE

Philadelphia Enquirer.

To

BUSINESS CARDS.

GAD

1VTO W l? V t0 loan 011 t5rst class Real Estate
i-TAV/JL™ AJ X Security, in Portland, or vicinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 379£ Congress Street.
nol8Jtf

LET.
House No. 10 Bratilc St. Scbapo
water, and pood stable. Inquire
ot
SAMUEL CHASE,
££ Preble Street.
je25dlw

i»

FOB

Nt. John nud Halifax.
Trains arrive in Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta, (Jardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains irom Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
and all intermediate stations at 1.20 and 1.23 p. m,
The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath, K. & L.
R. R. at 5.25 p. m. The night Pullman Express
t ain at 2 00 a. m.

“The Book for young and middle aged men to read
just now, is the Science of Life, or Self Preservation.
The author lias returned from Europe in excellent
health, and is again the Chief Consulting Physician
of th
Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bui finch
Street, Boston, Mass.”—Republican Journal.
“The Science of Life is beyond all comparison the
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.”— Boston Herald.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box, and
hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing o
these valuable works, published by the Peabody Medical Institute, which are teaching thousands how to
avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of life.”—

dtf

de27

PRESCRIPTION*,

book.

on

For Sale.
House and lot at Ro. SI Newbury
St. Apply at house,
K. EUlRVt

TO LET.

ises

A lew blocks east ol P. O.

Wauled.

FEW good

A

MEDICAL
one of which

STEAMBOAT CO..

Going Steamers,

Sea

will, until farther Dotlce,
lows: Leaving

Camping

PORTUND, BlMORlililS

The train

Stephen,
Pasveuger

The “SCIENCE OF LIFE” al«o ron
MOKE Til A \ FI FT V VALUABLE

WEYMOUTH,

Boarders Wanted.
men can find pleasant rooms with
hoard, at at) BHOWN ST.
dtf
my24

To broil a beefsteak have your rods very hot
and rub them with a piece of fat cut from the
steak, see that the fire is bright and clear, and
the drafts of the stove or raDge open; then put
on the steak or mutton chops; turn constantly,
so often that the outside of the meat will be
cooked quickly and the juice kept in the meat,
and not rise to the outside.
Have your dish
hot, with butter on it, salt and pepper iubbed
together with the butter; turn the steak in this
and send to table as quickly as possible.

Middle

SIX

leave at 1.15p.m. and 5.1o
leaving at 11.20 p. m, also has a
car
connecting at Cumberland
attached,
passenger
♦Junction with a Mixed Train for Lewiston, Auburn, Wintbrop and Waterville. The 11.20
p. in. train is the Night Express Train with Pullman Sleeping Car attached, which makes close connection at Bangor for all stations on the Bangor
& Piscataquis, and E. & N, A. Railway, and lor
Klonlton, Woodntock, St Andrew*, $t.
m.

p.

tmn*

Carter street, West End, at
10 cents per foot. Terms $100 down, the balance
can remain on Mortgage two or three
years, at seven
per cent. Inquire of L. E.
Centennial Block.
ap233m

a

ON

building lots,

Passenger Trains

London Lancet.

Sale*

For

farm near Portland, for two hoys 5 and 7
Address
years old.
‘‘G. W. G.,” Pres3 Office, Portland.
ju9dtt

Hroilini; Hunk.

113

near some

*

’BOARD,”
family.
Portland, Me., giving particulars, terms, &c.
je21dtf

and size of a large egg.
Dip them twice
over, first in the yolk of an egg, and then in
grated breadcrumbs, then fry them in boiling
fat.
The boiling fat should cover them
entirely; they must bo put into it one at a
time very carefully and gently, and taken out
with equal care, to prevent the risk of breaking them. It is for this reason that it is
necessary to egg and bread crumb them twice
over.
Arrange them round a dish with boiled peas, French beans, or spinach, piled up
in the center.

I.

and

ever

a

the stock simmer, and stir in the roux, taking care to stir always in the same direction;
when a nice and tolerably thick sauce has
been made, add the minced mutton, etc., to
it, and let the mince warm through, stirriug
it gently round as it does so; then put it on a
dish aud leave it to cool for some hours. When
it is quite cold it should form a jelly-like
paste, just consistent enough to make soft
balls. These balls should be of the shape

FRED

£Ncw

Summer Board Wanted.

....

rietiea of apples the Farmeuse stands at the
head, while the Duchess of Oldenburg, lied
Astrachan, Alexander and Golden ltussel
are special favorites.
In fact, we notice but
very little difference between the kinds which
receive the favoraDle mention of the fruit
committee of this society, and those which
are most approved and cultivated by the orchardists of Aroostook and ef the eastern
part of our state.
It is a noteworthy fact that the committee
on fruit discovered more than a
hundred varieties of native apples within the limits of
the Island of Montreal which has never been
named, and yet were described as “of excellent quality and great beauty”. The example of the society in proposing to investigate
the neglected department of pomology, and to
have experimental tests,is worthy imitation
elsewhere. The history of the Baldwin apple,
shonld serve as a constant and encouraging
stimulus to fruit growers and fruit lovers, to
make the most of all promising seedlings.
We are satisfied that in every county of
the state some choice hut as yet undiscovered candidates for public favor might be
brought to the light. Maine may yet be indebted to the wails of the wayside for large
additions to her reputation and resources.

Cottage House on Lincoln Street at.
Woodford’s Corner, Leering, within three minNine finished rooms,
utes walk ot Horse Cars
printed and papered in the latest style, marble fire
frames, furnaces and green blinds, &c. Lot G5 by 94.
L J. PERKINS,
Everything complete.
489 Congress Street.
jul2dtf

and Parties who enjoy
on CUSHNG’S ISLAND, regular trips will l.o made to
kVHITK IIFAD as soon as a landing is competed.
je20d2m

s iouists

For Lewiston and Auburn.

“The untold miseries that result trom indiscretion
early life, maybe alleviated and cured. Those
who doubt tliis assertion should purchase the new'
Medical Work published by the Peabody Medical
Institute, Boston, entitled The Science of Life, or
Self Preservation.' Price $1. Vitality impaired by
the errors of youth or too close application to business, may be restored and manhood regained.
Also another
valuable medical work treating
exclusively on Mental anil Nervous Diseases"
more than two hundred
royal octavo pages, 20
elegant engravings, bound in substantial muslin.
Price only $2. Barely enough to pay for printing”—

For Sale.

BOARD.

a

by

in

house at Woodford’s Coiner, containing
walls and ceiling of t he first story

and 1.10 p. in.

a. m.

For Rath at 6.15 a. m., 1.10 and 5.15 p. m.
For Farmington, ftlonuiouth, Winilirop,
Keadfield, West Waterville and Waterville via Lewiston at 1.15 p. iu.

More Than One Million Conies Sold.

ANEW rooms,
ten

C 15

AKKANtiEMENT.

The Superior
FOltKMT €ITV

and bach, 25 cts.

IO

Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for JLcwiston via Brunswick at

LIFE;

NPItfNO

Mingle Ticket**, 81; Children half-price.
Special rates for Society and Picnic parties nura►ering over fifty persons.
For turther particulars enquire of
MB. JOSEPH CONWAY,
Ferry Landing, or on board the Steamer.
N. B. For the convenience and pleasure of Exeur-

m.

«»ol.l Ali.lnl AwariW 10 the Author
the “Nnlioual Hledical Aw.cicialioa” Alnrcl. ill hi. 1S»«.

painted and frescoed; good cellar, cemented; cistern ; drains Ac. Inquire of
GEO. RACKLEFF, Woodford’s Cor.
juMdtf

Fare, down

For

Or, NFI.F.PRGMERTATIOIV.

For Sale.

Lost.

following receipt:

the

some

dtf

June Cth, Silver Hunting Case
WATCH, between Brackett Street (via Congress and Free Streets) and High School. The finder
will he suitably rewarded bv leaving same at tire
office of HOLLINS, LOKING & ADAMS, No. 22
Exchange Street.
julldit

Old mutton is always a great infliction.
Some of its horrors may bo avoided by us-

Montreal Horticulture.

at

FOUND?"

LOST AND

THE SCIENCE OF

For Sale*.
mflE large Stable situated on Franklin Street, beami
Commercial Streets, to l>e re
Fore
X tween
moved. 'Tin* building heavily timbered, originally
built t<>r a store. Size 37 x G2 feet. Inquire of
julsdlmJOHN C. PROCTER.

136 FREE STREET.

jnlO_

(Oppcfeile Kercr? tSou^c-)

the_Islands

Starting from tbe Ferry I.uncling, I'uwiom
IBohmc Wharf. wi’l make regular trips to C'n«liuk'n mill Peak’** ImIuucI every week day until
1 urther notice, as follows: 9.15 and 10.45 a. in., 2.15
Last trip
; nd 3 45 p. ni., returning immediately.
rom Peak’s Island 5.45.

gor, Dexter, Belfast and Waterville at
l. 10 and 11.20 p. m.
For Nkowhegan at 1.10,1.15 and 11.20 p. m.
For Angusta, llallowell. Hardine.' and
Brunswick at 6.15 a.m., 1.10,5.15 and 1120 p.

Boston,

BOSTON STEAMERS.

I

MARY W. LIBBY

PasNenger Train* leave Portland for Ban-

No. 4. Biilflndi St.,

STEAMERS.

STEAMER

II. IN77.

MONDAY, JUNE

connection with JMedical ottiee. Library, Medical and
(2) $10.00 Chromos given to subscribers. Men
with introduction to a good inednow working make $8 to $10 per day
Address lor ! Suiglcal essentials,
Ical ppractice. Address
C. RESTEIN,
circular,
IVORY EROOKS, M. D..
105 Summer St., Boston, Mass.
jul5d2w
Springvale, Me.
j ul 9d2w *
--

Wanted.
An experienced t ook,

Central For

RAILROAD.

GOOD

white, a9 that indicates a vicious disposition. A horse that is looking back so far
as to expose Ihe white of his eye, is generally on the alert for mischief, and is not to be
The eye gives a
trusted with his bee's.
strong indication both of the temper and
temperament ol the animal; and it is easy to
judge from it whether activity or sluggishness
prevails most.— Colman’s Rural.
To

THE FARM ASH HOUSEHOLD.

STEAMERS.
_

Maine

HOUSE

Two

much

“Ah, me!” I said, “to him that hath
All things on earth their tribute bring;
From him that hath not, earth takes back,
And leaves him, beggared, though a king.”
Scribner's fur July.

RAILROADS.

AROUSE

horse should be a kindly, strong, bold, fiery,
It should not show
yet gentle-looking.

He drank it at a swallow down;
With smothered wrath I well nigh burst;
Nor wine nor glass was aught to him,
So that he quenched his boorish thirst.

MEDICAL.

For Sale.
mEN or
men, to act as
No.4G Munjoy street, containing 9 finX agents, who are willing to work tor lair pay. i
ished rooms, together with good lot of land.
Also a smart, reliable man, with $150 dollars cash, : This property will he sold at a bargain and on very
(n take one half interest, and manage a good paying
easy terms ot payment if applied for soon. JOHN
business. Apply’to. or address, with stamp. No. 10
U. PROCTER, 93 Exchange Street.
je22dlw
Exchange St., Portlan Me.
je25dtw* j
For Sale.
Wanted.
Lot 102 feet on the street by 200 feet
CAPABLE
to do general housev\oik at.
hack, located in the most desirable part ot the
j best street
A Woodtord’s girl
in the village of Springvale. Lot. has on
Corner, Peering, one mile from
Portland, on line of Horse Railroad. Apply at
it 25 choice fruit trees, bearing; a never failing well
julOdttCAPT. J. B. COYLE’S, Peering.
of excellent water; surrounded with stone posts for
fencing 'The house was burned a year since, leavWanted.
ing the Ell, containing a good kitchen and fixtures,
men to solicit subscriptions for the Chrisliming room, clothes press, wood house and stable,
This can be sold alone, or in
tian voices, in every county in New England,
j Ac., all In good repair.

The lace must be very broad between the eyes, but it should taper a little as
it approaches the eats. If the breadth is carried all the way upwards, the top of the head
wiil be wide, the cars ill set, aud the horse
probably sulky. As in the human being, so
in the horse—a great deal of Hie expression of
the countenance depends on the eye. It is a
most marvelous index to the working of the
mind within. A glance at it will often reveal the benevolent feeling, the sulky disposition, or the vicious propensity that is about
to manifest itself.
The reason of all this
must be most obvious, when we remember
that it is in direct communion with the
brain—the material instrument through
The eye of the
which the mind operates.

H. H.

ESTATE.

__

qualities.
BY

REAL

WANTS.

—

AND

Steamship Line.
Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y

Ho

Whari'agc,
Wharf, Boston, 3 p.ut
Street Wharf, Phila0

a. m.
one half

Is.

the rate of

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., And South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of CommUaion.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B, HA [TIP MON, Ageil
TO l<onc Wharf, Ho*ion
Jn23-ly

V

